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Introduction from the CEO
I consider myself very lucky to be the executive lead of Polteq. The foundation
of this company is a mix of experienced and young IT workers; the combination
of doing, learning, improving and appreciating makes the cooperation a blast
for the Polteq employees as well as for the customers.

Since it was founded in 2000, Polteq has always paid a lot of attention to the
development of the test profession. A renowned test company like Polteq can-
not, therefore, ignore the cloud. In 2008, the first steps were made to develop an
approach for testing cloud services. Studies, experience, perseverance and a
hefty R&D budget have resulted in a unique and, most of all, practical approach
for testing applications in the uncertain digital cloud.

No one needs to invent the cloud-testing wheel anymore, since Kees
Blokland, Jeroen Mengerink and Martin Pol have done that already, together
with many colleagues.

This book will enable you to start right away and help you navigate the
process of testing in the cloud. It is probably clear that we at Polteq, and me in
particular, are thrilled to have reached this milestone. It may not surprise you
that Polteq offers consultancy and training for testing cloud services. For that
we chose the commercial label Cloutest®.

Alain Bultink
CEO Polteq Test Services BV
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Preface
We all have heard about the cloud, even without knowing it. When you receive a
link to download a file online for instance, you probably are already in the
cloud. As a user you don’t stop and think about the risks. What if, for instance,
thousands of people simultaneously download this file? Can you accept the fact
that this process will be extremely slow? Or when you send an email with your
online client application, you very much would like it to be sent with the appro-
priate privacy. The entire world, of course, is able to access the cloud.

The term cloud comes from the fact that data packages no longer travel
along a defined path. One doesn’t know any longer by which path they reach
their end point. We can no longer say for certain which route has been taken.
This explanation contains a number of aspects that, as a tester, makes you think.
“No defined path” and “no longer say for certain” are aspects that we as testers
actually are not really looking for—quite the opposite. How can we make a
statement about quality without having these certainties? Cloud computing has
proven its use over the past years, and nobody doubts that anymore. But it
quickly becomes clear that cloud computing brings a certain number of specific
risks. As testers, we often say, “We can test everything!” But is this true? Are we
really ready to test cloud computing applications?

And then I was asked by Kees, Jeroen, and Martin to write this preface. My
first thought was, “Finally, a book on testing applications developed for the
purpose of cloud computing.” During conferences we gradually gained some
information, but it still was a puzzle to create a complete approach. But we did,
and that is exactly what you can find in this book. This book even goes further
than the questions I originally had. It is also about how we can use cloud com-
puting to execute our tests. It provides a very structured overview of what
cloud computing actually is and how as a test manager you need to position
your tasks.



x    Preface
This book is not revisiting the tasks within the testing profession. That is
available in other literature. The approach of Testing Cloud Services mainly
points to how you broaden your set of tasks as a tester and test manager within
the context of cloud computing. Using checklists, tips,  and examples, we receive
all the information we need. Cloud computing has different risks on which we
have to base our tests, such as manageability, continuity, and security. It is this
shift in risks to which the testing world needs to act. 

I am convinced that every reader of this book will discover useful aspects
about testing of and with cloud computing. I am definitely going to apply this in
practice; you need to also!

Erik Boelen
Test consultant
qa consult
Tongeren, Belgium, 9 February 2012
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1 Introduction
Cloud computing is a sea change in the way information systems are created
and used. This simple fact is enough reason to investigate the phenomenon of
cloud computing from a testing perspective. At the same time, it is useful to
evaluate the testing profession from a cloud perspective because cloud
computing offers interesting new options and solutions for a number of old
bottlenecks.

More and more organizations are choosing to use services from the cloud.
There are different reasons for this, but two come to mind immediately: new
opportunities and cost reduction. An example of a new opportunity is world-
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wide access to data, at any time and with any device. And cost reduction occurs
by:

■ Sharing resources with other customers
■ Service providers buying in resources on an extremely large scale and there-

fore at low cost and, on that basis, offering cheap services
■ Customers not having to invest in resources (anymore)
■ Customers not having to invest in spare capacity in order to accommodate

peaks and growth
■ Costs being predictable, giving customers improved control over expenditure

This book is written mainly from the customer’s perspective. People involved in
introducing a cloud product and keeping it operational will gain a lot of knowl-
edge, especially from the sections about mapping risks and taking measures to
reduce those risks as much as possible. Therefore, project managers, test man-
agers, and people in other test roles will benefit from reading this book. How-
ever, it does not limit itself to cloud computing customers only. A supplier that
is capable of taking on the viewpoints of customers is more able to offer success-
ful services. By anticipating the risks a customer experiences, a test manager on
the supplier side can achieve a competitive advantage for their company.

In this book, a complete approach is described for the testing of and testing
with services in the cloud. Innovations in the test profession come together with
existing techniques and approaches. Testing Cloud Services contains a lot of test
measures that are applicable within, but also outside, the cloud context.

Before discussing the approach in detail, Chapter 2, “What is Cloud
Computing?” offers a definition of cloud computing. Examples of generally
available application services in the cloud are email (Gmail, Exchange service
from the cloud), storage (Dropbox, iCloud), customer relationship manage-
ment (Salesforce), and enterprise resource planning and office software (Google
Docs, Office 365). More and more applications are being offered as services in
the cloud. These services are built on a foundation of infrastructure and plat-
forms (hosting and development environments). Large, well-known suppliers,
such as Amazon, Force.com, Google, and Microsoft, also offer different infra-
structures and platforms as a service.

In Chapter 3, “Role of the Test Manager,” the test manager’s duties are
explained, including which traditional test management tasks are important in
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the context of cloud computing. In addition, cloud computing clearly adds new
elements to the job of the test manager, such as risk management during the
selection stage and supporting continuity in production. Also, the use of cloud
computing in testing itself is expanding; this is described in section 3.3.

Chapter 4, “From Risk to Test,” offers an extensive overview of the kinds of
risks that are introduced when implementing cloud services, such as security
and performance risks. Of particular interest here are the risks that are not, or
only rarely, present in traditional development methods. For instance, think
about risks in the area of legislation and regulations and a new phenomenon:
elasticity. Test measures for risk reduction are described (aiding the elimination
of risk). The extensive list of possible risks and the link to test measures are the
basis of the approach in this book. When reading Chapter 4 you need to realize
that not all risks are always present. Risk analysis will determine which risks are
relevant and which measures are needed.

Finally, Chapter 5, “Test Measures,” provides an explanation of different
groups of measures that can be taken. Alongside completely new test measures,
such as testing to ensure adherence to legislation and regulations and testing
elasticity, better known test measures such as testing security and performance
are described. The notion of “testing” has a wide meaning in Chapter 5.
Dynamic testing is just one of the forms of test measure that is used. In addition,
various forms of static testing are discussed, which include performing audits,
listing requirements and measures, performing various checks, doing reviews
and inspections on documents, and configuring and reading monitoring tools
and logging. This widening of the testing focus is an existing trend that is con-
tinued in cloud computing.
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2 What is Cloud Computing?
Cloud computing is a phenomenon that is, consciously or unconsciously, used
already by many. It includes the use of resources over the Internet, without the
user knowing where these resources are exactly. On a daily basis, websites that
are placed in the cloud are visited. What about email providers? Who actually
knows where their email is located exactly?

What explains the rise of cloud computing? More and more technological
innovations are occurring. By combining some of these innovations, cloud com-
puting came into being (see Figure 2–1). The one-of-a-kind, worldwide, broad-
band Internet makes it possible to disconnect the physical location of the
computers and data from the desk of the customer. The underlying web technol-
ogy is based on standards, which allows everybody to access their data at any time
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and from any place and with any device. In addition, virtualization makes it pos-
sible to create any kind of environment of any desired size. In this way, logical and
physical infrastructure is disconnected, without the applications and users being
aware of it. The rise of service-oriented architecture (SOA), where application
services based on standard formats and standard protocols are offered, also has
strongly contributed to cloud computing. Grid computing, where computers col-
laborate so that tasks can be distributed over the infrastructure, provides the
cloud with its very large processor capacity, which is conceived as “infinite.” A
final important influence on cloud computing is the payment model that is used:
pay per use. We know this model from the utility world, where invoices are based
on the amount of water, electricity, or gas that is consumed.

Figure 2–1  Enablers of cloud computing

With cloud computing, a world of new opportunities that can be fitted into the
current IT landscape arise.

For a good understanding of the terms and concepts used in this book, a
practical definition for cloud computing is essential. For this, we use the defini-
tion that is put forward by the American National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST).
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The characteristics, service models, and deployment models (henceforth called
implementation models) mentioned in the definition are separate dimensions
of cloud computing that can occur in any combination. The risks that are
described in this book are a direct result of one or more of the essential charac-
teristics of cloud computing, the service model that is chosen, and the imple-
mentation model.

2.1 Essential characteristics

The five essential characteristics from the NIST definition are on-demand self-
service, broad network access, resource pooling, rapid elasticity, and measured
service.

On-demand self-service

Customers can configure computer facilities themselves, without human inter-
action with the service supplier. The services are easily available and can be
obtained directly over the Internet.

Broad network access

Services are offered on a network. When standard protocols and standard for-
mats are used, it is possible to obtain these services on different resources, such
as PCs, laptops, tablets, and mobile phones.

Resource pooling

Multiple customers share the supplier’s infrastructure through a rental model.
The resources are appointed dynamically. This is done depending on demand
from the customer. The exact location of the infrastructure is not important to

NIST definition of cloud computing

Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand
network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g.,
networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly pro-
visioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider
interaction. This cloud model is composed of five essential characteristics,
three service models, and four deployment models.
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the customer, though in general, the customer can set some preconditions, such
as, for example, a particular country or a specific data center. The types of com-
puter resources one has to think about—among others—are storage, computing
capacity, memory, network bandwidth, and virtual environments.

Rapid elasticity

Services can be configured and released quickly and often automatically in an
elastic fashion. This offers the capability of quickly scaling up and down. The
customer experiences this as the apparently unlimited ability to obtain services
at any moment and in any desired quantity.

Measured service

Systems check and optimize the use of the underlying infrastructure. Here, for
example, the usage of the following is measured: storage capacity, computing
capacity, bandwidth, and active user accounts. The result is transparent for the
supplier and the customer and as a result is a fair basis on which to invoice.

2.2 Service models

NIST identifies three service models: Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Plat-
form as a Service (PaaS), and Software as a Service (SaaS). Though on a regular
basis new *aaS variants emerge, these three basic models suffice for a proper
understanding of cloud computing. The service models form a service growth
model, from IaaS through Paas to SaaS.  Figure 2–2 illustrates a starting point of
this growth model, where the following layers can be identified:

■ Hardware is the equipment (servers, network resources, storage).
■ Virtualization is the software that makes it possible to create multiple or

different environments, based on the hardware. In fact, the software is
running on an environment that is not physically present.

■ Platform is a runtime environment in which software can run (.NET, PHP,
Apache, etc.).

■ Application is the software for the customer.
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Figure 2–2 No services purchased

From the starting point in  Figure 2–2, the first growth phase is the use of IaaS.

IaaS

The customer gets access to computing power, storage, networks, and other
basic computer facilities and puts together their own infrastructure. The cus-
tomer does not manage the cloud infrastructure but does decide which operat-
ing systems run on it, the amount of storage, and the applications that are rolled
out on it. The customer also influences the configuration of network compo-
nents such as firewalls. With IaaS, the hardware and virtualization move to the
cloud  Figure 2–3).

IaaS examples

Amazon and Rackspace deliver server capacity that can increase and decrease
along with the needs of the customer. Companies get the opportunity to have
flexible server and storage capacity without major investment. The pay-per-use
model makes it possible to not have to make more expenditure than is strictly
necessary.
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Figure 2–3 Purchasing IaaS

PaaS

With PaaS, the customer uses the programming languages and tools that are
supported by the PaaS supplier. The customer has no control or management
over the infrastructure but does have complete control over the applications and
some of the configuration of the platform environment and makes their own
choices for developing or buying them. 

PaaS examples

Web hosting is a well-known form of PaaS. In addition to Hypertext Transfer
Protocol (HTTP), web hosting companies provide an environment with a pro-
gramming language such as PHP or Ruby-on-Rails and database options such
as MySQL. This allows a personal website to be developed.

Windows Azure targets the development of cloud applications. A complete
development environment is provided, where different programming languages
can be chosen. Windows Azure is moving significantly beyond web hosting by
providing development and test environments as well. And standard practice is
to support a variety of resources such as various smartphones and tablets.

The customer therefore is not responsible (anymore) for the platform (see
Figure 2–4). The examples show that there is a large diversity in the scope of the
services (a stripped-down platform or a platform with an extensive develop-
ment environment).
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Figure 2–4 Purchasing PaaS

SaaS

With SaaS, the customer uses applications from a supplier that are running on
cloud infrastructure. These applications are accessible through a simple inter-
face—such as a web browser—for everybody, at any time, in any place, and with
any device. The influence of the customer is limited to configuration such as the
placing of corporate logos, language setups, and look-and-feel options. In this
situation, all layers are outsourced (see Figure 2–5). In-house management
remains only for the part of the IT infrastructure that is not moved to the cloud.

SaaS examples

Increasingly, webmail services like Gmail are used. The customers are used to
having the service always available and from every location. They do not know
where their mail is located and what the underlying infrastructure looks like,
and in most cases, that is just fine. The customer has no need to perform any
maintenance tasks, except on the emails themselves, of course.

Salesforce offers customers the capability of obtaining a customer relation-
ship management (CRM) process from the cloud. The customer has access to
all their customer data from any location. Like email, CRM is a clear and com-
prehensible process, so it can easily be offered as SaaS. Payment is done per user
per month, keeping the costs clear and manageable. Through the scale of this
SaaS form (development costs are indirectly shared by many customers), the
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customer gets access to a state-of-the-art facility without having to make a large
investment.

Figure 2–5 Purchasing SaaS

2.3 Implementation models

NIST distinguishes the following implementation models: private, community,
public, and hybrid.

Private cloud

The cloud infrastructure is exclusively used by one customer. The cloud can be
managed by the customer or by an external party and can be located in-house
or in an external location. In practice, the difference between a private cloud
and the data center of a large internationally operating company is limited.

Community cloud

The cloud infrastructure is shared by a number of customers and supports a
specific community that has shared interests (such as security requirements,
policies, standards). Management is done by the customers themselves or is out-
sourced. The infrastructure can be located in-house at one of the customer’s
premises or at an external location.
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Public cloud

The cloud infrastructure is publicly accessible. The owner is the organization
that provides the service.

Hybrid cloud

The hybrid cloud consists of two or more independently operating clouds (pri-
vate, community, public) that are combined to make the exchange of data and
applications possible.
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3 Role of the Test Manager
The use and development of software continually changes, and that affects the
activities and position of the test manager, as seen in projects where Agile meth-
ods are applied. The rise of cloud computing provides a new impetus to the role
of the test manager. What is striking in Agile, as well as in cloud computing, is a
shifting and broadening of focus. Managing functional software testing, origi-
nally the core of testing, is just one of the many tasks of the modern test man-
ager. On one hand, this is because less and less traditional testing is done under
the supervision of the test manager; instead it is done in Agile teams or by the
service supplier. On the other hand, it is because nonfunctional requirements
are claiming an increasing role. A documented test basis (requirements and
specifications) is no longer the starting point for testing. The test manager
increasingly bases measures on the desires and needs of the operation and users.
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Thus, the test manager, as it were, climbs in the V-model and gets a broader
responsibility: a process is successful when the business process and the users
are supported properly.

Testing Cloud Services gives substance to this broadening of the role and
offers test managers plenty of room to further develop themselves in the testing
profession. The test manager, for instance, needs to be involved during the
selection of services. In this stage, it becomes clear which requirements can be
met and which cannot be met. After making a choice, one is stuck with the
quality and options of the selected services, and their accompanying risks.
However, this is not completely new: selecting a service is similar to selecting
software packages. Here the test manager also provides a valuable contribution
to the selection process.

The involvement of the test manager in the production phase is entering a
new stage with cloud computing. In an IT landscape of connected systems, an
increasing need for continuous system integration emerges. This is comparable
to continuous component integration, where regularly (often daily) a new soft-
ware build is compiled. An automated regression test in this case needs to
ensure the continuity of the development process. With continuous system inte-
gration, something similar is going on: systems in production are updated all
the time (patches, upgrades, new releases), which requires a more or less per-
manent regressive system integration test to ensure continuity in production.
Where there is knowledge of the exact changes to the customer’s own software,
in cloud computing the customer can be confronted with unannounced and
hardly documented changes. The continuous system integration test will be
necessary as a backstop. The situation might even arise in production that
makes choosing another service or service supplier necessary—for example,
because testing shows that guarantees in continuity are not met. 

In addition to a role during service selection and in production, there is a
job that needs to be done during service implementation. This is like the tradi-
tional role of the test manager: testing and giving advice on getting information
systems into production (operation). All in all, the role of the test manager has
broadened (see Figure 3–1).
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Figure 3–1 Broader role of the test manager

Cloud computing not only poses challenges for testing, it also provides interest-
ing new testing options. For example, cloud computing can be used for test
environments or test tools. It can also mean that all test activities and the test
organization as a whole are brought to the cloud. This will be called Testing as a
Service.

3.1 In general

Sufficient information can be found in the existing testing literature about the
general tasks of the test manager. To support the test manager who is going to
work in the cloud, in this section we’ll describe the following activities:

■ Risk analysis
■ Reaching agreements on testing with suppliers
■ Setting up and executing the end-to-end testing
■ Giving advice

3.1.1 Risk analysis

No risk, no test. This remains the starting point for the activities that are exe-
cuted by the test manager, no matter what. Test effort is on the cost side of the
testing business case; risks covered (and with that, costs saved on problems in
production) are on the revenue side. A risk analysis always forms the basis of
the measures to be taken by the test manager. Chapter 4 provides many pointers
to ways to mitigate many kinds of risks. A connection is also made to the choice
of the characteristics, service, and implementation models of cloud computing.
The test measures referred to in Chapter 4 consequently provide the building
blocks for a test strategy. Because of the broader role of the test manager, there
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are measures that can be taken during selection and measures that can be
addressed only during implementation and in production.

A (product) risk analysis is part of the standard arsenal of the test manager
(see Table 3–1). With different stakeholders, the chance of something going
wrong with the information system (in this case a service-based solution) is dis-
cussed along with the impact this can have. A large likelihood of failure with
significant consequences represents a high risk and requires a lot of test effort.
On the other hand, one should not make a big deal of testing an aspect with a
low likelihood of failure with small impact.

Table 3–1  Example of a risk analysis table

First it is necessary to create an overview of the risks. It is important to involve
people in this process who have a good view on what can go wrong when going
to the cloud and people who can translate that to the impact of things that go
wrong.

Next the risks are determined to a sufficient level of detail. Traditional
product risk analysis techniques can easily be applied here. How does this work?
For starters, with a team of people, the risks are worked out in more detail—for
instance, what functionality can be distinguished and which security aspects?

System 
component

Risk group Risk Classification

Failure rate Impact Risk 
category

Security

Performance

Manageability

Legislation 
and 
regulation
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For functionality, a division can be made based on the different business pro-
cesses. To do this, an experienced user provides input. For security, the help of a
more technically oriented person is needed. To determine the impact of failure,
a translation needs to be made to practical situations: How high are the costs of
fixes? Loss of revenues? How long can no invoices be sent? And so on. Based on
the detail risk analysis, the test manager determines a test strategy in which
large risks are allotted more test effort and small risks less effort.

In the testing literature, extensive attention is paid to the process of product
risk analysis and using it to develop a test strategy.

3.1.2 Information from and agreement with the supplier

After the selection phase, implementation and production follow. In these
stages, a lot of testing activities are deployed for which information and support
from the supplier is needed. Think about service specifications (test basis), test
environments, and guidelines for logging issues. When the supplier’s standard
terms and conditions do not fully provide them, additional agreement is needed
with the supplier. The test manager needs to check the terms and conditions
and ensure that the desired contract is drawn up. This is, however, not always a
possibility because, for example, large service suppliers might not modify their
terms and conditions for small customers. 

Checklist for general supplier conditions and other sources

The test manager needs to, when applicable, watch for the following:

■ Where can the interface specifications be found?
■ Where can manuals be found?
■ How are issues logged?
■ How is the customer kept informed about the progress of the resolution of

logged issues?
■ What guarantees are provided for the speed of resolving (severe) issues?
■ What are the guarantees on availability (including metrics agreements)?
■ What are the guarantees on performance (including metrics agreements)?
■ What are the guarantees on security (including metrics agreements)?
■ Are there test environments available and how can they be used?
■ How is the customer informed about changes in the service?
■ How is the customer informed about changes in documentation?
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■ How is the customer informed about the test results of changes in the
service?

■ How can monitoring and logging facilities be configured?

Additional terms and conditions

Additional agreements may be needed based on inadequately answered ques-
tions from the checklist. There are aspects that are never standardized, such as
agreement on the customization of the service or the interfaces to the service.
Here are several other examples of issues to be addressed:

■ Periodic supplier evaluations and reviews of service (for example, to what
extent the supplier has met the guarantees on performance and other
aspects)

■ Mock services provided by the supplier
■ Performing audits at the supplier (on security or process quality)
■ Support with implementing the service

Try to avoid enforcing everything in a legal contract: the customer benefits
more from a correctly functioning service than from penalty clauses.

3.1.3 End-to-end testing

End-to-end testing (E2E) is a profession in its own right. The notion of an E2E
test is quite similar to the notion of process testing. This is sometimes referred
to as the technical process or the system integration test, which is no more than
a system test of more than one system. With the E2E test, the business process is
foremost. The E2E test is therefore the broadest possible test, in which the end
results are taken as a starting point. That the system integration test and the E2E
test are similar may be obvious. The difference is in the focus and is determined
by the risk that processes are not sufficiently supported. This risk becomes
larger when the organization, the infrastructure, and the processes are more
complex: who will be able to oversee and assess the cohesion between processes,
functionality, and the technical infrastructure? It may be obvious that the E2E
test is even more important in cloud computing and simultaneously increases in
complexity (see Figure 3–2).
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Figure 3–2 End-to-end test

E2E testing is more than system integration

System integration mainly focuses on interfaces between systems. Successful
system integration is a necessary precondition for the E2E test because systems
need to exchange information. The E2E test, in turn, tests the total combination
of systems and business processes.

There are some surprises that can arise here:

■ Inconsistent data (people with different addresses in different systems)
■ Wrong (human) interpretation of data (what date is meant by 8-9-10)
■ Data that is mandatory in one case and not in another
■ Timing and order problems (messages processed in the wrong order)

The E2E test is not limited to functionality. Many nonfunctional properties of
services need to be assessed in an E2E test environment, such as performance
and security. The E2E test results therefore play an important part in acceptance
of the service in the context of the IT landscape and business processes of the
customer. Executing the E2E test provides an important spin-off: the knowledge
gained is an important input for describing and testing the work processes and
all accompanying documentation.

The focus of the E2E test

The focus of the E2E test is one with multiple dimensions. The first is formed by
the business processes that use the IT landscape and in principle does not pay
attention to how functionality is divided over different systems and services.
These business processes form the most important basis for what needs to be
tested. The second dimension is the so-called system picture: the systems and
services are connected in a specific way, indicating information flows. Implic-
itly, this also includes the interfaces. This is the physical world in which the tests
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need to be run. The third dimension is the exact functioning of the systems and
services in the IT landscape.

In preparing the E2E test, knowledge is needed of all three dimensions. This
requires input from different functions: testers, technical experts (such as oper-
ators), and subject matter experts (for instance, users).

Creating E2E test cases

In section 5.6, a number of techniques are described to put together the test
basis and thereby create a starting point from which to develop test cases. This
process has to be done in close cooperation with subject matter experts: the
business process is quite often not very well documented and can be hard for
outsiders to understand.

Working out the logical test cases (for instance, from a classification tree) to
physical test cases is quite a job, and the system picture, as well as knowledge of
functionality detail, is needed. The steps are as follows:

■ Describe all test actions in the E2E test case. For example, a test case starts
in a certain system and after passing through a number of systems and
services ends in another system with a certain result.

■ Determine the data that represents the test case (for instance, values from
the classes in the classification tree) and the expected result of the E2E test
case.

■ Determine the configurations and base data needed in all systems and
services through which the E2E test case passes.

■ Describe the expected intermediate results of the test case on all interfaces
between the systems and services.

Executing E2E test cases

After an intake on the test environment, test data, and the versions of all sys-
tems and services has been performed, the test cases can be executed. This
sounds easier than it is. A number of typical E2E bottlenecks can occur during
test execution:

■ The execution requires a lot of time (for instance, the business process
requires that the next step is performed a day later).

■ Running out of test data. When test cases get stuck along the way, the
original data cannot be used again and resetting across multiple systems is
very hard to do (a reason to create backup test cases).
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■ The test systems are not all available in time (when this is known in time,
stubs/drivers or simulators can be deployed).

■ Analyzing an issue is difficult (in what system or which service does the
issue occur?) and requires a technical view and access to log files. 

■ It’s not always possible to have the right people available to execute the test
actions and to analyze the results.

■ The supplier is hard to reach for answers to questions.
■ Nobody has detailed knowledge of all systems.

Automating the E2E test execution

Fully automating the test execution makes effective and continuous system inte-
gration possible, but in practice, it is not feasible for many. However, there are
many aids that can make testing in an E2E setting easier. For example, there are
tools to generate test data, tools to generate messages and to analyze them, and
tools that can function as stubs/drivers or simulators. Proper interface specifica-
tions are especially important for the correct use of all these tools.

E2E regression testing

In several places in this book, E2E testing is used as a regression test measure to
test the impact of changes. The scope of the E2E regression test is connected to
the risks to be covered. With every change, an E2E regression test is needed. The
customer is, however, not always informed by the supplier on changes in the
service. To detect the impact of unannounced changes in a timely fashion, the
E2E regression test needs to be executed with an increased frequency. Because
of this higher frequency, automation cannot be avoided.

When the result of a test is not according to expectations, a
well-documented issue needs to be logged. With part of the
technical infrastructure in the cloud, analyzing problems is
more difficult than when the software is running on the cus-
tomer’s own resources. A specialist cannot just run to the
server room, because it is virtual and is “somewhere” in the
cloud. For each issue, it is important to determine in which
component the problem lies: in the (virtual) environment, in
the platform, and so on.

Finding the cause 
of an issue
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Reading log files is one of the means that can be reverted to in such a case. Log-
ging data needs to be configured in strategic locations in the E2E process to
enable determination of where an error occurs.

3.1.4 Advice

The test manager determines the quality of the tested service. This is done in
the context of the interfacing systems and the business processes and provides
as good a picture of the remaining risks as possible. This forms the basis for
release advice and is important information for the go/no-go decision.

Within the selection process, a clear moment emerges in which the advice
of the test manager is needed: the decision for selecting a certain service (and a
service supplier). The test manager needs to have the advice ready in time and
has to know who the stakeholders are. A universal guideline cannot be given,
but often a purchasing department has the lead in selecting IT resources. The
task of the test manager during selection is finished when a deliberated decision
has been made about a certain service, partially based on the information deliv-
ered on quality and risks.

After selection, an implementation process follows where configuration
and testing processes occur. In the same way as when the customer’s software is
implemented in production, the test manager will provide release advice for the
implementation of services. In this case, it is about the decision to bring a ser-
vice into production. This seems similar to traditional test processes, where a
board takes the decision to go live, partially based on the advice from the test
manager.

When a problem is detected during the continuous E2E test—for example,
after testing an update—the test manager needs to inform the organization and
someone needs to decide on remedial measures. This can be implementing a
workaround, rolling back the changes, or even choosing another service. In
practice, it can be quite difficult to find the responsible person(s). In larger
organizations there are often different system owners, and with cloud comput-
ing, sometimes an inaccessible supplier is added to the equation.
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3.2 Tasks during selection, implementation, 
and production

3.2.1 Selection

Determining the suitability of a service is done based on selection criteria, and
the cloud-specific aspects need to be emphasized. The fact that selecting a
service implicitly or explicitly means a supplier is also selected, which is an
important aspect here too.

Here is a step-by-step plan for the test manager:

1. Put forward cloud-related aspects
2. Determine completeness and controllability of the selection criteria
3. Assess services and suppliers
4. Issue a selection advice

For the first step, consult Chapter 4. The second step is similar to a test basis
intake: is it complete and testable? Some test measures addressing the risks
can be put in place during the selection phase. The test manager in turn
offers advice based on the results of the test measures. Section 5.1 details the
activities.

3.2.2 Implementation

Implementation encompasses all activities that are needed to take the service
into production. From the risk analysis it becomes clear which test measures
need to be part of the test strategy. Most likely test measures are used that are
described in this book. Execution of testing with regard to implementation is
where testing cloud services is most similar to a traditional testing process.
Chapter 5, Test Measures, contains several practical peculiarities that are of use
to the test manager.

A step-by-step plan during implementation encompasses the following
activities:

1. Executing the risk analysis
2. Setting up the test strategy
3. Executing the test measures
4. Issuing advice
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The risk analysis needs to specifically focus on the cloud and the number of
nonfunctional aspects that require attention from the test team. This means that
in executing the test measures, experts are needed. At the completion of testing,
advice is issued supporting the decision of whether or not to take the service
into production. Execution of a proof of concept (see definition in the glossary)
can be part of the implementation stage. The objective is to gain further infor-
mation on the best way to execute implementation. See Chapter 5 for a descrip-
tion of the test measures.

3.2.3 Production

The tasks of the test manager do not stop after a successful implementation. The
test manager needs to keep a grasp on changes that occur with the customer,
with the supplier, and in the network that connects them.

The following set of tasks is to be performed in production:

■ Ensure continuity as changes are implemented
■ Monitor the quality of the service
■ Review the original selection criteria

The test manager contributes to ensuring the continuity of the business pro-
cesses by setting up and executing a continuous E2E regression test. The qual-
ity guarantees from the supplier need to be verified. The verification can be
done by means of monitoring. Eventually, changes can occur that require the
review and amendment of the selection criteria and confirmation that the ser-
vice being provided is still the most appropriate one available for the organi-
zation. Section 5.9 describes these activities in detail.

3.3 Testing with the help of the cloud

Meanwhile many testing services are offered under the name Testing as a
Service (TaaS). In this book, TaaS is seen as a form of test outsourcing:
having test activities executed for a certain amount of money in certain con-
ditions, in this case in the cloud. The boundary between TaaS and using the
cloud for a test activity cannot be pinpointed exactly and in fact is not very
important. With the use of the Test Outsourcing Governance Approach
(TOGA®), we will describe how test outsourcing can best be handled. In a
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number of examples, we will also describe the use of the cloud for testing
purposes.

3.3.1 Test outsourcing to the cloud with TOGA

TaaS is fully in development; there are even forums and testing marketplaces
where customers can request test services. The customer of the test service pro-
vides an application (a web-based application that can be accessed over the
Internet is easiest), and it is subsequently tested. The testing of a webshop can
be executed by a TaaS supplier without too many specific requirements because
the functional and nonfunctional requirements are quite generic. Testing a cus-
tom application for an internal work process, however, requires a large set of
specifications to be sent to the supplier in addition to the test object. 

When testing activities are outsourced over the Internet, a lot needs to be
done to make sure it goes well. Outsourcing testing is special; testing is “the
final gateway to go live.” A thorough assessment is needed of the quality of the
information system and of the risks that potentially remain when going live.

Four (test) outsourcing stages are identified by TOGA:

■ Initiation
■ Setup
■ Transition
■ Operation

Initiation

Why is it of interest to outsource testing to the cloud? What objective is served
by awarding a test assignment to a TaaS supplier? There are a number of possi-
bilities:

■ Increase performance: Testing can be done better by others (cheaper, with
better quality, faster).

■ Focus on core activities: Personnel and resources need to target the
organization’s core activities, and testing isn’t one of them.

■ Utilize new opportunities: In the cloud, new opportunities arise, such as
crowdsourced testing (see section 3.3.2) and other forms of collaborative
testing.
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Which test activities can go into the cloud? There are several options, such as
the system test of a website over the Internet, a performance test, or a multi-
platform test. There are three steps in the approach to outsourcing testing to the
cloud:

1. List options
2. Evaluate which objective is served
3. Determine the impact on the organization

The end responsibility (and with that, control and acceptance) for properly
functioning information systems can never be outsourced completely. Take, for
instance, acceptance testing: functional acceptance testing can easily be out-
sourced; the execution of a user acceptance test cannot because it needs to be
executed by users.

There are many forms of test outsourcing, of which TaaS is a new variation.
Offering a test assignment to the cloud is similar to offshoring (outsourcing to a
location far away with a low cost structure). Communication is most likely only
in English, is indirect (questions and answers), and can be misinterpreted in
many different ways (different culture, different native language, different con-
text). Expectation management is a big challenge. Simple, well-defined test
assignments have the biggest chance of being outsourced successfully using
TaaS. However, there are test suppliers that offer a large assortment of TaaS
products, in which traditional test services with regard to test outsourcing has
had a new coat of paint.

Which test activities can go into the cloud?
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Setup

Selecting a testing service is the same as is described in section 5.1. The focus
here is, of course, on testing. 

Selection criteria are as follows:

■ Which organization is behind the service (reliability, stability)?
■ What is its reputation; are there references available?
■ Is testing a core activity; are standards applied?
■ What is the organization’s test experience (for instance, built up in the pre-

cloud era)?
■ How extensive is their domain knowledge?

The customer might consider an audit to assess the quality(ies) of the supplier.
The testing world has various suitable methods for this, such TMMi and TPI
(NEXT). There are companies that offer these audit services, even as TaaS.

The contract in test outsourcing is of great importance. One buys test cov-
erage, but how can this be measured?

Normally, contracts are detailed with regard to the depth of testing, how
tests will be conducted, and how the results will be reported; in short, contracts
consist of a set of statements that fit well in the structure of a (generic) master
test plan. With the use of test services as they are offered, it can be quite difficult
to determine how a supplier achieves test coverage.

Clarity needs to be reached on the following points when test activities are
outsourced (not an exhaustive list):

■ Which standards are used?
■ How are test cases created?
■ How are product risks translated to tests?
■ What is the estimation method?
■ To what extent is the test environment like the production environment?
■ How are progress and quality (metrics) reported?
■ How will the supplier communicate with the clients?
■ What test basis is needed?
■ How is the test basis determined for quality?
■ How is success measured?
■ How is knowledge transferred (domain, system, project)?
■ How are legal and financial matters handled (secrecy, rates)?
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Transition

With the transition to test outsourcing, a transfer of knowledge, documentation,
material, and possibly even personnel happens. The supplier needs to know cer-
tain information, such as the URL where the test object can be found, the envi-
ronment requirements, or the different platforms on which an information
system needs to be tested. The test object also needs to be transferred to the test
supplier. Transfer of personnel is not very likely with TaaS.

Operation

There are various reasons to keep an eye on testing in the cloud:

■ Warranties on quality of testing
■ Timely view on outcomes (especially when it is not going correctly and

adjustments are needed)
■ Information for acceptance (building confidence)

Before testing in the cloud commences, the customer must agree with the sup-
plier about the delivery of information on testing and on test progress.

To enable the customer to monitor the testing in the cloud, initially the cus-
tomer inspects the test documentation from the supplier. This enables a view to
be taken on the quality of the testing. Relevant test documents are test plans, test
specifications, and test reports. Then, insight to the test progress and the quality
of the test object in the cloud is important. With this, the customer gains a
timely view of the expected outcome of the test process. Visibility of metrics is a
precondition for a successful check of the outsourced test activities. The follow-
ing list includes some standard (minimum) metrics for this:

■ Trends in the number of unsolved issues
■ Trends in the number of found issues per day or per week
■ Trends in the number of successful and unsuccessful test cases executed

(against the total number of test cases)

3.3.2 Crowdsourced testing

A special form of TaaS is the testing of a test object by “the masses” (crowd).
This, in fact, has been done for years: popular software (such as operating sys-
tems and games) is offered for free in beta quality so that people can work with
it. When users register issues, they are sometimes rewarded with money or full
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versions of the software. In this way, test coverage that could never be achieved
by an in-house testing department is realized. There are also suppliers that orga-
nize crowdsourcing for customers. How does one gain a comprehensive view of
the test coverage in crowd testing? Metrics for each issue (number and location
in the software) are important. Fault seeding can be considered—the deliberate
“sowing” of a number of bugs in the software. As soon as all the bugs are found
(harvested), the tester can have sufficient confidence in test coverage.

3.3.3 Test environments in the cloud

What can be done for the production environment is also an option for the test
environments: creating the environments in the cloud (IaaS). This is an option
for test environments that are not needed year-round. Thanks to pay per use,
the costs of test environments can be lowered and the temporary setup of extra
test environments is a technically and financially feasible option. Following are
some examples of the possibilities that test environments in the cloud offer.

Making a snapshot of the virtual environment

IaaS consists of virtual environments. The beauty of it is that when an issue
arises, a snapshot of a complete virtual environment can be stored. The environ-
ment is released after that, thus reducing the client’s expenditure and allowing
testing to continue. Later, the same environment can be rolled out again. Using
the environment snapshot, issues can be repeated and analyzed. The configura-
tion during the incident is known.

Making a representative test environment

In addition to lower costs, functional advantages can be gained from test envi-
ronments in the cloud. When the information system to be tested runs on a
cloud infrastructure, one can create a fully identical test environment by using
the same IaaS configuration that was used for the production environment.
Nothing needs to be created in duplicate, as would have to be done in-house.

Executing a portability test for mobile resources

The cloud also offers the opportunity for testing software or sites in all possible
hardware and software configurations. With the rise of “the New World of
Work” and “Bring Your Own Device (BYOD),” the number of different sup-
ported devices has exploded. It is not feasible for an organization to buy and
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manage a current, representative set of devices for testing purposes. When envi-
ronments are shared in the cloud with other customers, a test facility becomes
available with a wide coverage of different platforms, operating systems,
browsers, and so on.

Example. There are companies that offer an environment in the cloud in
which practically all mobile devices can be tested. The investment that a com-
pany needs to make to manage such a set cannot be justified, but in this cloud
solution, the costs are divided between the customers. Customers can send
their test cases to the cloud and indicate on which devices they need tests to be
executed. Cameras that are aimed at the devices can be checked to confirm
that the test cases are actually executed.

3.3.4 Generating load 

Heavy load

To test performance, it is necessary to generate load. Performance test tools put
high demands on the computers they run on, especially when a heavy load and/
or an extremely high number of virtual users need to be set up. Using an infra-
structure from the cloud to build a temporary environment to run performance
test tools is a possible option.

Worldwide load

For the realistic testing of an Internet application with regard to worldwide use,
the load needs to be generated from different locations. There are test services
that execute (coordinated) performance tests from different data centers spread
all over the world.
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4 From Risk to Test
From the essential characteristics of cloud computing, a number of risks can be
immediately determined. For example, broad network access means that most
services are offered over the Internet, which introduces security risks. A further
example is that resource pooling means that devices are shared with other cus-
tomers, so response times of the service are affected by these other customers.
This introduces a performance risk.

The chosen implementation model also affects the risks, especially the
severity of the risks. The security risk in the private cloud is less than in the pub-
lic cloud where other customers have access to the same service.

To determine which test measures are needed, all risks need to be mapped.
For testing of services, this is no different from traditional test processes. By
conducting a product risk analysis on the service, the areas that are important
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enough to test, and how stringent testing needs to be can be determined. Chap-
ter 3 described (product) risk analysis.

This chapter contains a collection of cloud-related risks. We indicate which
test measures can be taken to cover every risk. Risks and measures are based on
practice and are meant as a source of inspiration; they are not exhaustive, but do
provide guidance. This is the basis of Testing Cloud Services and, as such, the
starting point of the test approach.

The risks are grouped to help determine which specialists are needed and to
ensure that the list of risks is complete and the risks are sufficiently detailed.
People with the right expertise are needed for each topic covered in the risk
analysis. It is important that the relevant risks are recognized and that test mea-
sures are assigned. 

The following risk groups are identified and elaborated on in this chapter:

■ Performance
■ Security
■ Availability and continuity
■ Functionality
■ Maintainability
■ Legislation and regulations
■ Suppliers and outsourcing

The relationships between risks and test measures are not one to one but vary.
For one risk, more than one measure can be deployed, or one measure can cover
different risks (see Figure 4–1).
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Figure 4–1 Relationship between risks and test measures 
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4.1 Performance risks

Risks concerning performance have been an important focus for a long time.
With cloud computing, more communication is done over the Internet, which
makes performance risks more significant. Think about the performance of a
travel-booking website that is hosted in the cloud. When visitors to the website
have to wait too long, they will quit and book their travel with another agency.
The first travel agency suffers loss of revenue. In this example, it is easy to get an
understanding of the importance of the Internet connection: it is used to reach
the (systems of the) travel company. When different systems are used with the
help of cloud computing, it is not clear right away that Internet connections are
involved. The interfaces with external services and the use of the Internet intro-
duce performance risks in all business processes that use these services. The risk
of losing one customer is compounded by the risk that employees of the com-
pany are unable to book any travel and can’t help any customers.

An important argument in choosing cloud computing is scalability of the
service. When more capacity is needed (because performance or accessibility
drops), it often can be obtained from the cloud quickly and automatically. Sub-
sequently, it can be scaled down when the need decreases. This facility is called
elasticity, and it calls for a new, cloud-specific test: does scaling capacity up and
down work efficiently and effectively in practice?

The supplier’s model for generating turnover is based on deploying IT
resources as efficiently as possible: as many customers as possible using the least
amount of resources will, of course, generate the most profit. The supplier will
count on the fact that the peak load of the different customers will not coin-
cide—whether this can be justified or not. This means that the service can be
overbooked, especially when the service is more successful than anticipated,
with the result that the performance of the service decreases. That is because the
customers together stress the service more severely than was anticipated. This
risk is larger for public and community clouds because the uncertainty of third-
party use is largest. In the private cloud, IT resources are not shared with
unknown customers and only one customer’s services run on it, which lowers
the risk in this situation.

An important step in selecting a service is to determine how the user expe-
riences the performance of the service. Messages over the Internet require a cer-
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tain amount of time to get from A to B. For users, this so-called “latency” can
result in a noticeable (annoying) delay. When large amounts of information
have to be exchanged, limited capacity in the connection between customer and
supplier produces a risk. The user experience is a subjective experience at first,
but when business-critical processes cannot be executed fast enough, it can lead
to additional resource (people) costs or loss of revenue.

Table 4–1 contains an overview of performance-related risks.

Table 4–1  Performance risks

Risk Test measure 
(section number/s)

Response times result in problems:
– Too high
– Increase too much at expected peaks
– Increase too much at unexpected peaks

5.2

Processing capacity (throughput) is insufficient. 5.2.1

Upload/download speed (bandwidth) is insufficient:
– On supplier side
– On customer side

5.1.3, 5.2.1
5.2

Other customers affect performance. 5.1.3, 5.2.1, 5.2.4

Performance is insufficient due to overbooking at supplier side. 5.2.1, 5.9.2

Performance is not sufficient on all types of devices. 5.2, 5.9.2

Customer experiences performance is insufficient. 5.1.3, 5.2.1

Scaling does not suffice:
– Scaling up manually does not work.
– Scaling down manually does not work.
– Manual scaling causes disruptions.
– Scaling up automatically does not work.
– Scaling down automatically does not work.
– Automatic scaling causes disruptions.
– Insufficient growth potential.

5.1.3, 5.2.4

Performance varies due to Internet connection. 5.2, 5.9.1, 5.9.2

Performance decreases due to changes by supplier. 5.2, 5.9.1, 5.9.2

Performance deteriorates over time. 5.2.3,5.9.1,5.9.2

User demands change over time. 5.9.3
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Risk Test measure 
(section number/s)

Pay per use not accurate enough:
– Paid too much
– Too little transparency

5.2.4, 5.9.2
5.1.3

Latency (delay) is too high:
– Insufficient performance
– Technical issues in the service
– Technical issues in the interfaces
– Technical issues in interfacing systems

5.2, 5.9.2

Performance is not sufficient throughout the world. 5.2.7

User experiences quality of video or audio as low. 5.2

User requirements for performance are not clear. 5.1.2, 5.2.5

Executing performance tests is not possible. 5.1.3, 5.4.4

Performance tests are not representative. 5.2.11, 5.4.4
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4.2 Security risks

What goes for performance also goes for security: it is a topic that regularly
appears on the agenda of the test manager. Going to the cloud means that secu-
rity risks have to be addressed explicitly. Security incidents can result in imme-
diate corporate damage and laws can be violated. There is a lot of regulation on
information security and privacy. Risks resulting from legislation and regula-
tions are included in a separate risk group (see section 4.6).

It is remarkable that security in the cloud, most of the time, is better than
outside the cloud. For example, a company might have an email server in a cup-
board, where anyone can access it. Service suppliers need to address and explic-
itly organize physical security.

Sharing IT resources with other customers produces security issues. A secu-
rity error can allow a customer to see and possibly amend data that is not their
own. In all implementation models of cloud computing, there is the danger that
an employee who has no authorization obtains access to sensitive data. It is nec-
essary to map these risks and cover them if possible.

Purchasing a service implies that, behind the scenes, the IT resources com-
ply to all modern requirements for security against hackers and other criminal
activities (cybercrime). This is a crucial part of the service selection process.
Vulnerability of the connection between the customer and the supplier can pro-
duce a weak link. This has to be taken into account when the risks are invento-
ried. In short, are storage and transport of data safe enough?

A positive feature of the cloud is the unlocking of the Internet, through
which services can be obtained everywhere and on all kinds of platforms. This
is consistent with the BYOD trend: employees using their own devices for their
work. This results in a new vulnerability. How safe is the device and how safely
does the user use it? BYOD is enforced by the New World of Work. People more
often work from different locations, most outside the office (and the office net-
work) and use their own devices. Who does not have their email on their smart-
phone? The company of the employee has little control over all of these aspects
and it results in security risks. The question is to what extent policy for informa-
tion security covers these risks.

Complying with legislation and regulations is discussed in section 4.6.
However, there also is legislation that directly brings with it a risk to the security
of data. An example of this is the US Patriot Act, which, under certain condi-
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tions, raises the possibility that company data that is stored within the jurisdic-
tion of the United States will be accessed.

Table 4–2 contains an overview of security-related risks.

Table 4–2  Security risks

Risk Test measure 
(section number/s)

Buildings insufficiently protected against break-in 5.1.3, 5.3.2

Authentication is insufficient:
– Other customers (possibly competitors) gain access.
– Unauthorized people gain access.
– Authorized people cannot gain access.
– Customer gains access to other customers’ data.

5.1.3, 5.3.5

Authorization is insufficient:
– Too few roles and functions can be defined on the customer side.
– Too few functions are assigned different access rights. 
– Administrators on the supplier’s side are not sufficiently restricted 

from accessing client data.

5.1.3, 5.3.6, 5.6.13, 
5.9.2

There are too many people that can access everything 
(on the supplier side).

5.1.3, 5.2.9

Data is accessible through insufficient encryption:
– By customer
– On network
– By supplier

5.1.3, 5.3.4

Service is insufficiently robust against attacks by hackers. 5.3.7, 5.3.10

Data is lost:
– Storage device error
– Errors in encryption
– Loss of encryption key
– Scaling (including elasticity)
– Procedural errors
– Software errors

5.5
5.3.4
5.3.4
5.2.4
5.4.6, 5.4.7
5.6

No access to data because of a business incident on the supplier side. 5.1.3, 5.5.5

Unauthorized people have access to data because of unsafe user 
behavior.

5.3.3

(Un)authorized access is not traceable. 5.1.3, 5.3.8

Security is not up to date:
– On supplier side
– On connected systems (customer)
– On user devices (customer)

5.4.7, 5.9

It is unknown if user’s own devices are safe. 5.3.3

Data is unintentionally not (fully) deleted. 5.6.13, 5.7.6

Disruption of the (virtual) environment by others occurs. 5.9

Third parties obtain access due to summons or investigation 
(jurisdiction, for example, the US Patriot Act):
– Company data
– Logging data

5.8
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4.3 Availability and continuity risks

When a service is not available at a given moment, it immediately has a disrup-
tive effect on the business processes that use it. Different problems can occur,
such as, for example, losing the Internet connection, a device error in the ser-
vice itself, or no access to company data. The risk analysis will have assessed
which disruptions in availability can occur and what negative consequences can
be experienced. Depending on the risk, specific test measures are taken for risk
mitigation.

Dependency on the Internet is an important risk. What happens when the
connection is lost? Does nothing work anymore? Does the company come to a
standstill? Is it possible to temporarily work offline, as is the case with writing
emails, which are sent automatically when the connection is restored?

Generally in the service provider’s terms of delivery or in a service-level
agreement (SLA), availability guarantees (or, more often, promises) are stated.
Often it is a percentage, but that doesn’t mean much. Availability of 99.9 percent
means that the service is down a maximum of eight hours and forty-five min-
utes a year. But if that means that a company cannot operate for one entire day,
it can result in considerable disruption. In short, what happens when an inci-
dent occurs, how quickly is the service back online, which offline alternatives
are available, and do they suffice in practice?

Sharing IT resources, as will occur in the public and community clouds, can
also lead to surprises in the field of continuity. When the environment is shared
and is the target of a distributed denial of service (DDoS) attack, the service
comes to a complete standstill. This will also be a problem for any other cus-
tomers that use the same environment. It is important to think about this risk at
the time of selecting a service.

Are there arrangements for when the service provider goes bankrupt? Is a
backup plan available? Does the backup plan work?

Table 4–3 contains an overview of availability-related risks.
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Table 4–3  Availability and continuity risks

Risk Test measure 
(section number/s)

Connection to the Internet is disrupted:
– At the supplier
– At the interfacing systems (customer)
– At the user devices (customer)

5.5.7

The Internet connection is disrupted at other locations around the 
world.

5.5.7

The service is partially (not) available. 5.5, 5.9

The offline functionality does not work properly (no synchronization). 5.5.9, 5.6.11

The business process is disrupted by problems with migration:
– Missing data after migration
– Data changed during migration
– Transactions lost during migration

5.7, 5.6.1, 5.9

Data has become unreadable:
– Because of hardware failure
– Because of loss of encryption key

5.5.6
5.3.4

Data is lost “somewhere.” 5.5.3, 5.9.2

Bankruptcy of the service supplier threatens the continuity of business 
processes.

5.1.3, 5.9

There is no backup plan. 5.5.8

Responsibility for continuity failure is not clear because multiple 
suppliers are involved.

5.1.3

There are insufficient agreements in place about availability. 5.1.3
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4.4 Functionality risks

Choosing a SaaS product is a lot like selecting off-the-shelf software: the pri-
mary consideration is the features of the software. The risks, therefore, are
much like the risks found in selecting and implementing off-the-shelf software.
For example, the service is not always exactly according to requirements, so cus-
tomization will be needed. A service is used to support business processes.
Because the service is not, or not fully, meeting the functional requirements, it
has an impact on the business processes. A community cloud might involve a
lower risk in this case because it is focused on supporting processes in a certain
industry.

The service has to be able to work with devices that a customer wants to
have supported, such as smartphones, laptops, and desktops. The New World of
Work and BYOD ask for proper service compatibility to different platforms, on
hardware (PC, iMac, mobile devices) as well as on software (browser versions,
operating system versions). For a supplier, it is difficult to ensure that the ser-
vice works on all combinations of hardware and software. What is the risk of
certain platforms not working properly with the service?

A service often has to integrate with other systems. The risk in this is that
E2E business processes do not function properly (anymore). This is a possibility
when starting to use a service as well as when the supplier deploys newer ver-
sions of the service, announced or unannounced. Is the correct E2E functional-
ity still guaranteed in this case?

An important implementation aspect is migration. For the customer, it is
important to determine which risks accompany migrating to the service. The
exit strategy also has to be considered: moving back out of the cloud or chang-
ing to another service (supplier). From a functional point of view, the capability
of importing and exporting data in particular has to be assessed. 

A specific function of the cloud is the process of requesting, obtaining, and
paying for additional service capacity. This function has a direct impact on the
business processes. For example, if additional capacity is requested but not
granted, the business processes will be disrupted due to capacity shortage.

Table 4–4 contains an overview of functionality-related risks.
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Table 4–4  Functionality risks

Risk Test measure 
(section number/s)

Service and business processes do not align:
– Service does not meet all requirements of the business processes.
– Using the service results in the need for business process changes.
– Service does not work well in E2E business processes.
– Service provides insufficient means for configuration.

5.1.3, 5.6.1

Users are not comfortable with the way the service works. 5.1.3, 5.6.3

Quality of the service is inadequate (bugs). 5.6

The manuals are inadequate. 5.4.1, 5.4.2, 5.4.3, 
5.6.1, 5.6.3

Service is not according to the supplier’s description. 5.4.1, 5.6

Repairing user errors is not possible. 5.1.3, 5.5.4

Functional maintainability of the service is insufficient. 5.4, 5.6

Devices, operating systems, and browsers are not adequately 
supported.

5.1.3, 5.6.9

Configuration is not done correctly. 5.6.5

Customization:
– Is needed but not possible
– Does not function properly on supplier side
– Does not function properly on customer side
– Is not robust when changes are implemented

5.1.3
5.6.6
5.6.7
5.4.8, 5.9.1

Data is not recorded due to insufficient disk quota. 5.2.3

Service implementation:
– Has an impact on ongoing business
– Causes problems with migrating data to the service

5.7

Service does not match the technical infrastructure of the customer:
– The service cannot be properly integrated with other services.
– The service cannot be properly integrated with the customer’s in-

house applications.
– Customization is needed for integration.

5.1.3, 5.6.4, 5.6.5, 
5.6.6, 5.6.7

Migration problems:
– Into or out of the cloud
– From one service to another

5.7

Changes are made to the service:
– Announced 
– Unannounced

5.4.7, 5.6.12, 5.9.1
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4.5 Maintainability risks

The supplier performs different forms of service maintenance. As a result, the
customer has no control over maintenance. How does that work in repairing
error situations? Traditionally, this is an important task of the support depart-
ment. It has to be clear how it is organized and if it works in practice. For
administrators, this is a new field of expertise in which not much experience has
been built up.

Service suppliers deploy new versions of their services on a regular basis.
This is announced, but often also happens without informing the customer
beforehand. From a user perspective, when no apparent changes have been
made, there is no problem. But when, in fact, something does change, it may
require action on the customer side, such as updating work instructions or
amending interfaces. When the customer has not been properly informed (yet),
it imposes a maintainability risk. Determining the impact from changes to the
service is actually, given the often limited information provided by the supplier,
a difficult task.

When choosing a service, one does not immediately think of having a test
environment because the supplier itself will test the service. However, there is a
need for the customer to have a test environment with regard to the service. For
example, the customer may need to test changes in the configuration or setup of
the service, test customized parts of the service, test interfaces to changed sys-
tems, or test the E2E process. The absence of test environments is a risk for
maintenance. Fortunately, the cloud also provides endless possibilities for using
on-demand test environments.

Where does one go to when problems emerge in using the service? Where
does a customer report and log issues? The service supplier is not inclined to
take up all issues quickly. The risk that can emerge is a back-and-forth of prob-
lems and the accompanying issue of blame. This is a well-known phenomenon
in outsourcing.

Table 4–5 contains an overview of maintainability-related risks.
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Table 4–5  Maintainability risks

Risk Test measure 
(section number/s)

Environments are not available for the following purposes:
– Testing the service
– Testing performance
– Testing the E2E business processes

5.2.12, 5.4.4, 5.9

Documentation from supplier is no longer correct after the service is 
modified.

5.4.1, 5.6.12

Customer documentation is no longer correct after the service is 
modified.

5.4.2, 5.4.3, 5.6.12

Supplier documentation is insufficient. 5.4.1, 5.6

Business process descriptions are not up to date. 5.4.2

Test documentation from supplier is insufficient. 5.1.3, 5.4.5

It’s difficult to incorporate the service in an (automated) test setup. 5.1.3, 5.4.8

There are problems with repairing error situations. 5.1.3, 5.4.6, 5.4.7

IT landscape is not fully under in-house control. 5.1.3, 5.4.4, 5.9

There is insufficient experience with cloud computing. All sections

Problems with the supplier’s issue procedure:
– It’s not clear.
– It’s not available.
– It does not work properly.

5.1.3, 5.4.6

There is insufficient support from the supplier’s help desk. 5.1.3, 5.4.6

There is no change procedure. 5.1.3, 5.4.7, 5.9.1
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4.6 Legislation and regulations risks

When using the new opportunities that cloud computing offers, companies
need to take into account certain legislation and regulations, such as, for exam-
ple, local and international privacy legislation for the storage and processing of
personal data. Cloud computing is a worldwide market that does not consider
national borders, and as a result resides under more than one jurisdiction.
Because of this, the user of the service will have to obey different and sometimes
even conflicting legislation. Not complying with a law will, of course, result in a
risk.

Legislation and regulations can also be risks in and of themselves. There are
situations in which company data is securely stored but the government of the
country in which the data is stored can still gain access.

Table 4–6 contains an overview of legislation- and regulations-related risks.

Table 4–6  Legislation and regulations risks

Risk Test measure 
(section number/s)

Processing and storing data do not comply with some laws:
– Laws in home country
– Laws in other countries in which the data can reside

5.1.3, 5.8

Countries have conflicting laws. 5.1.3, 5.8

Legislation is unclear. 5.1.3, 5.8

It is not clear where data is stored, which causes uncertainty about 
legal risks.

5.1.3, 5.8, 5.9

Legal issues arise when the service is down. 5.1.3, 5.8

There is no agreement with the service provider about safe handling of 
data.

5.1.3, 5.8

Legislation changes. 5.8, 5.9.3

Reliability of a regime in a country is questionable. 5.1.3

Third parties gain access to company data by citation or investigation 
(jurisdiction).

5.1.3, 5.8
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4.7 Suppliers and outsourcing risks

Going to the cloud may be the ultimate form of outsourcing, unfortunately
including the accompanying risks. These risks mostly are related to supplier
dependency. Standard supplier terms and conditions, potentially supplemented
with customized contracts or SLAs, have a crucial role. Subjects that are men-
tioned in contracts and SLAs are dealt with and covered as risks. On matters
that are not covered, there are uncertainties and these represent a risk.

It is important to determine up front what happens to the continuity of the
service in the case of a business conflict. Does the customer lose control over
the service? What are the consequences for the business processes relying on the
service? Which types of business conflicts can occur, and is the contract clear
enough to determine the effects on the service’s continuity? Do the contracts
provide sufficient coverage?

It is possible that the service’s continuity is so crucial to a customer that
clauses in a contract provide an insufficient basis for trust. In such a case,
knowledge about the supplier’s development and maintenance process will
increase that trust. Test results from the supplier or possibly (other) customers
can play an important part.

Table 4–7 contains an overview of supplier- and outsourcing-related risks.
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Table 4–7  Supplier and outsourcing risks

Risk Test measure 
(section number/s)

Bankruptcy of supplier threatens continuity of business process. 5.1.3, 5.5.5

Supplier shuts down the service (for example, in the case of conflict). 5.1.3, 5.5.5

There is ambiguity in the contract about the following:
– Continuity
– Performance
– Security
– Defects
– End of contract

5.1.3
5.1.3
5.1.3
5.1.3, 5.4.6
5.1.3, 5.7

Customer is dependent on one supplier (vendor lock-in). 5.1.3

There are multiple suppliers (multivendor) who shirk responsibilities 
toward each other.

5.1.3

Supplier does not support the correct functioning of the service with 
test results.

5.4.5

There is no test set available to determine the correct functioning of the 
service.

5.1.3, 5.4.5

Service ownership is handed over to another party. 5.9.1
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5 Test Measures
To address the risks in the previous chapter, test measures are needed. In
describing the test measures, we pay a lot of attention to test management. In
addition, for certain test measures, test specification and test execution is
addressed. Testing Cloud Services presents a pick and mix of test measures:
depending on the risks, one or more measures are picked and mixed.

Where the essential characteristics of cloud computing and the implemen-
tation models predominantly affect the risks, the service model affects testing.
Testing SaaS is very different from testing PaaS or IaaS. This chapter mostly
contains test measures for SaaS; in some places we also address IaaS and PaaS.

The starting point for this chapter is the outcome of the product risk analy-
sis of the service. The result is a list of relevant detailed risks with appointed
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classification (high/medium/low). For each risk group, this list allows the test
manager to determine appropriate test measures. In this chapter, we will
describe the following test measures:

■ Testing during selection
■ Testing performance
■ Testing security
■ Testing for manageability
■ Testing availability/continuity
■ Testing functionality
■ Testing migrations
■ Testing due to legislation and regulations
■ Testing in production
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5.1 Testing during selection

Generally, during selection, two or more service providers are considered. Too
many options cost too much time and energy; too few options limit choice.
With new services, it is possible that there is little choice, simply because few
suppliers have yet to provide these services.

When a customer is dependent on one supplier, there is what is called a
vendor lock-in. When problems arise with the supplier, continuity becomes a
risk because there are few or no alternative suppliers to whom the service could
be transferred. A vendor lock-in situation puts a customer in an unfavorable sit-
uation regarding contract negotiations.

Selecting the most appropriate service and supplier is a time-consuming
activity for which budget must be available. Sometimes senior managers or
board members of suppliers and customers reach agreement beforehand, and
lip service is paid to the selection process.

A pitfall in selection is that the initial objectives may fall by the wayside.
This can happen when customers are presented with attractive new services
with different options that do not prove to better fit the selection criteria.
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Another pitfall is to make concessions to the criteria so that a particular service
better fits the requirements.

The selection process is divided into the following steps:

■ Include cloud-related aspects.
■ Determine completeness and controllability of selection criteria.
■ Assess services and suppliers.
■ Issue selection advice.

Section 5.1.5 provides a list of possible selection criteria.

5.1.1 Include cloud-related aspects

When the choice is made to go into the cloud, a group of risks are introduced
that have to be dealt with. This may lead to certain choices in the selection pro-
cess, such as choosing a private service rather than a public service, or to choose
no cloud solution at all. The risks in Chapter 4 serve as a source of inspiration in
the selection process.

5.1.2 Determine completeness and controllability of selection criteria

Selecting a service has significant similarities to selecting software packages:
one chooses some kind of standard software package and, consequently, also the
supplier that provides the support and updates. There are also differences. With
services, the emphasis on “standard” will be even greater than with packages.
The more specific the business requirements are, the more difficult it is to find a
service to fit. In addition, the supplier’s influence over nonfunctional aspects is
much larger. For example, with security, performance, and continuity, the cus-
tomer is largely depending on the service supplier. This is a reason to be extra
careful with supplier selection.

Criteria need to be as assessable or testable as possible. If it is not possible to
determine whether a service or supplier complies with a certain criterion, this
criterion does not contribute to making the right choice. There are different ways
to determine whether a criterion is met. These are described in section 5.1.3.
Criteria can be improved (become more smart: specific, measureable, agreed,
realistic, time bound) before the service review by anticipating the review
method. Criteria also need to have a weighting factor. A criterion can even be
appointed a knock-out status, which means that a service or supplier is eliminated
if the specific criterion is not met.
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Selection criteria for a service

To determine the quality of a service, the required quality needs to be known.
For this, functional and non-functional acceptance criteria are incorporated in
the selection criteria. In investigating the completeness of the service accep-
tance criteria, the test manager enters the traditional area of the business ana-
lyst: how business requirements are translated into requirements and
acceptance criteria for the IT solution (in this case, a cloud solution). An experi-
enced test manager can bridge the world of the organization and IT. An import-
ant question is if additional specialty analysis is needed to successfully end the
selection process.

The test manager can make an important contribution by performing a
review of the criteria that are used for selecting services and suppliers. For the
service criteria, this is similar to performing an intake on the test basis for
software. For example, completeness and clarity are aspects on which the
criteria can be assessed. The test manager can revert to the test basis intake
checklists for functional and nonfunctional requirements that are common in
testing software.

Selection criteria for a supplier

Choosing a service also means choosing a supplier. When the intended service
has to support critical business processes, the customer also has to assess sup-
plier properties during the selection process. Supplier criteria are different from
service criteria. To what extent is the supplier of a candidate service sufficiently
reliable? Table 5–1 in section 5.1.5 contains questions that can help with this
aspect.

The field of cloud computing is still in development. There are suppliers
who describe themselves as, for instance, “Cloud Certified Professionals.”
Though having a certificate does not guarantee quality (a popular theme in test-
ing), it does tell you something about the extent that a party takes cloud com-
puting seriously. 

In services, it is not unusual to combine different service models (see
Figure 5–1): SaaS with IaaS from another supplier under the hood. For
example, Dropbox uses Amazon servers. When Dropbox is chosen, implicitly
the choice for Amazon is made. This can backfire (a reason not to choose a
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service), but it can also work out positively: the verdict depends, in part, on
the reputation of the supplier that implicitly is invited along. 

Figure 5–1 Stacking service models

A test manager can make a significant contribution by performing an intake on
the supplier criteria.

5.1.3 Assess services and suppliers

To reach a reasoned selection decision, information has to be collected about
the way candidate services and suppliers comply with the selection criteria and
which risks a certain choice implies. 

To gain information about a service, the supplier is an important source.
The question is whether the customer is limited to documentation on the Inter-
net or whether the supplier can be contacted for more background information,
such as information on the way in which quality is guaranteed. When a small
customer considers obtaining a simple, standard service from a large supplier,
not much “closeness” can be expected between customer and supplier. If the
expected amount of work is of sufficient quantity, the supplier will be more
inclined to be more transparent. 

We next discuss some measures that can be taken during the selection pro-
cess to learn about the quality and the risks that arise when a particular services
and supplier is used. The customer takes the lead, but the role that the supplier
can take is also discussed.
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Inspect specifications and terms

Generally a supplier will make all sorts of information available on the Internet,
such as specifications and terms. From this can be determined whether the ser-
vice does indeed do what is needed and how load, security, and scalability are
arranged. Terms can, for example, contain information about the limitations
and rules to which a customer must abide. It may also be possible to determine
which types of tests can be performed.

A review of the selection criteria against the service and supplier is done by
using the general information the supplier provides. When this information is
insufficient, the supplier needs to be contacted. This contact provides the cus-
tomer with a view of the supplier. How accessible is the supplier and how well
do they respond to questions and requests?

Ask for references and certificates

References from and reviews by other customers provide information on how
others assess the services or suppliers. Review points that often emerge are
recurring problems and outstanding strengths. If the service is part of a com-
munity cloud, it is obvious to look for other customers’ experiences within the
business field.

Standards are available for an increasing number of business fields. When a
supplier clearly uses important standards, for example in security, this lowers
the risk threshold for cloud computing, simplifies the selection process, and
makes different service options more comparable. Reference visits to customers
that successfully apply a service can be very convincing. 

Specific standards for cloud computing are still in the early stages of devel-
opment. In an inventory by the NIST in July 2011, three groups of standardiza-
tion were distinguished:

■ Interoperability
– Self-service IaaS management interface standard. For example, Open

Cloud Computing Interface (OCCI) and Cloud Data Management
Interface (CDMI).

– Standard for a functional interface for SaaS (most often through a web
browser, and as such not specifically for the cloud).

– Standard interfaces of SaaS with other systems (not specifically for the
cloud).
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■ Portability
– Standards for cloud workload formats: a way to bring virtual machine

images to the cloud. For example, Open Virtualization Format.
– Data portability. For example, use of Extensible Markup Language

(XML) and JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) (not specifically for the
cloud).

– Standardization of workload and data portability still requires a lot of
development. An interesting feature of the cloud is “the right to be
forgotten.” In other words, is data really deleted after a migration?

■ Security
– The regular standards in this field.

On the NIST website (www.nist.gov), elaborate tables can be found with stan-
dards in the areas of interoperability, portability, and security. It is useful to have
an understanding of this when assessing these aspects of a service.

Perform audits and inspections

When the information from documentation and references is insufficiently
convincing, an audit or an inspection can be performed to acquire additional
information. Using a specialized department or an external party is necessary in
this case. Most audits and inspections require supplier cooperation. Here are
some examples: 

■ Use a specialist in buildings security to determine whether access control
and security camera monitoring for the server location are sufficient.

■ Use a security audit on the Internet access of the service.
■ Audit the development and testing process to determine whether the

supplier is able to develop qualitatively sound (updates on) services.
■ Assess test results from the supplier. Insight into the results from tests that

the supplier has performed on the service can provide important contribu-
tions to an understanding of quality and risks.

Proof of concept

Dynamic testing is also an option—for example, performing a proof of concept
(POC). By temporarily using the service, the customer can simulate a situation
similar to production in which functional and nonfunctional aspects (such as
performance) can be evaluated. Pay per use makes it easier to try a candidate ser-
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vice. Testing of course requires some effort, which has to be included in the cost/
benefit evaluation. The selection criteria are the test basis for the POC. A supplier
who has a test environment available for performing a POC shows added value.

In the selection phase, the POC is intended to determine to what extent ser-
vices meet functional and technical requirements. A POC can also be deployed
after selection, but the aim will be different: exploring the service and determin-
ing the most appropriate way to implement it. A POC evaluation should include
the following considerations:

■ Determine beforehand when the POC is successful (expected result).
■ Define the POC test cases. (Can the service exchange information with

system x? Can the service handle the required number of users?)
■ Spend sufficient time on preparation (how extensively should the service be

tested?).
■ Possibly limit the allotted test time (time boxing).
■ Consider a second round when the first round leaves questions unanswered.
■ Realize that a POC is not intended as a sales instrument for the supplier but

is needed to reduce risks.

When an E2E test configuration is available, the service can be temporarily
connected. This provides a lot of information about opportunities and bottle-
necks that arise with the intended introduction of the service. An E2E test
configuration is a good instrument to use to try out and compare different
services.

Simulate E2E business processes

When testing a service before final selection or before going live is not an
option, the intended new service setup can be simulated. During this simula-
tion, it can be determined whether the service supports the customer’s work
processes. The processes will be run through entirely or partly on paper, with-
out actually having the service available. 

Here are some suggestions for steps to be taken in a process simulation:

■ Determine which business processes are included in the simulation.
■ Obtain a process description of business processes.
■ Create a decomposition of the processes. Which parts are brought into the

cloud and which aren’t?
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■ Appoint a business analyst under the supervision of the test manager.
■ Make an inventory of all interfaces to the service.
■ Test the interfaces between the service and other systems.
■ Gain knowledge about the data flow through the E2E business process

chain.
■ Add adapters to the interfaces (when necessary).
■ Run through the processes, using as many live systems as possible.
■ Determine whether the service meets the business needs.

An outcome from thorough process simulations may be incidents in existing
systems and the business process and a well-documented, refreshed business
process.

By replacing a service with simulation software, the customer can try out
the integration with the existing system and infrastructure. This is a combina-
tion of testing and simulating. There are different kinds of simulation software:

■ A stub (catches information from an interfacing system and returns, at
minimum, a technical OK signal)

■ A driver (provides an interfacing system with previously determined infor-
mation, from which a process is started)

■ A mock (can be used in limited, previously determined situations, responds
to information, and provides information on how the mock is addressed)

Check with the supplier whether there is a mock version of the (SaaS) service
available.

5.1.4 Issue selection advice

During a selection process, multiple (but not many) services and suppliers are
evaluated. It is determined whether or not each selection criterion is met. 

Every criterion that is not clearly met represents a risk. A test manager can
produce a selection report, comparable to a test report, which summarizes these
risks. Not all risks are directly related to IT, such as costs and legal risks. For
these risks, input from others is required.

Though a test manager is not the one making the decision for selecting a
service, their advice is expected. In the selection advice, the following questions
are addressed:
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■ To what extent are business processes supported? Which services are better,
and which ones are less so?

■ What are the risks with implementing the intended cloud solution? For
example, is private a better option than public to limit security risks, or is
IaaS a better solution than SaaS because the in-house software is function-
ing well but does not have to be running in the in-house data center?

■ What are the risks in choosing a particular service?
■ How much customization is needed to implement this particular service

and which risks occur as a result?
■ What are the risks in choosing a particular supplier?

5.1.5 Checklist selection criteria

Table 5–1 contains a checklist of high-level selection criteria, which will need to
be modified for your own particular set of circumstances (such as specific test
cases to determine the alignment with the business processes).

Table 5–1   Selection criteria

CRITERION Value/
Range

Weighting 
factor

Yes/No and 
Comments

Functional

Do the service and the specific business processes 
align?

Does the service fit well in the E2E business 
processes?

Is the service sufficiently adaptable to specific 
requirements?

Are many configurations needed?  

Is customization possible?

Is (a lot of) additional customized software needed?

Are the required platforms supported?

Are the New World of Work and BYOD sufficiently 
supported?

Is it possible to interface/integrate the service with the 
other systems?

Are sufficient manuals and/or courses available?
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CRITERION Value/
Range

Weighting 
factor

Yes/No and 
Comments

Implementation

Is the impact on current activities acceptable?

Is a feasible route for migration to the service 
available?

Support

Are changes in the service announced beforehand?

Are sufficient test facilities available around the 
service (test environment, test tools, testware, access 
to infrastructure, etc.)?

Are there sufficient support facilities?

Is it clear how incidents can be reported?

Are incidents resolved fast enough?

Performance

Are response times quick enough?

Is the number of possible simultaneous users high 
enough?

Is bandwidth sufficient?

Is sufficient potential for growth available?

Is the actual use charged correctly?

Security

Are adequate authorization and authentication in 
place?

Is the physical security of the service locations 
sufficient?

Is the access for maintenance of the service 
sufficiently secure?

Is security between customers sufficient?

Are data changes traceable?

Is data storage for the service reliable?

Is deleting data in the service reliable?

Is security of the connection to the service sufficient?
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CRITERION Value/
Range

Weighting 
factor

Yes/No and 
Comments

Are security options for the customer sufficient?

Does the supplier have security certificates (for 
example, SAS 70 type II)?

Availability

Is the level of availability for the service sufficient?

Are backup/failover/disaster recovery provisions 
sufficient?

Legislation and regulations

Does the data location comply with all legal 
requirements?

Does the data processing comply with all legal 
requirements?

Do any contract terms or conditions conflict with the 
duties of the customer?

Supplier

Is it clear what happens when the contract ends or in 
case of bankruptcy or conflict?

Is a good help desk available?

Does the supplier have experience in the following 
areas:
– Offering this particular service?
– Offering services in general?
– Developing services?
– The customer’s field?
– Developing, testing and supporting services?

Do the methods used by the supplier align with those 
of the customer (if relevant)?

Is quality assurance performed?

Is the supplier ahead in its field?

Is the size of the supplier in accordance with the 
expectations of the customer?

Does the supplier have a good reputation (are there 
references)?

Is providing services the core business of the 
supplier?
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CRITERION Value/
Range

Weighting 
factor

Yes/No and 
Comments

Does the supplier have the capability for future 
expansion?

Do the supplier and the customer speak the same 
language?

Is transparency and flexibility of the supplier 
sufficient?
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5.2 Testing performance

This section is about applying known performance test techniques in the cloud
context. In addition, we’ll describe an approach to new performance test tech-
niques, such as testing elasticity. However, not all traditional performance tests
are run. For example, executing a stress test is in most cases not possible
because it jeopardizes the stability of the service for the other customers.

User experience of response times and the system load are key in testing
performance. Depending on the identified risks, this leads to a limited or thor-
ough review of different circumstances in which certain performance is desired
(during the day, working hours, affects of other users, etc.). Also to be consid-
ered is the performance in the case of an (unexpected) increase in user num-
bers, peaks in load, and prolonged periods of high load.

To determine whether a service meets the performance requirements and
expectations, acceptance criteria are needed. What are requirements regarding
response times and at which loads do these requirements have to be met? When
“going into the cloud,” one has to realize that with services it can be difficult to
achieve the same response times one is accustomed to.

Introducing more communication steps and the fact that services are not
specifically made for the customer are probable factors in slower response
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times. If it is needed to determine the response times as a result of going into the
cloud, the performance on the current infrastructure has first to be measured.
The resulting outcome is used as a reference (baseline) with which to compare
the cloud performance (see Figure 5–2).

Figure 5–2 Current situation as a baseline

With SaaS the center of gravity for performance lies fully with the service pro-
vider: they are responsible for the performance that is experienced by the end
users (not including equipment and Internet connection speed). With PaaS and
IaaS this is more complex because the application and software environments
are partially or fully the responsibility of the customer. The performance as
experienced by the end user is dependent on the efficiency of the application
software (customer), the speed/efficiency of the software platform (customer
and/or supplier), and the speed of the infrastructure (supplier). Most perfor-
mance tests are applicable to all service models. If necessary, the effect the ser-
vice model has on the preparation and execution of performance tests should be
discussed.

The following subsections provide overviews of the different kinds of
performance tests and include practical examples for applying these tests to
services. In addition, the various aspects of testing performance, such as
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creating performance test cases, the use of tools, and test setups, will be
addressed.

5.2.1 Load test

A load test is a simple test: the tester performs actions on the service as a user
would and determines whether the service reacts with sufficient speed and
whether errors do or do not occur. This causes a load on the service. The choice
of test actions and the applied load depends on the objective of the test. Possible
objectives are to determine performance of the service in the following situations:

■ Average load (such as the number of users)
■ Peak load
■ Many users logging on simultaneously
■ Many highly active users
■ Load during working hours (or other relevant times)
■ Steadily increasing load (user organization is growing)
■ Steadily increasing number of customers for the service
■ Increased load on the Internet
■ Suddenly increasing load
■ Heavy usage actions (uploading or downloading large files)
■ Frequently occurring actions
■ Business critical actions

A complicating factor for a service in the cloud is customers not knowing about
each other’s load on the service. The load on the service by another customer
can lead to different metrics from the same test at different times. For this we
suggest two things. First, try to obtain information from the supplier about the
load statistics of other customers. Second, execute real-time tests. So, if the load
test is based on a peak at 8:30 in the morning, actually execute the test around
that time. Unfortunately, it will be no guarantee that it also goes well on any
other day.

5.2.2 Stress test

A stress test determines the behavior of a service beyond the peak load. This
shows what happens to the service when the service load increases more quickly
than anticipated or when a sudden, unexpected peak occurs. Traditionally, the
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test is conducted by increasing the load until the moment something happens.
This can be an extreme rise in response times or when a notification emerges,
but a stress test can also lead to absolute failure. In the cloud, other parties can
be impacted by doing this, so during the stress test the tester needs to stay
within the service’s terms of use. A service provider, of course, can have fun with
this, as long as there are no customers connected to the service that is being
tested.

One variation of stress testing that is executable by and useful for a cus-
tomer is testing the behavior of the system at the edge of the guaranteed load. At
or beyond the threshold, will a sensible notification appear, or will performance
plummet? Will the situation recover after the load moves back below the guar-
anteed level? In this case, a boundary value analysis of the guaranteed load is
performed. In testing elasticity, this aspect is addressed.

5.2.3 Endurance test or volume test

There are different causes of performance decreasing. Often it results from
memory overflow (log files, memory leaks), files becoming fragmented, or the
simple fact that finding specific data within an expanding data set is becoming
increasingly difficult. After a certain volume is processed, performance drops or
the service stops completely. Because real-time execution takes too long, in a
volume or endurance test as much volume as possible is input in a short amount
of time to get results more quickly. This approach, however, brings risks. Just as
with a stress test, a customer can easily move beyond the officially permitted
load. Consider also the boundaries that are not explicitly stated but are covered
by the term fair use policy. A service supplier, of course, is not bound by this: it is
even wise to test the service’s robustness in this situation.

Performance degradation in production can be an indication of a memory
problem, but there are also many other causes (such as an increasing load). Sup-
port departments often use memory monitoring tools that show flooding of
memory immediately. The customer is able to perform this monitoring them-
selves with IaaS because a (virtual) environment in which monitoring tools can
be installed is provided. This does not provide metrics about the infrastructure
but about the software installed by the customer. With SaaS, full responsibility
for this lies with the supplier.
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5.2.4 Testing elasticity and manual scalability

Testing elasticity is a new aspect of performance testing. The objectives of the
test are to determine whether the performance of the service meets the require-
ments across the entire load spectrum and whether the appointed service
capacity scales with the service load. The pay-per-use model is often linked to
the elastic aspect of the service. The administrative (financial) handling can
become part of testing elasticity.

The approach to this test comprises executing a load test with the load
increasing beyond the scaling boundary (scaling up) and then the load decreas-
ing below the scaling boundary (scaling down). Manual actions may need to be
performed as part of the test procedure in a process cycle test. Behavior on pos-
sible boundaries of packages also needs to be addressed (see section 5.2.10).

The following possible errors can emerge in testing elasticity:

■ (Automatic) scaling up does not perform as required.
■ (Automatic) scaling down does not perform as required.
■ During scaling functional problems emerge.
■ Information about use-based costs is not adequate.

5.2.5 Setting up test cases

Performance test cases are based on load profiles. The test load is modeled on
requirements such as average, maximum, stress, peak, low. Acceptance criteria,
of course, form the test basis, but they are not enough to set up the test cases.
Performance test cases are derived from operational profiles. The load is best
generated based on actual or expected use of the service. In this way, the tests
are as close to real life as possible and test results are sufficiently representative. 

Generally, it will not be possible to test the performance of all service func-
tionality. Here, carefully thought-through choices have to be made based on the
risk analysis (the operational profiles will provide important input here as well).
Load profiles describe the expected numbers of users, preferably accompanied
by the time slots in which these users are active. The actions that the users per-
form will also need to be described. Keep in mind periodical (batch) processes
such as invoicing. These processes result in extra (peak) loads at certain times.
When more applications run in the same location, this also has to be taken into
account. Applications with coinciding peak loads have an impact on perfor-
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mance. In the public cloud, the load from other sources (customers) will be an
unknown factor. Based on these profiles, specific test cases are executed, show-
ing if, during certain time slots, the service performs according to expectations.

Setting up operational profiles

When services in the cloud are used, a solution is chosen that is developed by a
supplier. Therefore, complete functional descriptions of the service are often
not available, and it is likely that the full functionality of the service is not used.
To be able to test how the service fits within the current business processes,
operational profiles can be used. Operational profiles are descriptions of how a
system is or will be used in practice (in production). An operational profile
consists of a set of operations, each of which has a level of likelihood of occur-
ring. The operations in the profile can form the basis for test cases, in particu-
lar for performance test cases (load profiles), but also for test cases aimed at the
E2E business processes. In the book Software Reliability Engineering by John
D. Musa (McGraw-Hill, 1999), extensive information on setting up and apply-
ing operational profiles can be found. Here we include a summary. This
approach is a variation on (or addition to) setting up use cases or process flows
(see section 5.6.13).

Musa describes five steps for setting up operational profiles. 

Step 1: Identify the initiators of operations

This is quite similar to actors in use cases and deals with different types of users,
such as an end user, the system itself, another system, or an administrator. It is
about who or what performs the operation.

Example. Time sheets

Initiators

Administrator time sheets application

Project administrator

Project employee

Manager
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Step 2: List operations

Which operations are performed by the initiators? Focus on operations that dif-
fer significantly from each other. Here are a number of tips:

■ Use the business processes as a starting point for listing operations.
■ Let the degree of detail be dependent on the related risk: more risk, more

detail in operations.
■ Operations can be recognized by clear differences in the frequency and

likelihood in which they can occur.
■ Menus and submenus can be useful as an inspiration for listing operations.

Example. Time sheets

Step 3: Review listed operations

Experts (such as functional support) review the list, taking at least the following
points into account: 

■ The operations are sufficiently different from each other.
■ All possible operations within the application are in the list.

The number of operations in an operational profile can vary from twenty to
several hundred. This of course depends on the size of the system. Enterprise
resource planning (ERP) systems are generally very large and cover different
business processes. Stating the obvious: create an operational profile for each
business process.

Initiators Operations

Administrator time sheets application Arrange screen flow
Mark obligatory fields

Project administrator Add project
Close project 
Add project employee
Connect project employee to project
Add time sheet codes

Project employee Fill in time sheet each week
Release time sheet each week

Manager Approve time sheets
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Step 4: Determine the frequency of operations

Frequency of operations is the number of times per time unit (for example, per
hour) an operation is invoked. The most frequently occurring operations form
the basis for the load profiles in the performance tests. When a system similar to
the one that needs to be tested is in use, the frequency can be measured using
log files and observations. In other cases it needs to be estimated (for example,
by studying the user process). Time sheet registration, for example, most often
occurs on Friday afternoons between 4:00 and 6:00. The total number of regis-
trations is about the same as the number of project employees. The frequency
per hour of registering is, as a result, the number of employees divided by two.
Time sheets are approved by a number of project managers (this is less than the
number of project employees) on, for example, Monday morning between 8:00
and 12:00. The frequency per hour of the operation approval is the number of
project managers divided by four.

In measuring the frequency, it is important to carefully study the results: a
maintenance process that runs when the load is light can often be found in the
log files, but it probably should not receive a lot of attention in testing because
the importance of the operation is relatively low.

Step 5: Determine the likelihood of each operation occurring

Here, the share of each operation in the total number of operations per time
unit needs to be evaluated so the relative share of each operation is clear.

The likelihood of an operation forms the basis for the attention an opera-
tion receives during test execution. Operations with a low likelihood should not
be simply discarded. Arranging screen flows can put a very specific load on the
system and will, as such, be very useful to include in the test, even when the
available time is limited.
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Example. Time sheets

5.2.6 Test cases aimed at specific bottlenecks

In the product risk analysis, risks that require a specific dedicated performance
test can be identified. Think, for example, of testing certain vulnerabilities in
infrastructure. Here are some examples of these risks:

■ Insufficient bandwidth in parts of the infrastructure, resulting in an
insufficient maximum amount of data per second to and from the service

■ Insufficient throughput, which results in the maximum processing capacity
of the service being inadequate

■ High latency (delay in data transmission between customer and supplier)

In these cases, the load profiles are not based on operational profiles, but the
test actions and load will be designed in such a way that the chance of finding a
suspected bottleneck is as high as possible. Designing volume test cases is part
of this.

Initiators Operations Frequency 
(number/week)

Likelihood

Administrator time 
sheets application

Arrange screen flow
Mark obligatory 
fields

0.1
0.1

0.0005
0.0005

Project administrator Add project
Close project 
Add project 
employee
Connect project 
employee to project
Add time sheet 
codes

0.4
0.4
3
8

20

0.002
0.002
0.015
0.04

0.1

Project employee Fill in time sheet 
each week
Release time sheet 
each week

80

80

0.4

0.4

Manager Approve time sheets 8 0.04

Total 200 1
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5.2.7 Including cloud aspects in test cases

The world

Given the nature of cloud computing, the service used can be located anywhere
in the world. It is possible that several different locations are used in the produc-
tion environment. In addition, particularly with multinational corporations, the
service may be used from different places in the world. The results of the per-
formance test may show differences because of these variations. When an over-
view of the supplier and customer locations is created, this can be taken into
account during the performance test.

When a private cloud is used, the relevant locations can be determined rela-
tively easily; with a public cloud, it is very difficult for a customer to gain a view
of where the load will come from in practice and from which part of the world
without the help of the supplier. When uncertainty about the load on the service
by other users poses a significant risk for a customer, it should be questioned
whether a public cloud is a suitable service model for this customer.

Suppliers also see these risks, so they are increasingly offering test facilities
in which performance tests can be performed on a service from multiple loca-
tions around the world.

Customer’s resources

Customers are increasingly using more and different kinds of resources. Not
only are PCs and laptops connected to services, smartphones and tablets are
used more often. Performance can be affected by the type of resource that is
used. For each resource type, it is possible to use different networks. Fiber-
optics and Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL) will deliver a better perfor-
mance than General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) or Enhanced Data GSM Envi-
ronment (EDGE), for example (see Figure 5–3). All these variations will lead to
designing extra test cases. The challenge is then to think of test actions that
would bring to light performance bottlenecks.
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Figure 5–3 Bandwidth varies by type of network

5.2.8 Test cases for the stress test

A stress test is nothing more than a specific load profile to determine the limits
of the system. First: determine the boundary value for the maximum load on
the service. Suppose this is 100 concurrent users; this leads to test cases with 99,
100, and 101 concurrent users. The expected result is that the performance of
the service stays intact for the users, no matter what happens around the
boundary value. When no boundary is determined, one can choose a load pro-
file significantly higher than the peak load (taking into account the consider-
ations mentioned in section 5.2.2).

5.2.9 Test cases for endurance/volume test

A load profile of 70 percent of the expected peak load is most often used for the
endurance test, stressing the service continuously for a certain amount of time.
By doing this, the load during the test remains at a realistic level. The essence in
designing the load profile for volume tests is to compact time to shorten the
duration of the test: For instance, to test an operation that normally happens
once a day, execute it 100 times per minute. It is important when performing
this test to keep the contract with the supplier in mind (for example, usage as
specified in the SLAs).
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5.2.10 Test cases for elasticity

A test approach is described for two situations: one in which scaling up and
scaling down happens automatically (true elasticity) and one in which capacity
needs to be configured (and released) manually.

During the elasticity test, three test techniques are combined, as shown in
Figure 5–4:

■ Load tests with a load profile to vary loads
■ Boundary value analysis at the boundaries of scaling up and scaling down
■ Process cycle test for the administrative process (this will include pay-per-

view invoicing)

Figure 5–4 Combining test techniques

Elasticity (automatic scalability)

The starting point is the assumption that there is a direct connection between
capacity use and invoicing. Preferably the load will be increased in such a way
that on the supplier side, something actually happens to keep up with the
increase and decrease of the load. When that can’t be stated with certainty, the
load can be increased to twice the current peak load. As a result, an alternative
stress test will be executed.
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Load profile

Stepwise, the load is increased to the determined maximum; this continues for
long enough to be sure that the higher usage will be invoiced. After a predeter-
mined amount of time, the load is decreased again. This also continues for long
enough to be sure that the reduced usage will show up in the invoice.

The expected result with regard to the load is that performance complies
with the requirements (choose an important operation from the load test as the
test case) and that no functional problems occur. The response times are
expected to increase and then show a significant decrease after automatic scal-
ing up, as is shown in Figure 5–5.

Boundary values

When the boundary at which capacity will be scaled up is known, boundary
value analysis can be performed. The objective is to determine whether there
are any disruptions to the service around adjusting capacity. 

Process

In principle, one would have to wait for the supplier to send his invoice. As a
result, it may take a while until the result of the test is known. When there is an
online option to monitor the current invoice in real time, this can be evaluated
during the test. Potentially, the supplier’s help can be called upon to obtain a
copy of the current invoice.

Figure 5–5 Expected result
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Manual scalability

In this situation, a manual action has to take place to increase or decrease capac-
ity. Here the assumption is made that a certain package with a clearly defined
maximum can be upgraded to a larger package or downgraded to a smaller
package and that this can be done online.

Load profile

In the first stage, the load is increased stepwise until the maximum is reached.
More capacity is not available (most likely). While the load profile is running,
the performance and functionality keep meeting the requirements. After more
capacity is configured (and allocated), the capacity is increased up to the next
maximum. The expectation is that everything keeps working properly. In the
second stage, the load is reduced to below the boundary of the previous capacity
reached. After the excess capacity is released, the load will be decreased to an
average level. The expected result with regard to the load is that the perfor-
mance meets requirements during the entire process (choose an important
operation from the load test as the test case) and that no functional problems
occur.

Boundary values

There are specific boundary value cases (the decision has been made for two
cases per class). 

Normal capacity:

1. Valid boundary value within the maximum of the lower capacity level
(performance is within requirements and there are no functional
problems).

2. Invalid boundary value, just above the maximum of the lower capacity level
(should not be possible, resulting in a warning message; there is no extra
capacity configured).

Capacity is increased:

3. Valid boundary value, just above the maximum of the lower capacity level,
at the lower boundary of the higher capacity level.
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Load goes up and down again:

4. Valid boundary value, at the lower boundary of the higher capacity level
(test that it is not possible yet to release capacity).

5. Valid boundary value, just below the lower boundary of the higher capacity
level (test that it is possible to release capacity).

The excess capacity is released:

6. Performance meets requirements and there are no functional problems.

Process

Check the next control points:

■ Configuring extra capacity is possible at any time.
■ Releasing excess capacity is not possible when too much is still in use.
■ Releasing excess capacity is possible when actual usage allows it.
■ The invoice matches the configured capacity.

The exact behavior of services with scaling depends on the way the supplier has
configured this process and on the technical implementation. This implementa-
tion, which may work in combination with virtualization and load balancers, is
still being developed, which is all the more reason to test this thoroughly.

5.2.11 Test setup for a performance test

In a performance test setup (see Figure 5–6), a number of important elements
are present:

■ Measurement tool. Determines response times and is usually a part of a
performance test tool that also checks the correct functioning of the service.

■ Load generator. This can increase the load on the service. It is generally
another part of the performance test tool. (Although sometimes perfor-
mance tests are executed by getting lots of people to do something simulta-
neously, the majority of performance tests are executed by test tools that
simulate users by means of virtual users.)

■ Monitors. These are able to measure certain aspects of the infrastructure,
such as the technical load and the correct generation of error messages.
Useful measurements are, for example, use of memory, network load and
processor use. The information from monitors (and from log files to check
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for error and warning messages) is needed to determine the limiting factors
of the bottlenecks that are identified. It is very useful if this information is
also collected, analyzed, and reported (preferably in graphs for easier visu-
alization) by the performance test tools.

There are many tools that can test websites and web services, both open source
and commercial tools. The advantage of cloud services is that they are generally
accessible over the Internet and inherently use a protocol that is suited for the
Internet. The majority of tools can handle all mainstream protocols. There are
large differences in the extent to which different tools can process information
from monitors (see the third bullet point in the preceding list).

Figure 5–6 Performance test setup

5.2.12 Representative test environment

A useful benefit of cloud computing is that service performance tests can be
performed in a production-like environment. Tests can be executed on the ser-
vice even when it is not yet in use. When the service is in use, it can be extended
(based on pay per use). However, particularly in the public cloud, no guarantee
can be given about the pattern of load on the service by other users. The service
provider can affect the load by changing the distribution of users across the
infrastructure. This poses a limitation on representativeness over time: today it
works correctly, but tomorrow it might be different. This might be a reason to
make the performance test part of a continuous system integration test.
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Doubling the use of the service by using it for testing purposes seems
expensive, but it is a lot cheaper in comparison to purchasing an in-house test
environment, which would be needed for non-cloud service applications. Cer-
tain organizations are used to take the risk of not testing because a production-
like test environment is too expensive. With cloud computing, a lot can be
gained in this area though. See sections 3.3 and 5.4 for more information on test
environments in the cloud.
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5.3 Testing security

To cover security risks, many kinds of measures are possible. The field of secu-
rity is, just like the cloud, in continuous motion and requires regular research
on new and updated measures.

Security is predominantly about information security. Different standards
exist in this field, such as ISO 27001, which differentiates the following three
aspects:

■ Confidentiality of the data and the accompanying risk that unauthorized
people can view the data

■ Integrity of data and the accompanying risk that data is altered or lost unin-
tentionally

■ Availability of data and the accompanying risk that data (and services) is
not available when it is required

The following three questions correspond to the three aspects of information
security:

■ Who has access to the data?
■ Can the user trust that the data is correct?
■ Can the user gain access to the data at all times? 
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Authorization and authentication are security measures that users, administra-
tors, and other staff notice immediately. Authentication verifies the identity of a
person (or system) and their authorization regulates access to data and the
actions that are permitted. Authorization and authentication are handled in the
application software (the service itself), the operating system, or special security
systems (such as identity services). Procedures also determine the success of
such security measures (think about managing authorizations and issuing
passes).

The quality of the software and hardware is another important aspect of
security. Vulnerabilities in software and hardware design are taken advantage of
by malicious persons to gain illegal access (exploits). Keeping IT resources up to
date and installing the latest security patches are the most important security
measures. Not all attacks can be prevented, however; many exploits can be pre-
vented only when programming is done in a secure way.

Example. In preventing an SQL injection (example of an exploit), it is import-
ant to check all input that can be entered on a page before it is processed. This
input needs to be filtered in such a way that unwanted code cannot be
executed. By using quotes, the tester can try to alter SQL instructions in the
service. The only place to build in this security is in the service’s code.

Encryption on different levels is important and often used as a security mea-
sure. Encryption can be applied at the file and protocol levels (Secure Sockets
Layer [SSL] and Transport Layer Security [TLS]).

Social engineering (manipulating people to gain access to data), is the
most successful way to bypass security measures. That’s why people are per-
sonally responsible for a number of security measures, such as keeping their
login data secure, using an access code on mobile devices, and keeping doors
closed.

Next to preventing unauthorized access to data, logging all data trans-
actions and all (whether successful or not) attempts to gain access to data is an
important security measure. Not only can digital access to data be logged, but
physical access as well. This is possible with security cameras, for example.
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Figure 5–7  Security locations

Determining the security level of a service starts with inventorying the security
measures and is followed by assessing and testing these measures. The entire
E2E chain should be evaluated (see Figure 5–7).

The security level that is found during the inventory has to be assessed
against the classification (severity) of the security risks that emerge from the
risk analysis. In this section we explain which measures a test manager can
implement to gain insight in the correct configuration of security measures.

In practice, the test manager will run into several obstacles when determin-
ing risks. Not every service supplier, for example, will appreciate a security
audit. Understanding the physical security of buildings all around the world is
also not an easy feat. The approaches that are described are to provide inspira-
tion, and the future will show what is feasible and what is desirable. 

It is important that the service supplier provides information about data
security around the service, such as, for example, by handing over audit reports,
test results, and security certificates.

5.3.1 Assessing network security

Limited protection can be expected from Internet security. It is impossible to
guarantee that the stream of bits (which represents the data) will not be tapped
or intercepted. So it is important to make sure that when an unauthorized party
gets hold of the data, they can’t do anything with it. This can be done by
encrypting the data. It is not feasible to provide an up-to-date overview of the
most recent and strong forms of encryptions because the field of data encryp-
tion is (necessarily) constantly developing.

At a protocol level, encryption can be applied by means of, for example, SSL
and TLS. At a network level, different types of encryption exist. For Wi-Fi, Wi-
Fi Protected Access II (WPA2) is the most used variant at the moment. Wired
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Equivalent Privacy (WEP) is also still being applied, but it is somewhat older
and easier to break. The connection between supplier and customer devices can
be protected by running it over a virtual private network (VPN).

5.3.2 Inventorying supplier security

First of all, review the location’s physical security. How easily can an unautho-
rized person gain access to the area where servers and system administration
consoles are? How is access control organized? Are there security cameras?
Once inside, are there opportunities to interfere with the server or take anything
away, and if so, what is the effect on the service?

Though a service is offered to customers, the supplier also has access to the
service. It is important to know what the supplier’s administrators can and are
allowed to do. Check how the authorization and authentication process for
administrators is organized.

In the private cloud, servers are exclusively set up for one customer. With
other forms of the cloud, a server contains data from different customers. How
distinct is this split? In what way is one customer prevented from accessing
another customer’s data? Normally this is done using technology, including
authentication and authorization.

Authentication

Authorized persons need to gain access to the service. To do so, they need to go
through the authentication procedure. There are different forms of authentica-
tion. Some of the most used mechanisms are as follows:

■ Login with username and password
■ Use of a code, generated by a token system
■ Use of an access card
■ Biometric data (for example, fingerprints or retina scans)

On the one hand, authentication needs to be as secure as possible. On the other
hand, users find it annoying having to repeatedly sign in. There are different
mechanisms that support logging on once, such as single sign-on (SSO), net-
work domain, Active Directories, and identity services.

The world of identity management in the cloud is developing fast. There is
even a name proposed for it: Identity as a Service (IDaaS). When a trusted insti-
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tution has determined one’s identity, this outcome (identity has been verified) is
provided as a service to other parties that do not need to confirm the identity by
themselves. DIGID (Dutch government) and OpenID are examples of identity
management services. There is an XML-based standard language, Security
Assertion Markup Language (SAML), which is used to exchange authentication
and authorization information.

As with encryption, the security that authentication offers becomes better
when different authentication techniques are combined. With online banking, a
valid combination of username and password is always expected. Thereafter,
additional authentication differs from bank to bank. Think of filling in a code
received via a text message on a linked phone number, or card readers that gen-
erate a code based on the bank card.

Authorization

Which role or person can perform which operation, or gain access to which
information needs to be verified through authorization processes. This is true
for administrators as well as for customers of the service. The degree of trust
that the customer has in a supplier is part of it because there are personnel at the
supplier who can access everything. Then the limits are reached: who will guard
the guardians? (Quis custodiet ipsos custodes? The Juvenal dilemma.)

Log files and audit trails

With log files and audit trails, changes to data and attempts to access data are
registered. Inspection of the log files shows who has had access. The authoriza-
tion of those persons can be determined and irregularities can be tracked. With
audit trails, changes that systems apply to data also have to be considered. This
can also cause unwanted changes in data. For financial institutions, the obliga-
tion to make sure that all changes are traceable in an audit trail is increasing.

5.3.3 Inventorying customer security

The software and data that are used in the cloud are accessed from the existing
environment. In addition, new devices are used, such as mobile phones and
tablets. Security around the resources on the customer side has to be taken into
account in the inventory. Ask the following questions: 
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■ Is there authentication and authorization on the customer’s network and
environment?

■ Is there authentication and authorization on mobile devices?
■ Are there technical solutions such as firewalls and routers?
■ Is an update routine in place for security patches for middleware and

operating systems?
■ What is the status of the physical security for the building?

On the customer side, the possible unsecure behavior of the user is the main
issue. The trend of BYOD makes it an increasing concern. Organizations need
to develop policies for the secure use of devices by users as a condition of per-
mitting them to use their own equipment. 

Here are some examples of unsecure behavior by users:

■ Use of a “remember password” functionality on a computer. If someone is
logged on to a computer, anyone who uses that computer can access
everything, possibly including the service with the level of access of the
person who is logged on to the computer.

■ No lock on mobile devices. Leaving devices lying about or losing them
allows someone else to gain access to all facilities and possibly to the
service—for instance, by way of a mobile application (app). 

■ Vulnerabilities around passwords (weak or predictable passwords, a note on
the back of PCs).

■ Susceptibility to social engineering.

5.3.4 Testing encryption

Testing whether or not encryption is activated can be done without extensive
specialist knowledge. Most modern test tools are able to test messages with and
without encryption, and by comparing them, can determine whether a data
stream is encrypted. When storing logon data in a database, check that the pass-
word is stored in an encrypted form. Encryption has to be switched on for all
resources, including mobile devices and equipment at home.

5.3.5 Testing authentication

Authentication procedures are easily testable with functional test techniques.
Think about the syntax test (valid/invalid logon data), process cycle test (authen-
tication issuing procedure), and data cycle test (life cycle of authentication). 
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Unsafe behavior from people is one aspect that has to be addressed in test-
ing authentication. Users are inclined to choose simple passwords that are easily
remembered. For this reason, the software often enforces the use of more com-
plex passwords and changing them on a regular basis. These procedures can be
tested with a process cycle test. Ensure that accounts for testing purposes are
not entered into the production environment.

In principle, combining authentication mechanisms provides better protec-
tion. This may cause unforeseen problems, such as when authentication/autho-
rization mechanisms are not correct for an individual. The test approach will
need to include normal and error paths.

Example. Often the authentication for internal and external employees differs.
Internally, for instance, an employee can be logged on with domain authenti-
cation; externally, authentication with a valid token is necessary. It is expected
that an internal logon with a valid token but without sufficient permission in
the domain is possible. An example is staff who are allowed access to a specific
application, but not to the entire environment. This is a situation that is often
skipped in testing and can cause problems in production. It happens that the
authentication mechanism authenticates the internal for the domain but does
not check any further. In this way the token is not recognized and the internal
does not get access to the application for which the token authentication is
used.

Authentication methods and their strengths and weaknesses are continuously
changing. Staying up to date in this field is the work of specialists. When deter-
mining which methods to deploy, you must often seek external expertise. Make
use of these specialists to understand methods for testing authentication.

5.3.6 Testing authorization

Functional test techniques are used to test authorization. The test basis is an
authorization table (see Table 5–2) in which it is shown what someone with a
specific role is and is not allowed to do. The account issuing procedure is tested
with a process cycle test in combination with a data cycle test (including revok-
ing authorizations).
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The process for checking specific authorization profiles for too many or too
few permissions assigned is as follows:

■ Have an authorization table at hand; when it doesn’t exist, design the table
(for instance, with the help of functional administrators).
– Each group or role has its own record in the table.
– People can have multiple roles and therefore have different levels of

authorization.
– List possible actions.
– Checks indicate what is and isn’t allowed.

■ Test the cells by performing the actions with the specific role and checking
whether it is or is not possible (a check indicates that an operation is
allowed for this role).

■ Test all cells for full coverage.
■ Try to gain access to data that only people with the highest authorization

are permitted to access (for instance, in the public cloud).
■ Try to gain access to data that only people with administrator permissions

are permitted to access (for instance, in the public cloud).

Table 5–2  Example of an authorization table

5.3.7 Testing security robustness against Internet attacks

Security risks are often exposed by hackers through directed attacks. The fol-
lowing types of security attacks on web-based systems occur frequently:

■ Directory traversal. Read and/or write in directories other than those
allowed.

■ XML external entity attack. Include extra (bad) data in an XML file. 
■ SQL injection. Request and/or change data by manipulating SQL queries.

User group Adding 
users

Deleting 
users

Manage 
projects

Filling in 
time 
sheets

Approve 
time 
sheets

Generate 
monthly 
totals

Administration X X X X X X

Project manager X X X X X

Standard user X X
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■ Cross-site scripting (XSS). Transfer data to other websites without the user
knowing.

■ Session manipulation. Skip steps or validation in a session.

An example of session manipulation: In a web shop, people can place items in
the shopping basket. Next they follow a number of steps to actually order these
items. By manipulating the session status, a malicious user skips the payment
step, and to the service it still seems like the payment has occurred. Products are
sent without being paid for. Systems that administer the session status on the
user side (rather than on the server side) are vulnerable at this point.

Testing robustness against attacks requires in-depth knowledge of and
experience with test tools. On the Internet, tutorials (hackmes) can be found.
These provide basic knowledge on how security can be tested.

5.3.8 Testing log files and audit trails

An important security measure is to track all changes in data and attempts to
access data. The testing of these mechanisms is done using functional test tech-
niques, especially for correct flows. For example, execute changes and check
whether they are registered in the log files or audit trail. 

Make sure that log files are not displayed to the user when error messages
appear. Error messages are often the starting point for hackers to gain informa-
tion about system access.

5.3.9 Testing security patch routines

On the service side as well as the customer side, security systems and other soft-
ware need to be up to date with the latest security patches. Testing these rou-
tines requires checking whether the proper procedures are in place and whether
there is evidence that these procedures are followed.

5.3.10 Performing audits

In addition to ISO 27001, there are other standards on which security audits can
be based, such as, for example, SAS 70. There are companies that offer audits as
a service. There is increasing demand for security reports, as a result of legisla-
tion and regulations, for example. To convince potential customers that their
data is secure, service providers need to anticipate this demand.
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In a public or community cloud, special attention has to be paid to the way
in which data from different customers is separated—for example, with separate
disks or separate virtual machines. Some audits check physical security along-
side software security (for instance, whether there are security cameras and how
access is managed).

Specialized test companies can test the robustness of the infrastructure as
seen from a customer perspective. So-called white hat hackers are deployed to
try to enter the system. These audits provide information on the weaknesses of
the system, for which possible solutions are put forward.
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5.4 Testing for manageability

The essence of manageability is, “How we keep the service and the processes
around it in working order.” The success of a service depends partly on the
systems that exchange information with the service. That is why the E2E pro-
cesses, of which the service is part, are taken into account during testing. Man-
ageability is closely related to maintainability and is about the ease with which
the service can be modified to (be able to) keep it in production. There may be
several reasons to update the service (fixing errors, changes in the environment,
new requirements). 

This book provides a number of guidelines for the test manager in a world
that is predominantly controlled by people in administrator roles. As is
described in Chapter 3, the distinction between implementation and produc-
tion is diminishing. In other words, the role of the test manager does not end
with a service implemented into production.

Manageability is tested using a checklist. In most cases it is about static
forms of testing, but a run-through of administration and maintenance proce-
dures in practice or in a simulation is also a possibility. These simulations are
useful for the customer as well as for the supplier. A supplier can test whether
the agreed-upon incident response times are met.
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Manageability checks for documentation are as follows:

■ Is documentation available?
■ Is documentation kept up to date?
■ Are changed versions sent to the correct stakeholders?

Various specifications are part of manageability and are subject to testing. The
specifications discussed in this chapter are important from a testing point of
view because they form the test basis and provide important information about
test environments.

5.4.1 Specifications on the supplier side

In this section, we look at the specifications that the supplier has to deliver
along with the service.

Interface specifications

Services will only run as stand-alone processes in a limited number of circum-
stances. In most cases, an interface is needed between services and systems that
do not run in the cloud. There may also be a need for interfaces to other
services, such as connecting an email service to a CRM service. At this point,
SOA helps because it uses standard interfaces, often in XML format.  Connec-
tions to office suites also often occur. The service provider has a duty to have the
interface specifications under strict change management. The customers are
fully dependent on these specifications for the connections to other systems.
From an administrative perspective, the change procedure is subject to scrutiny.
For testers, the interface specifications are the basis for tests with regard to the
message structures that will be used.

Specifications for customer resources

A special group of systems connected to a service (predominantly SaaS) is
formed by the devices by which the service is presented to the users. The service
supplier has to be clear about to which specifications these devices have to com-
ply. Different types and versions of browsers and mobile devices need to be kept
in mind. Because different configurations are increasingly available, referring to
standard specifications such as, for example, HTML5 and other web-related
standards is a suitable alternative to specifying many kinds of different devices.
With regard to management, it is important to have an up-to-date overview of
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the device specifications from the supplier. Testing services with multiple
devices is discussed in section 5.6.

Platform specifications

A PaaS supplier will install platform software updates on a regular basis—for
example, security patches or bug fixes. It is possible that this affects the use of
the service by the customer. Having a recent overview of the available platform
specifications is subject to a manageability check. IaaS suppliers sometimes
offer the option of pre-installed software. For this, the same is true as for PaaS
with regard to platform specifications.

Infrastructure specifications

IaaS suppliers base their services on a virtualization layer. This means that soft-
ware updates also are done there, with possible knock-on effects to the user
experience. Changes in the hardware layer can also impact the user. Keeping
infrastructure specifications up to date and available is part of a manageability
check.

5.4.2 Specifications on the customer side

The customer has responsibility for other specifications.

Infrastructure specifications (IaaS)

The customer needs a blueprint (design) for the infrastructure to be built in
IaaS cloud service. The customer is responsible for checking whether the blue-
print is available and correct and for choosing the way in which it is maintained.

System specifications

A customer who runs their own software in the cloud will need to have the
complete system documentation (the full V-model) available. For the process of
creating, testing, and managing this documentation, we refer to prevailing soft-
ware development and testing processes. In other words, this is not done any
differently for the cloud than it is for software running on an in-house environ-
ment. The same goes for the software development process of the service sup-
pliers. System specifications are an important part of the manageability
checklist.
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Architecture documentation

In one way or another, the customer needs to map out how the service is going
to be integrated in the (technical) E2E infrastructure. What does the system pic-
ture look like? Where are the interfaces? A system picture is needed for every
service model (SaaS, PaaS, IaaS) and must be kept up to date. Because of that, it
deserves a place in the manageability checklist.

Business process documentation

In addition to the technical aspects of the system picture, there are the business
processes that use or are dependent on services and potentially interface with
other systems. When there is documentation on business processes available, it
needs to be kept up to date (manageability check).

Business requirements

Even when using standard SaaS, business requirements that reflect the business
needs will be present. SaaS functions can be linked to the business require-
ments. In this way, traceability is present and requires maintenance, and so it
will be subject to a manageability check.

5.4.3 User documentation

To use a service, an instruction manual is needed. This is true for each service
model. When using IaaS, the manual needs to provide relevant information to
the person who configures the environment, puts it into production, rolls out
software on it, and so on. In the case of PaaS, it is about instructions for rolling
out application software and configuring databases or using the development
platform. Normally, this is a job for people from the software development
department. The user instructions for services target different groups of users.
This can be end users but also administrators who configure authorization and
process architects who configure the service. In all cases, documentation is
needed on how the service needs to be configured, used, and maintained by the
customer.

The term user manual needs to be interpreted widely. Frequently asked
questions (FAQs), lists of known errors, and online courses can be important
added sources of information for the user.
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In many cases, additional manuals need to be created on the user side—for
example, to embed working with the service in the business processes. This is
the most likely place to (temporarily) solve deficiencies in the manuals provided
by the supplier. The manuals need to be kept up to date; however, in practice
this doesn’t often receive high priority. When this poses a large risk, escalation
to the supplier is an option. Testing manuals is also addressed in section 5.6. 

5.4.4 Test environment availability

When moving from traditional testing to testing in the cloud, the necessity for
test environments remains. It seems obvious, but it’s not always the case. Take,
for example, the hosting of a company website (a form of PaaS): frequently there
is no or only a very limited test environment available. Through a content man-
agement system (CMS), changes to the website are applied directly to produc-
tion, or only a limited test environment is available; email messages, for
example, may not be able to be sent from the website, and as a result, certain
functions cannot be tested E2E. 

Example. A solution for changing the web contents on the production environ-
ment is a so-called staging environment. This allows changes in production to
be tested before they actually go live. 

In the private cloud, the customer often has access to facilities for test purposes,
but in the public cloud, offering of test facilities by the supplier is still in its
infancy.

The different service models are discussed next from a development, test,
acceptance, and production (DTAP) point of view.

Test environments in IaaS/PaaS

The customer obtains the infrastructure or a platform for production, on which
the in-house application software is running. In a regular development process,
development, test, and acceptance environments are needed in addition to the
production environment. One option is that these do not move to the cloud and
they remain under in-house management and fully under the customer’s con-
trol. As a result, a huge difference emerges between the D-, T-, and A-environ-
ments on the one hand and the P-environment on the other. Once the choice to
move into the cloud is made, in most cases it is not desirable to keep in-house
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environments running, and as a result, the D-, T-, and A-environments will also
be obtained from the cloud (see Figure 5–8).

The requirements that developers and testers need the environments to
meet are translated into extra specifications for IaaS/PaaS. Flexible use of
(test) environments can result in an important cost saving and creates the
opportunity to have a good copy of the production environment available for
test purposes.

Figure 5–8 All environments in the cloud

Test environments of the SaaS user

Because the service is not developed by the customer, no separate D-, T-, and
A-environments need to be available for the service. One service environment
can, in most cases, be connected to multiple customer environments (see
Figure 5–9). For testing the service itself (for instance, trying different setups
and options), some suppliers provide a so-called sandbox environment. When
such an environment is not available, the service itself will be used as a test
environment. This is possible with, for example, test users or by accessing the
service with another username or customer name. The activities in this test
segment of the SaaS must not interfere with the production activities of the
supplier or the customer.
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Figure 5–9  All environments are connected to the service 

Systems connected to SaaS need an environment for testing in combination
with the service, without disrupting production. A test segment of the service
can be used; it is connected to the test environment of the linked systems.
Replacing the service by a mock service (simulator) is also a possibility by
which the linked systems can be tested E2E (see Figure 5–10) independently of
the service’s availability. Preferably, a mock service is supplied by the supplier (it
can be an important reason for a customer selecting the particular service).

Figure 5–10 Use of a mock service 
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5.4.5 Test documentation

Normally, test documentation is an important part of maintenance documenta-
tion. Test documentation is mostly used, for example, to execute regression test-
ing and retesting for patches and infrastructural changes. There are two
categories: customer test documentation and supplier test documentation.

Customer test documentation

Keeping test documentation up to date (or having it kept up to date) is the
responsibility of the test manager. The distinction between implementation and
production (usually the domain of administration) is fading: in production the
test manager also has a responsibility toward testing continuity. The manage-
ability checkpoint is to confirm whether maintenance of test documentation is
properly organized; for example, acceptance tests, test basis, E2E tests, and
issues must be considered.

Supplier test documentation

In principle, this is an internal affair for the supplier. There are, however,
reasons why test documentation is shared with customers:

■ Publishing test results can gain customer confidence.
■ Publishing test procedures enables customers to perform a beta test.
■ Making test cases available makes it easier to test interfaces.

Management of in-house test documentation does not deviate from normal
software development procedures for the supplier. When a customer uses the
supplier’s test cases for testing interfaces, these also need to be maintained and
are subject to a manageability test.

5.4.6 Incident management procedure

Several scenarios can arise that the incident management procedure has to take
into account. The three scenarios in Figure 5–11 are further explained as they
relate to the incident management procedure. 
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Figure 5–11 Dealing with incidents

Supplier resolves the incident

Preferably the supplier has an incident management procedure in which both
the supplier and customer agree if and when the incident is resolved. A help
desk and/or other forms of support provide the lines of communication
between the customer and service supplier. This is similar to a regular incident
management procedure, with all its features and its issues, such as discussions
on priority, partly resolved incidents, and regression testing. An SLA may con-
tain details about response and resolution times. Service updates can contain
resolved incidents. By means of direct communication with the customer, the
supplier can indicate in which service version specific incidents are resolved.
The update may be rolled out initially onto a test environment, which provides
the customer with the option of performing retests and regression tests before
going live with the service. In the absence of a test environment, the customer
has to retest the resolved incidents on the production environment. Service
updates always need to be accompanied by information about changes relevant
to customers.

Large customers have an incident management procedure in which all pro-
duction issues are managed (for cloud and non-cloud systems). In such cases an
interface between the supplier incident management system and the customer
incident management system is needed. The entire process, from finding an
incident on the service to the implementation of the modified service, needs to
be managed. All stakeholders (including the service users) need to be informed
about the incident life cycle. 

When there is no SLA with response and resolution times, the customer is
fully dependent on the priorities determined by the supplier. When a high
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impact issue arises, the customer can try to gain awareness of the problem by
way of a help desk or other support procedure. If other customers are also expe-
riencing this problem, the probability of the incident being resolved more
quickly increases. An incident always needs to be registered so a supplier can
see when the same problem arises for different customers. A supplier will
deliver resolved incidents in service updates. Although release notes are pub-
lished with an overview of the changes, it is unlikely that all registered incidents
are specifically listed. The E2E regression test will show that the service has
been updated and the incident can be closed. Depending on the severity of the
incident, the regression test may need to be updated.

When the customer has outsourced service management, a different sce-
nario arises. In this scenario, the incident management procedure is set up by
the third party and will need to be agreed upon in the SLA between the cus-
tomer and the third party. For production incidents, the third party can some-
times resolve the problem themselves; otherwise, the third party will contact the
service supplier.

Example. An IT company supplies IT facilities to a medium-sized company. It
is agreed to have the email server in the cloud, provided by a large service sup-
plier. This scenario has advantages and disadvantages with regard to resolving
incidents. An advantage is that the company can record incidents with the IT
company, who in turn will deal with the service supplier. A further advantage
is that the IT company looks after the email services of a number of customers
and through this greater usage will get the attention of the service supplier
more easily. A disadvantage is that an extra layer is created that could create
delays in resolving incidents.

Customer resolves the incident

Certain incidents are resolved by the customer—for instance, by changing the
service configurations. An alternative option is not to change the service but to
change the business process. With services for more or less standard proce-
dures, this will occur more often. If changing configurations or business pro-
cesses is not possible, the customer can decide to resolve the incident by
customization, such as, for example, resolving incidents on interfaces between
the service and other systems by means of an adapter. In all cases, retests and
regression tests are executed after the incident is resolved.
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The incident will not be resolved

In a number of cases, the incident is not resolved by the supplier nor by the cus-
tomer. This can occur during selection: because of the incident severity, the cus-
tomer can decide not to select the service. If a serious (not resolvable) incident
occurs in production, the customer may have to decide to change to another
service. This requires a migration and all its related test activities. A customer
can also decide to use a workaround to bypass the incident. Testing the work-
around will in this case encompass checking the work manual in which the
workaround is described. In practice, this procedure does not differ much from
changing business processes.

5.4.7 Change procedure and version control

While using software and platforms, new requirements arise. This will not be
different in the cloud. The customer will need to set up a change procedure.
Certain changes can be done by the customers themselves; for instance, by
changing the configurations of the service. Other changes will need to be dis-
cussed with the supplier. The path from idea to realization (and test) requires
management. The purpose of the manageability test is to check whether this is
properly organized and includes the updating of manuals. 

Continuous integration, which occurs during service use, requires well-
organized version control at the supplier side as well as at the customer side.
The supplier needs it for making clear to all customers which versions of docu-
mentation (technical and functional) are active for which version of the service.
The customer needs to control the versions of all interfacing systems along with
all documents previously mentioned.

It is essential in every form of testing to know which software version and
which test basis version is used. The use of services does not make this easier
because the supplier will not always communicate all changes. As a result, an
incorrect version of Web Service Description Language (WSDL) may be used as
a basis for a mock service. For these reasons, the presence of version control is
part of manageability testing.
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5.4.8 Maintainability of software

Maintainability of application software is the responsibility of the customer
(PaaS and IaaS) or the responsibility of the supplier (SaaS). Poor maintainability
results in recurring errors and parts of the service not functioning after changes
and patches. If this leads to significant issues, it may cause a customer to look
for a different service (supplier). These errors in production are visible when
users complain, in the continuous regression test, and from monitoring tools.
Poor maintainability of the customer’s in-house software is a reason to look for
a cloud solution.
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5.5 Availability/continuity testing

Availability and continuity are terms that can cause confusion when used next to
each other. Availability is about a part of the IT landscape, such as a service.
Continuity is about the process that uses it. Availability is a precondition for
continuity. For instance, the continuity of the invoicing process depends on the
availability of the email service to send invoices.

The continuity of processes is key (also known as business continuity and
business reliability), and the following questions need to be answered: How
often does a disruption occur, how fast is it resolved, and what damage has this
disruption caused? To reach high service availability, a duplicated setup is
needed so when a failure occurs, a spare part can take over the function of the
failing part (failover or fallback). These mechanisms are (luckily) rarely used, so
it is uncertain whether they actually work. However, the impact is large, so test-
ing is crucial.

The service model determines the involvement of a customer. In SaaS, all
layers of service hardware and software are within the supplier’s black box. The
way in which service availability is kept at a certain level is not visible to the cus-
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tomer. The supplier needs to map out what the impact is of losing the entire ser-
vice and losing the connections to the service from other systems.

In PaaS and IaaS, the involvement of both the customer and the supplier is
intertwined. When the supplier changes to a backup system in the case of a plat-
form or infrastructure disruption, the question is how the customer’s software
reacts. This question is also true for connections to systems with software that
runs in the cloud.

Because of the dependency on external parties, a customer needs to have a
plan B (disaster recovery plan) that addresses the full and long-term failure of
the service or the Internet connection. This is the case when certain processes
need to keep running. In such cases, the customer needs to set up an alternative
(manual) process for which external employees may need to be hired and,
potentially, extra workspaces need to be set up. By process simulation, the
chance for success of such a plan B will considerably increase. 

When there is a continuity failure, it is usually the service failure that is con-
sidered. However, the continuity of business processes can also be disrupted
when a supplier alters the behavior of the service. Sometimes these can be pre-
dicted by previously announced changes. However, it must be taken into
account that the supplier does not always announce changes in a timely or suffi-
ciently detailed manner. A periodical E2E regression test can show such
changes, depending, of course, on the coverage of the regression test. With some
luck, the change that has been detected in the regression test has not led to any
problems in the business processes. When the regression test does not reveal
incidents, it unfortunately does not guarantee that the service has not been
modified.

In addition to changes in the service, other events can occur that cause con-
tinuity to be in jeopardy. In the selection and implementation stages, what-if
scenarios can be worked out during risk analysis. For example, what happens to
the data when a supplier or the customer goes bankrupt or when there is a busi-
ness conflict? With major business risks, testing or simulating what-if scenarios
is a measure to be considered.

The availability of the requesting environment is also part of E2E continu-
ity. However, the assumption is made that replacing a machine that is down
with another machine only has a limited impact on the continuity of the busi-
ness process.
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5.5.1 Failure Mode and Effect Analysis

An important step in preventing problems is to systematically analyze different
kinds of failures and the effect they have on production. Applying Failure Mode
and Effect Analysis (FMEA) is a way of performing this analysis. This method
goes a lot further than testing. One can decide to set up monitoring tools and
logs, a different architecture, or a plan B as preventative measures. Applying an
FMEA can be quite laborious, and for that reason, it mainly only happens for
business processes with a high risk of failure.

At a high level, FMEA is applied as follows (see Figure 5–12):

■ Find possible failure modes (failing mechanisms) in the production
situation.

■ Determine possible causes of failing mechanisms.
■ Determine the severity of possible (damaging) impact of the failure.
■ Design measures to discover and prevent the failure.

Measures are aimed at preventing failure by taking away the cause of it, lower-
ing the chance of it occurring, or decreasing the impact. The focus of FMEA
overlaps with that of a product risk analysis (PRA). The focus of the PRA is,
however, more limited because it is predominantly used as a basis for test mea-
sures. In practice, FMEA is an iterative process: first the most serious failing
mechanisms are dealt with, then those that remain are reviewed, until a further
investment in the FMEA process can no longer be justified by the limited sever-
ity of the residual failing mechanisms.

Figure 5–12 FMEA process
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5.5.2 The role of architecture

Every part of the IT architecture has a likelihood of failure. The place in the IT
architecture and the impact it has on the business process determines what
impact the availability of the part has on the continuity of the business pro-
cesses. With a model of the IT architecture and the (estimated) reliability of all
components, one can calculate the reliability of an E2E chain. In highly critical
processes, a cloud solution may not be able to offer the necessary level of busi-
ness reliability. Calculating business reliability is a specialized profession, so we
will not elaborate. But without calculations, the model can also be used for a
qualitative reliability analysis by determining single points of failure and where
duplicated setups are used. A single point of failure stops the business process
when it fails. A power cut is a trivial example of this. In a duplicated setup, the
spare setup takes over the function, guaranteeing business process continuity.
Duplicate setups are an expensive measure, doubling costs.

Not all of the IT architecture is controlled by the customer. In SaaS, the ser-
vice is a black box with a certain level of availability. It is difficult to identify sin-
gle points of failure or duplicated setups. The way in which the resources and
other systems from the customer are connected to the black box can be mapped
out. It may be that the analysis raises questions, such as why there is only a sin-
gle Internet connection at the customer side (single point of failure).

In PaaS and IaaS, the customer can map out the architecture. It should be
known how the service supplier deals with failure of infrastructure or the plat-
form. Think about activating a backup system, which is kept on standby. This
backup system also needs to be included in the architecture map. In the overall
mapping, one can start to find weak and strong points in the reliability chain. In
IaaS and PaaS, all interfacing systems are, of course, part of the architecture
map.

By deliberately causing a single point of failure, one can test a (possibly man-
ual) backup scenario. Testing duplicated setups is described in section 5.5.8.
Because failover changes (luckily) occur very infrequently, it is far from certain
that the mechanism actually works when it is needed. Testing is no luxury given
the investment in the duplicated setup.
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Figure 5–13 Redundant server

5.5.3 Hardware reliability

Some failures can be predicted by the customer by monitoring the condition of
the platform and the infrastructure (with PaaS and IaaS). The customer pre-
sumably cannot access the hardware because they are separated by a virtualiza-
tion layer. Nonetheless, monitoring virtual parts of the infrastructure does tell
something about the proper functioning of the hardware on which the virtual-
ization effectively runs.

An example of monitoring is measuring memory use. When the available
memory depletes due to a software error, continuity can be threatened. The best
thing is that this becomes visible even before an actual failure occurs. In addi-
tion, error messages and warnings are logged (for example, reading errors on
the hard disk). When the number of reading errors in a time unit rises, the hard
disk will probably break down in the near future and need to be replaced in a
timely matter. In all cases, hardware reliability is the supplier’s responsibility and
not something for the customer to worry about.

By testing the monitoring tools and reviewing the logs, the supplier can
reduce the risk that the tools won’t function properly in practice. This can
be done by simulating a problem (this is called fault seeding) and checking
whether it is detected. In certain industries (for example, telecoms,
aviation), special hardware versions are created that simulate a hardware
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error on command to determine whether the software is able to detect the
degradation. When a customer wants to be able to monitor and log the
platform or infrastructure, this needs to be taken into account as a selection
criterion.

5.5.4 Software reliability

An important part of the continuity chain is the software reliability; that is, the
degree to which the service runs without failure due to errors in the software
itself. With SaaS, a distinct boundary exists: the quality of all software in the
cloud is the responsibility of the supplier. The customer takes care of the soft-
ware and interfacing systems that are not running in the cloud. With PaaS and
IaaS, a part of the software belongs to the customer and a part belongs to the
supplier. As far as the reliability of the customer’s software, nothing changes
when moving to the cloud. 

Reliability of supplier software is an unknown. In part, this uncertainty can
be removed by the customer performing functionality tests (see section 5.6). An
understanding of the supplier’s development process can also increase the con-
fidence of the customer—for example, tests they perform, their programming
standards, configuration management, and so on. A process audit is a suitable
tool to increase understanding.

A specific characteristic of software (and therefore also of a service) is the
robustness against unforeseen user actions (including errors). In other words,
what is the chance that the business process continuity will be disrupted by the
user?

Here are some examples of user actions that can cause SaaS error situations:

■ Unexpected input (syntax test)
■ Closing user interface without logging off
■ Not working according to standard workflow (skipping steps, re-executing

steps)
■ Simultaneously performing conflicting actions on different resources
■ Stopping actions in different places

The following user actions can cause PaaS error situations:

■ Rolling out the wrong software (can it be reversed?)
■ Accidentally throwing away files
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These user actions can cause IaaS error situations:

■ Accidentally changing infrastructure
■ Rolling out the wrong operating system

5.5.5 Guarantees and SLAs

Guarantees

When the importance of availability is high (for instance, with a web shop), the
availability of the service needs to be measured to determine whether the guar-
anteed levels are met. Suppliers usually guarantee a certain availability that feels
quite high, such as 99.9 percent. In practice this means that the service can be
offline for over eight hours per year and, with that, decimate the turnover of a
peak day. Two conclusions can be drawn. First of all, the number of nines in the
guarantee of availability can make the difference between acceptable and unac-
ceptable. Second, the continuity of a business process can have a different risk
profile at different times. For the purpose of performance testing, an opera-
tional profile is designed, which is a model of the measured or expected use,
distributed over time. Such a profile is also a helpful reference in judging which
periods are most relevant for continuity. In section 5.9, we discuss testing a ser-
vice for the performance guaranteed by the supplier.

SLAs

In an SLA, a specific agreement may be made between a customer and a sup-
plier about service availability. Availability is a key performance indicator (KPI).
By reporting to the customer on the delivered availability, the supplier shows
professionalism and quality of service. The customer monitors the continuity of
the service itself in the E2E process (for instance, by keeping track of when users
complain about the service failing). Based on this information, it can be deter-
mined whether this KPI is met or not. In addition to the fail frequency, there is
another useful KPI, namely how fast a failure is resolved. Failure and repair time
in an SLA are often described by the following metrics:

■ Mean time between failures (MTBF): how often a failure occurs.
■ Mean time to repair/recovery (MTTR): how long it takes, on average, to

resolve the failure.
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Points to note

Here are some points to note with regard to continuity guarantees: 

■ Determine what is meant exactly by up- and downtime. (For example, is
regular maintenance considered downtime or not?)

■ List which parties are involved. Are there other parties involved? For
instance, if a SaaS supplier uses IaaS from another supplier for the infra-
structure, the SaaS supplier has ultimate responsibility over the availability
guarantees.

■ Decide how to deal with failures outside the responsibility of the service
supplier, such as Internet failures. In measuring service availability, this has
to be taken into account

■ Decide how to deal with failures in the interaction between resources on
which support is not explicitly guaranteed by the supplier. In short, the
boundary between customer and supplier responsibility needs to be suffi-
ciently clear when availability is measured.

5.5.6 Impact of availability mechanisms

There are different mechanisms by which a service supplier can realize service
availability to a certain level. Mirroring is a method that is often used, where a
copy of the data, a machine, or even a complete (virtual) environment is kept
available. This is shown in Figure 5–14. In the case of a failure, the mirror will
be activated as a fallback. In many cases a disconnection of the service and data
loss (since the last mirror synchronization process took place) has to be taken
into account when switching to a fallback part.

Figure 5–14 Mirroring
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Failure is not the only reason services move from one location to another. This
can also be part of the supplier’s optimization strategy. A better use of servers
(load balancing) or making room for elasticity in a certain location can, for
example, be reasons to move services.

The service provider is responsible for guaranteeing the availability of the
service, whether it is IaaS, PaaS, or SaaS. Fallback needs to be tested regularly by
the service provider. Parts of the service that don’t yet have active users may
serve as a test environment.

When a customer wants to experience a supplier fallback to determine how
it impacts E2E continuity in the business processes, it requires a great deal of
alignment between customer and supplier.

5.5.7 Internet and Internet connection

The Internet itself has built-in redundancy (there is more than one route from A
to B), but the degree of redundancy can vary widely from location to location.
Holland, for example, is very well connected to the Internet because an import-
ant international Internet connection point is present in the country; South
America has a limited number of physical routes to the rest of the Internet
world. In certain countries the Internet is filtered selectively, and in other coun-
tries the Internet is less stable (there is an anecdote that tells of cable thieves
shutting down the entire Internet connection of a nation). In short, the avail-
ability of the Internet can vary a lot in different countries. In most cases, that
cannot be influenced by a potential customer and may be a reason not to bring
company-critical processes to the cloud.

The connection of an organization to the Internet is part of the chain. The
Internet connection is provided by a telecom provider. How are availability
guarantees of Internet connections set up? For most consumers and small and
medium-sized organizations, the connection to the Internet is an ADSL or DSL
line, which seldom has a duplicated setup. When there are multiple connections
to the Internet, the duplicated mechanism can also be tested. It is expected that
service suppliers have a reliable (multiple) connection to the Internet available.
An audit can judge whether this is the case.

Guarantees for continuity, therefore, need to be judged in the light of the
supplier’s and customer’s locations. The supplier can be very well connected to
the Internet and offer very high availability; the customer may be in a less
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favorable location. The risk of the Internet connection then lies with the
customer.

5.5.8 Testing failover

With SaaS, there is not much to test for parts that are duplicated. At most the
switch to a manual procedure (by the customer) when the service fails. The SaaS
supplier has the most to test and can use the failover test procedure. The ulti-
mate test in this case is a coordinated test between the customer and supplier in
which the customer helps to determine whether the entire environment is iden-
tical after failover.

With PaaS and IaaS, in many cases there is interaction between the cus-
tomer and supplier when the service fails. The customer can test this unilater-
ally, by simulating loss of service and testing how the in-house software
responds. However, it is much better to test failover in collaboration with the
service provider. When failover procedures are as easy as suppliers promise
them to be, collaborating in a test with the supplier should not be a problem.

To test a failover, the starting point is a duplicated setup. One of the dupli-
cated setup parts is dropped, the system switches to the spare part, and continu-
ity is tested. There may be a calculated loss of data (repair is a part of service
recovery), but it is possible that the IT architecture can be set up whereby no
loss of data occurs when parts of the service fail.

Failover test cases

Follow these steps to test the continuity of the service with a duplicated setup
(parts A and B): 

1. Normal operation (A is active).
2. Part A is set to inactive (a disruption is detected, a switch is made).
3. Part B runs the service (the switch was successful).
4. Part A is set to active (normally, the service keeps using B).
5. Part B is set to inactive (a disruption is detected, a switch is made).
6. Part A runs the service (the switch was successful).
7. Part B is set to active (has no further effect).
8. Normal operation.
9. Potentially a second test cycle.
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In Figure 5–15 a state transition diagram is shown in which all states and transi-
tions in the failover switches are indicated. In it can be seen that the preceding
steps listed pass only four transitions of a possible ten (the outer states are passed
clockwise). When the need for continuity is very high (risk), all transitions need
to be tested. The service supplier also has to comply with this procedure.

Figure 5–15 Failover transitions

When executing a failover test, the worst-case scenario is assumed: failure at a
peak time. In any case, the service needs to be fully running to mimic a realistic
situation. There needs to be work in progress so testing what happens with data
during a failure can be done properly.

With a failover test, it is about showing that the interruption of a service
stays within acceptable or agreed-upon boundaries. A failover is not finished
entirely until the cause of failure is fixed and the original situation is recovered.
The time a failure lasts comprises the following:

■ The time it takes to detect the failure
■ The time it takes to end the failure
■ The time it takes to repair possible damage

Large environments are made up of hundreds of components. With very high
business risks, it may be necessary to test the failure of many or most of these
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components one by one in the failover test (in individual failover test cases).
Usually it suffices to include only the most crucial components in the failover
test—not all failing components cause complete service disruption. Degrada-
tion can also occur (for instance, a lower performance because fewer servers are
available).

Failover testing needs to be done on a production-like environment, such
as, for instance, on an identical test environment from the cloud or in the pro-
duction environment before a service is live.

Specific checkpoints in failover tests

Under the hood of a successful failover process, a number of things need to
work properly:

■ IP addresses are switched.
■ Load balancers stop trying to connect to the failed processes.
■ Backups are restored.
■ Machines can be restarted after a power cut (every physical server, storage,

load balancer, other equipment).
■ Networks will be up and running after a failure (pulling cables).
■ Other failures are repaired (every virtual machine, database server, inter-

face).
■ Data (or messages) is not lost or corrupted.
■ Hardware or software that has failed or is stopped is automatically (recovery

tools) or manually restarted.
■ Procedures are followed that clearly describe who is responsible for what

(calling support staff, escalation procedures).
■ Operational support is provided by personnel and tools.
■ Failures are analyzed.
■ Log files are inspected.
■ Failures are diagnosed.
■ Backup systems are monitored.
■ Possible damage (information that is lost) is repaired (damage control)—for

instance, data is re-entered, transactions are restarted.

The preceding points are especially applicable to IaaS but less so to PaaS. For
SaaS and PaaS, there are additional points to note.
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The following checklist is for SaaS continuity after failover switch:

■ Has the configuration been disturbed?
■ Is the failure even noticed?
■ Does the automatic failover start to work?
■ Are there any transactions lost?
■ Is there any data lost (counts, checksums)? 
■ If there is an audit trail, does it function properly?
■ Is performance back to normal?
■ Are there any incidents from the functional regression test (perhaps a lim-

ited set, for instance aimed at the fifty most used or most vital functions)?

A useful test technique is the data cycle test (for example, testing create, read,
update, and delete [CRUD] actions before and after the failover).

The PaaS checklist for after a failover switch is as follows:

■ Is it still possible for the customer to roll out new software?
■ Is the platform software running again?
■ Is the platform development environment active again?

The checklists are indicative only. The boundaries between SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS
and the responsibilities of the customer and supplier for executing checks, in
practice, are not that distinct.

Test management aspects for failover tests

Here are some points to note for the successful execution of failover tests:

■ Sufficient technical support is needed from different disciplines. Finding
the cause of a failure possibly requires in-depth knowledge of the technique
and the log files. 

■ Sufficient functional knowledge of the E2E processes is needed. How do
service, infrastructure, or platform failures translate to problems in the cus-
tomer’s business processes? How can dependency possibly be decreased?

■ Before a failover test is started, all planned service tests need to be com-
pleted so with the failover only related errors are found (failover tests are
expensive).

■ As with any test, the right authorizations in the services involved are
needed. 
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■ With a coordinated failover test, the supplier needs to be willing to
cooperate.

Process simulation

Failover procedures can also be tested by means of process simulation. A
catastrophe is enacted and all procedures and manuals are run through. This is
highly suitable for relevant personnel to gain experience (and the risk of an
unnecessarily long outage of the service is decreased).

5.5.9 Testing working offline 

The impact of a failure on the availability of a service is strongly influenced by
the degree to which working offline is possible. This is, for instance, the case
when (part of) the data is available on the user side and, when online, is syn-
chronized with the service. Examples are Exchange email and Dropbox.

When a difference arises between the local situation and the cloud situa-
tion, this can lead to problems (and with that, threaten the continuity of the
business processes). 

Here are some examples:

■ Work continues, based on out-of-date information, and this information
could be changed in the cloud during the offline period.

■ The users are not aware that they are working (partly) online (and are lead
to believe differently).*

■ Synchronization conflicts arise because data is changed locally as well as in
the cloud.

* A specific example. A user was traveling and used Dropbox. The icon in the
Taskbar showed that Dropbox was fully synchronized, but the changes in
the cloud were still not updated locally due to a limitation with the Internet
connection.
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We suggest the following test cases from a continuity standpoint:

■ End the connection and check whether the users can see that they are
working offline.

■ Disrupt the connection (for instance, a port or a certain type of IP traffic)
and check whether problems arise.

■ Check whether changes that are made offline find their way to the cloud
when online status is regained.

■ Check whether conflicts between offline and cloud data are handled
robustly (which is in fact a functional requirement).
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5.6 Functionality testing

Acquiring SaaS can, in terms of functionality, be compared to buying software
packages. There is a standard service that is provided and it has to fit in the
intended processes in one way or another. The functionality of platform (PaaS)
or infrastructure (IaaS) services is in an entirely different league than that of
SaaS. The PaaS user group is to be found in the development department that
uses the platform in the cloud for different environments and the department
that rolls out the in-house software and keeps it operational. IaaS users are peo-
ple that configure the infrastructure in the cloud, roll out software on the infra-
structure, and keep the environment operational. This is traditionally a task for
the data center. 

Just as with testing packages, a number of different test objectives can be
determined. For a start, a standard service usually does not fit exactly to the busi-
ness processes that are going to use it. Flexible services can be configured to
match the business processes. Customization is needed when no further config-
uration is possible and the match to the business processes is not yet completed.
But where should the customization take place? Is the supplier going to expand
the service or modify it for a certain customer or group of customers (for
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instance, for a community cloud)? Or is the customer going to make the changes,
for instance, to connect the service to other systems? Test activities for both cases
are required and are discussed in this chapter. In addition to changing the ser-
vice, it may be decided to also change the business processes. A strong argument
can be put forward for these changes when standard processes such as email,
CRM, Electronic Patient Dossier (EPD, health care), and policy administration
are in place, not only from the perspective of one-time development costs, but
certainly also from an administration point of view (think of upgrades).

The software quality of a service is the supplier’s responsibility, and they
have to go through a proper software development process to make sure cus-
tomers do not suffer from defects in the software. As a result, it is not the pri-
mary task of customers to test software quality or service stability. However,
because of the business risks, a customer still needs to perform an acceptance
test on the service for critical parts of the business process. The outcome will
weigh heavily on the selection decision. 

There are a number of functional test objectives:

■ Does the service fit the business processes?
■ Do the business processes fit the service?
■ Is the service quality sufficient (number of bugs)?
■ Is the service sufficiently user friendly?
■ Is the service configuration done correctly?
■ Does potential supplier customization function properly?
■ Does potential customer customization function properly?
■ Do interfaces between the service and other systems work properly?
■ Are platforms that are relevant to the customer being properly supported?
■ Does everything work after changes (is there no regression)?

These and a number of other test objectives are translated in this section into
test strategies. The approach in this section targets primarily SaaS functionality,
but we also provide handles for test managers who have to scrutinize IaaS or
PaaS functionality.

To create and execute test cases, a test basis is needed. It is unlikely that for
all functional test objectives in the preceding list, designs exist with sufficient
detail to deduct test cases. To be able to perform useful tests, one will need to
gather additional information. This is also discussed in this section. 
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5.6.1 Compatibility of service with business processes

To what extent does the service fit the business processes? This is similar to the
objective of a user acceptance test (UAT). It seems fitting to choose a similar
approach. Not only is the service itself the test object, but also manuals and pos-
sibly accompanying courses are part of it. The starting point is the business or
user processes. If there are no descriptions of them available, these need to be
generated. Based on process descriptions, test scenarios can be defined using
the process cycle test (PCT) technique.

In a PCT, a flowchart is needed as the test basis (see Figure 5–16). With the
simplest PCT variant, all paths in the flowchart are run through once (this is
called test depth level one). Every path, from the top to the bottom of the flow-
chart, is a test case. The expected result of each test case is that the path can be
followed. From process descriptions in the form of use cases, flowcharts can
easily be produced. On these flowcharts, a PCT can also be run. A stronger vari-
ation of the PCT (test depth level two) can be considered for parts of the process
for which it is important that all combinations of entering and exiting a decision
point are tested (high risk).

In many cases, the business process will go through a number of con-
nected systems, of which the service becomes a part. This means that it is not
enough to test the service alone. The E2E business processes need to be run
from start to finish. For this, the process descriptions are used as the test basis.
To determine which parts need to be run, the classification tree technique can
be used.

As an increasing amount of business process components are brought to the
cloud, the customer will need to integrate different services in the IT landscape.
As a result, it becomes more important to check E2E to confirm whether all
these services communicate properly with each other. 
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Figure 5–16 PCT and use cases 

5.6.2 Testing service quality

A customer can perform an acceptance test on the service to get an impression
of service quality. Test scenarios are designed and executed for the most impor-
tant processes for which the service will be used. Additionally, in some areas of
the service more detailed tests are executed. When the results are error free, it
gives a good impression of the service quality. (See also the discussion of soft-
ware reliability in section 5.5.4.) Achieving well-defined test coverage is not an
objective in itself when the customer measures the service quality. Because of
that, exploratory testing is a useful approach. In testing service quality, func-
tionality can be interpreted widely. One can also form an opinion on the ser-
vice’s user-friendliness. Prior to testing, criteria need to be designed for the
nonfunctional requirements that are tested implicitly (for instance, “a maxi-
mum of two screens are needed to make an appointment”).
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In exploratory testing, the service is divided into segments, and each seg-
ment is allocated an amount of time for testing. The division into segments is
based on risk (the parts with higher risk initially get more test time). For each
segment an assignment is created for what needs to receive special attention (for
instance, screen handling, speed, accuracy, stability). The test for each segment
will be time boxed, and within the time box, the tester starts to design a number
of test cases. This will be based on the assignment and on information about the
workings of that service segment. The test cases are executed immediately.
When the test result is according to expectations, the tester continues with test-
ing the segment, to a depth such that the entire segment can be evaluated during
the available time box. When the test result is not according to expectations, the
tester can decide to zoom in on the problem and locally test deeper with the use
of error guessing (often there is more going on; software defects have a tendency
to cluster). When the time box is ended, a decision needs to be made. When test-
ing did not result in issues, the testing of the segment is completed and tests for
the next segment can be started. When there are issues (such as found defects),
an extra time box may be needed to finish examining that segment. When a
defect is severe enough, possible rejection of that segment follows. It can also be
the case that an extra time box is assigned to testing the segment around the
problem area and in areas that have not been covered sufficiently. When all
planned segments are tested, the results are summarized: are the results satisfac-
tory and is there any reason to doubt the quality of the service?

When there is functionality in the service that is especially critical to the
business process, the customer can decide to use other test techniques in order
to get a clear understanding of the software quality of that functionality.

What exactly is the test basis for this test activity? The customer does not
have the functional design available because that is a document internal to the
supplier. The necessary information will be found in manuals and course mate-
rials. As part of an exploratory test, the tester continuously needs to determine
the expected result, based on assumptions and previous experience.

5.6.3 Testing user-friendliness

In addition to basic service quality and how the software fits the business pro-
cesses, user-friendliness is important. The support it receives from users is a sig-
nificant factor. When it is clear what user-friendliness means to an organization
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(How many screens does a user have to go through to make an appointment? Is
the tab order sufficiently intuitive? Is there sufficient help functionality?), this
can be incorporated implicitly or explicitly in the functional test activities.
When user-friendliness is difficult to specify, but it is important to involve end
users, one has to let the end users work with the service in a test environment
and learn their findings afterward. A manual or work instructions (user docu-
mentation) can act as a test basis and at the same time be a test object: all flaws
are findings.

User documentation

When testing user documentation that is written by the supplier, a tester usually
reviews the quality of the document (well written, spell checked, etc.) and
whether it is in accordance with how the software works. In testing manuals for
services, the test focus will be on checking whether the manual corresponds
with practical use. The instructions in the manual are executed and tested for
comprehensiveness (for the intended user), for completeness (all steps
described), and for correctness (is it right). Section 5.4.3 contains more infor-
mation on user documentation.

5.6.4 Testing interfaces to other systems

In many cases, interfaces between the service and other systems are used (see
Figure 5–17)—for instance, invoicing in the cloud, for which customer data
needs to be uploaded from the internal CRM system. In testing interfaces,
four aspects are differentiated:

■ The technique. How is data exchange organized physically (for instance, a
comma-separated value [CSV] file or XML)?

■ The syntax. How are data structured and what are the syntax rules? For
instance, is it structured by using XML Schema Documentation (XSD) for
XML messages or a definition for a CSV file?

■ Semantics. Are uploaded or downloaded data processed correctly by the
receiving service or receiving system?

■ Nonfunctional aspects (such as security and performance). Any prob-
lems in these areas?
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Figure 5–17 Interfaces with the cloud 

Testing for the first aspect is implicitly integrated in the next two. Testing the
syntax is about the number of (optional and mandatory) fields, the order in
which the fields are arranged, and for each field, which values are valid and
which are not. Information from the sending system needs to be tested to deter-
mine whether it matches that of the receiving system. Well-known problems are
related to date formats that do not match, decimals, text versus numerical data,
number ranges, field lengths, special characters (@#$%^&*(), ‘’), “standard”
XML interfaces that prove to be less than standard, and so on. Testing for
semantics can best be combined with testing the E2E process (see section 3.1.3).
The focus of testing interfaces is in testing with data that can occur in real life
(and not, per se, the testing of the service).

The test basis for testing interfaces comprises interface specifications. There
are many (including open source) test tools available that can be used for testing
interfaces. After loading an XSD or WSDL file, (see section 5.6.8) test cases that
need to be executed on the interfaces can be generated automatically.

Incidents between interfaces need to be solved because otherwise the E2E
process does not function. The customer and supplier need to negotiate to
determine which side should solve the incident. When a supplier cannot be
contacted, the customer needs to work on a workaround, in the form of cus-
tomization, for instance (an adapter or bridge).
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5.6.5 Testing service configuration

The use of services in business processes usually requires a certain amount of
configuration. Incorrect configuration can result in a system that does not func-
tion as desired. Before the customer uses the service, analysis is needed to deter-
mine what needs to be configured for the service. Here are some examples:

■ Configuring authorizations
■ (Possibly) configuring the workflow
■ Configuring several general options (language, communication protocols,

date formats)
■ Configuring look and feel (company style, company colors, logos)
■ Detailed configuration of the service (what is used, what is not, mandatory

fields)

The scope and depth of testing the configuration depends on the risks that coin-
cide with use. The following can go wrong: 

■ Design of the configuration is incorrect (ill-conceived).
■ There are configuration errors.
■ Service configuration does not work properly.
■ General setup prevents the service from working properly.

For the first item a review is necessary. For the second item a test by the con-
figuration specialist is a necessary first step (in fact, a unit or component test),
which also involves testing the third item. An option for increasing test depth
is for a check to be made by a configuration specialist colleague (a collegial
test).

A system test of the configuration with formal test techniques is a very
extreme measure and not always necessary, and it’s not always done in software
packages. If the risk is high (the impact of incorrect configuration is very high),
one can execute a system test using formal functional test techniques on the
configuration, such as an elementary comparison test (ECT), a decision table
test, or a test using a classification tree (also known as a data combination test).

Testing general configurations and look-and-feel should not be skipped. In
packages, carelessness in configuration leads to large failures in functionality.
This can also happen with services.
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5.6.6 Customization by the supplier

When a supplier customizes a service for all customers, in effect a new version
of the service is created. Depending on the risks associated with the changes, the
customer can choose from the different options for test strategies, described in
this chapter. 

With changes for one or a limited number of customers, the question is how
thoroughly the supplier has tested the modifications. A modification for a spe-
cific customer (in contradiction of the essence of the cloud) will require an
acceptance test by the customer. The appropriate test techniques need to be
chosen based on the characteristics of the changed part of the service. Testing
also includes a connections test and an E2E test, to a depth commensurate with
the risks. 

Incidents that occur as a result of customization by the supplier need to be
solved by the supplier. 

5.6.7 Customization by the customer

Custom modifications on the customer side need to be tested by the customer.
The developer executes unit and system tests, and an acceptance test, including
an interface test and an E2E test, is then performed by the customer. Examples of
custom modifications on the customer side are adapters to translate files or
messages in the service connection or a user interface to communicate with the
service. The test basis consists of the customer’s requirements and specifications.

Incidents need to be solved by the developer.

5.6.8 Testing web services

The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), an international standardization
organization for the World Wide Web, defines a web service as follows: “A soft-
ware system designed to support interoperable machine-to-machine interaction
over a network.” In practice, a web service is a piece of software in which the
functionality is accessible using standardized web protocols. The communica-
tion with a web service is via XML messages/files. A web service is usually
accessible over the Internet and thus can be considered SaaS. Web services also
are used as building blocks for SaaS. Testing a web service normally is part of
the test program of the organization moving to the cloud. 
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Functional testing of web services can be done in a fairly standardized way.
If it is clear what the service needs to be able to do, the traditional test case
determination activity is performed.

WSDL 

WSDL is the standard for describing the following items:

■ The location (a URL) where the web service can be found
■ The supported protocols
■ The operations that the service can perform (in a library service, for exam-

ple, search for title, search for author, make a reservation)
■ The structure of the messages used in communication with the web service

A WSDL file therefore contains the information on the technical design of the
service. With the help of the WSDL, valid messages can be determined and the
web service tested. SOA test tools are able to automatically determine test mes-
sages, send them to a web service, and judge whether valid messages are
received from the web service. With a WSDL file, it is also possible to validate
messages from other systems that are to be sent to the web service. Another
option for the WSDL file is to create mock objects that simulate the messages
from the web service. In the absence of a WSDL file there may be XSD that
defines the message interaction with the web service.

Note that the WSDL file and the web service sometimes contradict each
other. By executing compliancy tests, it will become clear whether the web ser-
vice is implemented according to the technical design. When an error occurs,
the WSDL file or the web service may be the cause.

Tools

Although web services can be tested manually, it is not efficient and therefore
not recommended. Creating XML messages is a very error-prone and time-con-
suming task. There are a number of tools (both open source and commercial)
that offer support for creating messages. In addition, the communication proto-
col generally requires advanced functionality, such as adding SOAP headers
with encryption. This is not doable without test tools.
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Test cases

As an intake on a web service, all possible operations of the service need to be
requested once. When the service responds to every request and the answer
indicates that each operation exists, functional testing can start.

In designing test cases for (web) services, distinguish between test cases
with regard to the message structure and test cases that are about functionality.
Note that when you are using tools, generally only valid message structures are
generated. To determine how the service performs in fault handling, it is neces-
sary to define incorrect messages not only based on content but also based on
structure.

When different environments (or mocks) are used, it is important to check
how the message is addressed. It often happens that the wrong incident (or no
incident at all) is raised, due to the fact that messages weren’t addressed
correctly.

5.6.9 Multi-platform testing

One of the main advantages of working in the cloud is the opportunity to access
the service using different resources. In addition to the new technology that
makes this possible, two other coinciding trends have arisen. These are the New
World of Work and the BYOD phenomenon. With the New World of Work, the
working location is not, per se, bound to the office and people increasingly
work outside office hours. This requires access to the IT facilities over the Inter-
net. More and more people like to work with their own equipment rather than
with the resources made available to them by their employer. Laptops, tablets,
and smartphones are in this category. Testing different combinations of plat-
forms and services is summarized here under the term multi-platform testing. 

Which variations can be applicable (see Figure 5–18)?

■ Browser types (IE, Safari, Chrome)
■ Variations of apps
■ Different operating systems (Windows, iOS, Linux, etc.)
■ Different mobile devices (tablets, smartphones)
■ Different versions of hardware
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Figure 5–18 Possible variations

Considerations for the supplier

It is in the interest of the supplier to test the service with common platforms (por-
tability test). A complete functional test per platform is not feasible. There are
choices to be made. There are a number of considerations on which to base choices:

■ User statistics. Which platforms and versions are used the most?
■ New platforms. A supplier may want its profile connected with supporting a

new platform that is not yet found in user statistics.
■ Platforms that share the same kernel. Testing one platform per kernel can

be sufficient to cover the most important risks.
■ Focusing on the most-used paths through the service.
■ Testing one of each kind of technical facility (client-side scripts, forms,

media, control types).
■ Different technical facilities in apps (global positioning system (GPS)/no

GPS, camera/no camera, Wi-Fi/no Wi-Fi).
■ Requesting all screens and menus once.
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When the supplier follows W3C web standards closely in designing and build-
ing services and makes no or little use of specific properties and possibilities of
platforms, portability risk is limited.

Testing the multitude of mobile devices is becoming a problem. In sec-
tion 3.3, an example of test services that respond to this is described.

Considerations for the customer

A customer has different choices to make. Defining a BYOD policy is in most
organizations still in its early stages. In this policy, a number of matters need to
be defined. This leads to determining the following categories:

■ The standard office setups used within the organization
■ Other resources that are supported (for instance certain types of mobile

devices)
■ Resources that are allowed to be used but are not guaranteed
■ Resources that are not allowed to be used

The first and second categories are fully incorporated in the multi-platform test.
For the third category, a sample can be applied to testing, or it is not incorporated
in the test strategy at all. The fourth category is outside the scope, except when an
organization wants to test if the “forbidden platforms” are denied. In determin-
ing what needs to be tested, the same considerations apply as for the supplier.

5.6.10 Testing of and testing with apps

In practice, there is more and more mobile access to IT services. The access to
services can be through the browser of mobile devices, but one uses special apps
to address a service. These apps can be supplied by the service supplier (mostly
cost free), but apps developed by other parties are also offered. What does this
mean for testing?

An app that a supplier has developed in-house has to be tested over the
Internet with the service in a system integration test (of course, the app itself
also has to be tested!). When a customer wants to use the app, it is incorporated
in the test activities that are part of the service test strategy. When a customer
wants to use a different app, the customer is the system integrator and will have
to execute a system integration test (depending on the risk and the importance
of the app).
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Testing an app (on a mobile device)

Testing an app is similar to testing traditional applications. There are, however,
a number of extra points to note. With the use of mobile devices, for example,
less storage space, less memory, and failing Internet connections need to be
considered. In addition, the standard functionality of the mobile devices may
affect the use of the app—for example, incoming calls, connecting or discon-
necting battery chargers, locking the screen, and in many cases, a touch screen. 

For most mobile platforms, simulators are available that can support testing
apps on different combinations of mobile devices and operating systems.
Because these simulators are also used by suppliers of mobile devices, it is likely
that all capabilities of the devices are incorporated in the simulator. In addition
to testing the app on a simulator, it needs to be tested on (a selection of) actual
devices. In testing apps, there are different stakeholders: the app supplier, the
app customer, and the end users. These need to be included in the app testing
strategy.

There is another aspect to testing apps that are sold through a store: the
store places a number of added requirements on the apps, such as making sure
phone data is secure. All requirements of the store need to be incorporated in
the entire development process and therefore also in testing. When this is not
done properly, the store will not approve the app and the app will not be offered.

5.6.11 Testing for working offline

The ability to work offline is an important feature of many services. It is possible
to keep working during the (temporary) absence of a connection to a service. At
the moment that the connection is recovered, the synchronization process that
takes place when the connection is recovered needs to be tested. In section 5.5.9,
the test approach for testing working offline is described in more detail.

5.6.12 Testing for regression

When something changes in the IT landscape (the service or something else),
there is always the chance that not everything is working correctly. When
changes take place, consideration needs to be given to where and how extensive
regression tests should be. Regression testing is mostly likely to be performed
on functionality, but degradation also occurs in other areas (for instance, per-
formance). Nonfunctional aspects can be included implicitly in a functional
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regression test. Determining whether everything still works is, of course, not a
feasible objective. The risk analysis will determine the depth of testing.

5.6.13 Creating a test basis

A supplier is supposed to follow a regular software development process. The
supplier can use the functional specifications as a basis for testing the service.
For customers, things are different. A service is not chosen based on a func-
tional design because it is about more or less standard functionality. Chances
are high that the service and the business process meet for the first time in the
testing stage. This will be the first time the service is checked in detail to ascer-
tain whether there is a proper fit. For a test manager or tester to be able to pre-
pare for that with test scenarios, a certain test basis is needed. In many cases, not
many of the business processes are documented.

There are different ways to model the desired use of the service. The end
users or qualified representatives are the most important people to speak to for
creating the models. The more detailed the models need to be, the more time
and effort it takes. The desired level of detail needs to be determined based on
the risk profile of the modelled processes. A business analyst can provide their
services to the test team at this point.

Following is a summary of a number of techniques to determine the test
basis.

Process flows

To determine whether a certain way of working is even possible with a service, a
process model is drawn up, with activities and decision points. This is an excel-
lent starting point for a PCT. With a process model, the business process is key.
The model predominantly targets the flow through the process and not so much
the detailed functionality. Process flows normally will not stop at the boundar-
ies of the service but cover the entire E2E process. As a result, they are also the
test basis for the E2E test. It is often not until the process flows are worked out
that it becomes clear whether the processes are completely defined. Exceptions
will often be documented here for the first time.
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Use cases

Creating use cases is similar to creating process flows, only here the user is key.
By connecting all use cases, the entire business process can be covered. In a use
case, there is the opportunity to describe detailed functionality. The degree of
detail again depends on the risk profile. From a use case, if done right, a process
model can also be determined and serve as a test basis for a PCT. Detailed func-
tionality can be worked out using another test technique when desired.

Here are the important parts of a use case:

■ Actors. Who or what is executing this use case?
■ Preconditions. What needs to be configured before the use case can be

executed?
■ Triggers. Which action or actions initiate this use case?
■ Basic flow. These are the steps that make up the normal functionality of

this use case.
■ Alternative flow. These steps also can occur with this use case but deviate

from the basic flow.
■ Post-conditions. What has changed after executing the use case, or what is

the expected result?
■ Cohesion between use cases. This includes relationships to other use cases,

so that when a change in a use case occurs, the impact on other parts of the
system or on the environment is clear.

Classification tree

A classification tree (or data combination test) can be used to model the dif-
ferent variations in scenarios that all need to be processed by the service (see
Figure 5–19). This is very suitable as a test basis for E2E tests, but it does also
run through the process flows with different scenarios. Together with experts,
the variations to be tested are determined. The classifications provide instant
test cases.
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Figure 5–19 Example of a classification tree

CRUD

As services often support administrative processes, it is important to take creat-
ing, reading, updating, and deleting data into account. In the cloud, where oth-
ers may also have access to data, it is important that all options are supported.
Using a CRUD table with the most important kinds of data, it can be deter-
mined whether all desired options are present in the service. This technique is
also applicable to testing authorization (which role can do what in the CRUD
table).

Authorization table

Who is allowed to do what? Who might be a person, a role, or someone from a
group. What could be access to certain data (CRUD) or access to certain parts
of the service. To create a detailed enough authorization table, the service’s
options need to be taken into account. The authorization table is the test basis
for the authorization tests (and implicitly for the authentication tests).

Interface specifications (agreements)

Interface specifications indicate how communication between the service and
other systems will take place. The specifications describe the information struc-
ture that is exchanged, along with the field definitions. Increasingly, communi-
cation between systems uses XML. Specifications for XML files are often in
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XSD files. With web services, the interface specifications are recorded in a
WSDL, which should be provided by the web service supplier. In all specifica-
tions, information needs to be available about the following:

■ Field structure
■ Field names
■ Mandatory and optional fields
■ Field types
■ Field lengths

Interface specifications are not obtained or created with the users, but with
technical experts. The service supplier will have to deliver specifications with
regard to connecting with the service. In a web service this is essential: without
interface specifications, the web service is useless.
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5.7 Testing migration

When an organization is going to use a service for an existing business process,
a migration process is necessary. This will also be needed when use of a service
ends—for instance, in case of switching to another supplier. This can be
planned, but also unplanned (contract termination, bankruptcy).

The discussion of migration in this section mainly concerns data transfer.
Data in this case means information. In a migration, there are a number of
scenarios:

■ Transfer into the cloud, where the applications remain the same (can be
done with IaaS or PaaS). The data is only moved to another location.

■ Transfer to SaaS. The data from the existing application needs to be
migrated to the new service. 

■ Transfer from one SaaS to another SaaS. This will show a lot of similarities
to the second scenario.

■ Transfer out of the cloud. In most cases this will also mean a full data
migration, similar to the second scenario.
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In addition to simple migrations where data is transferred without change, data
conversion is frequently needed. The data structures of the new environment
are different from those of the original environment, which means that rules
need to be drawn up to convert the data. Another special case of migration is
synchronizing between the existing environment and the service. Both environ-
ments in this case are running in parallel. 

5.7.1 Migration test strategy

The migration test strategy is directly linked to the migration strategy. Testing
has the objective of lowering the risks related to a migration. The following gen-
eral acceptance criteria for data migration function as a basis for the migration
test objectives.

A successful migration can be described as follows:

■ Interruption to business processes is minimal.
■ All migrated data can be tracked (audit trail).
■ All data is converted correctly.
■ All transactions that were pending before migration are successfully

completed after the migration (or finished before migration takes place).
■ Defects in data before migration do not lead to problems during migration.
■ Defects in data are solved and not migrated in their defective state (optional

requirement).
■ No more data than necessary is migrated to the service (no unnecessary

data, no sensitive information unintentionally migrated).

Example. For the migration of an email service to the cloud, tools are usually
available to migrate existing emails to the cloud environment. When the risks
are not too high, testing is done by migrating one or some mailboxes and exe-
cuting a limited number of tests on the result. For instance, testing could be
done by means of a number of use cases: reading, forwarding, and replying
with a limited check on contents. When that goes well for a number of mail-
boxes, implementation follows.

The business and legal importance of email is increasing and, as a result,
so too is the importance of a correct migration. Migration tools in this case are
to be subjected to a dedicated test.
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The following possible migration test objectives (for the migration tool as well
as for the migrated emails) should be considered:

■ Are any emails lost?
■ Is the formatting of the emails unchanged (font, breaks, etc.)?
■ Are any attachments lost?
■ Can attachments still be opened?
■ Are all other attributes migrated (priorities, flags, reply indicator)?
■ Are dates and times of emails still correct?

5.7.2 Minimal interruption of business processes

The migration to the service should interrupt the business processes as little as
possible. After migration to the service, it is necessary to perform a check on the
proper functioning of the service. This test targets the risks of service disruption
caused by migrated data.

The test depth depends on the following factors:

■ How robust is the service for unexpected contents in the imported data (is
there a proper import check)?

■ How important is the migrated data for the proper functioning of the
service?

■ How extensive are the changes in the way in which data is used?

The following needs to be tested:

■ The most important business processes. To do this, process-oriented test
cases are needed, tuned to the (possibly altered) user process.

■ The correct import of data (is the data profile correct?).
■ The potentially changed way in which data is used.
■ The correct build-up of data history (correct order, with correct date and

time).
■ Vulnerable aspects, such as letter accents.

Trial migration

When the risks of migration and the importance of a correctly functioning sys-
tem after migration are high, executing a trial migration might be considered.
The steps described earlier are then executed in a test environment, with
migrated production data.
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5.7.3 Correct data migration in IaaS and PaaS

It is possible that the data is moved with the hardware, as is the case when set-
ting up a private cloud. In this scenario, there is no real migration and there is
nothing specific to test. E2E and regression tests do need to be executed. This is
further elaborated on in section 5.6.

When there is new infrastructure but the data is copied to the cloud, a test
needs to be executed to make sure the data transfers correctly to the target envi-
ronment (for instance, with a checksum or a comparison of files in the old and
new environment). Even when data structures do not change, surprises in the
content can occur. An example of this is a problem that arises in date and time
formats during the transfer to an environment where the country settings are
different (month-day-year versus day-month-year).

5.7.4 Correct data conversion with SaaS

In a migration to SaaS, invariably a data conversion is needed. A strategy to do
this is to fully rebuild the data by using the new (SaaS) application to manually
enter the data. In most cases, however, this will be too labor intensive and error
prone, and there will be a need for a tool to transfer data. This can be either a
tool that is offered by the service supplier or custom-built conversion software
(see Figure 5–20).

Figure 5–20 Steps in migration

Some migration test objectives are described next, along with the accompany-
ing test approach for the conversion software.
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Do conversion rules work correctly?

The most important check of conversion programs is an inspection beforehand
of all rules for the data conversion. For designing dynamic test cases for the
conversion, a number of techniques can be applied, such as equivalence classes,
boundary values (valid/nonvalid range, input and output domain), and syntax
tests in general (for instance, testing text fields that need to be converted to
numeric fields). There might also be a need for semantic tests; there are scenar-
ios in which data fields are mandatory, depending on the value in another field.
The following aspects can be tested:

■ Rounding, number of decimals (by rounding, totals are incorrect)
■ Field lengths (which means that data may be truncated)
■ Totals (columns and rows totals need to add up to the same total)
■ Date and time conversions (08-09-11 can mean 8 September 2011 but

possibly can be interpreted as 9 August 2011)

Does the conversion work properly on the input data?

An important option to build confidence in the conversion software is to exe-
cute one or more trial conversions with a representative set of data that is to be
converted. In putting together a representative set (often real production data),
cases that are representative of a large percentage of the data are needed, and
also cases that are critical to the business processes (with large consequential
damage when migration problems occur).

Is there any data lost? 

With high-risk data (for instance, financial data), it is extremely important that
there is no data lost or corrupted. Legislation and regulations might require that
the migration route is controlled with an audit trail so that the integrity of the
data can be demonstrated and all data manipulation during the migration is
traceable. To create an audit trail, a representative and traceable quantity is cho-
sen. Using checksums (for instance, the total amount of money) and data counts
(for instance, persons or records), you can check whether data is lost during
migration. Checksums and counts only provide an indication. Additional sam-
ples are needed to check the correctness of the data. 
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The audit trail needs to be functionally tested in advance, with a migration,
to make sure the audit trail does the following:

■ Confirms that the migration is executed correctly
■ Detects any problems in the migration (all deviations and data not migrated

need to be explained)

Are any partially completed transactions lost?

Migrations often take place while business processes are running. There can be
transactions underway that need to be completed after the migration. One test
objective is to ensure that a transaction that was underway prior to the migra-
tion can be successfully completed after the migration. Based on the work pro-
cess or operational profiles, a set of transactions can be set up and tested in a
trial migration. The need for a representative set and the severity of product
risks (likelihood of failing and impact) determine the size and scale of the trans-
action migration test.

During and after conversion, does any sensitive data remain available?

Intermediate results are stored during the conversion, so the security measures
during migration need to be similar to those of production. When the environ-
ment on which the conversion software is deployed is released after the conver-
sion, no conversion data is allowed to remain behind on the environment. If the
conversion software crashes, unwanted data can remain. By executing some
tests on the behavior of the conversion software in the case of a crash, this risk is
covered.

After a successful migration, the source systems can be shut down. Erasing
the original data is also part of the privacy solution. This needs to be part of the
migration strategy and therefore also be tested.

Is too much data being transferred to the service through migration?

Systems sometimes provide more data to another system than is strictly neces-
sary. When all data stays in-house, that is not a problem. As soon as the infor-
mation goes outside the company, checks are needed to ensure that no
additional data is transferred to the service during the migration than is needed
and allowed. This to prevent the leak of sensitive information. When applying
migration tools that are provided by the service supplier, this just might happen.
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It can be detected by inspection of the data designs of the source system and tar-
get service (and with that an inspection of the functioning of the supplier’s
migration tool).

Example. With migrating personal data to SaaS, it is intended that only the
personal data ends up in the new service. There are examples in which other
related data, such as data on wages and sick days, is included and placed in,
for example, a Notes field (see Figure 5–21).

Figure 5–21 Don’t migrate too much

5.7.5 Migration performance

When a lot of data needs to be migrated, a performance test is needed on the
conversion software and also on the extraction from the source system and
import into the service. A number of aspects are key here:

■ Speed. Amount of processed data per time unit (there is a limited time
window available for the migration in which the extraction from the source
system, the conversion, and the import into the service has to take place).

■ Infrastructure capacity. Is there, for instance, sufficient disk space to store
intermediate results?

■ Stability at full volume. There are no memory errors in using the conver-
sion software or other situations that risk the conversion stability at full
speed.

With trial migrations, the performance of the migration steps can be tested. The
amount of data can be so large that in the first rounds of the trial migration only
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part of the data can be migrated. Performance data cannot be extrapolated
directly for larger amounts of data, but can provide an indication. A trial
migration on full speed remains necessary as a final test.

With conversion of large volumes, cloud computing can also offer a solution
by using temporary processing facilities from the cloud, so the performance
doesn’t have to be a bottleneck.

5.7.6 Data cleanup

The (bad) condition of the input data can negatively affect the functioning of
the conversion software. Moreover, people want to start with a clean slate in a
new system and a new service. Therefore, data is cleaned up frequently prior to
the conversion. To test the data cleanup, the conversion software can provide a
good service, especially when it generates informative messages for erroneous
input. When the conversion software is tested and approved, the entire set of
production data to be cleaned up can be migrated. The error messages point to
data that needs to be cleaned up. This data is corrected and the trial conversion
can be restarted. When the conversion software contains only limited error
detection, it may be necessary to develop a special data cleanup tool to detect
the errors.

5.7.7 Test environment migration

Most attention in migrations is paid to data migration. But the migration to a
new test environment should also be considered. Here are some points to note: 

■ Transfer and migrate test data (the same steps as with production data).
■ Configure interfaces to other test systems.
■ Organize access to the new environments.
■ Configure administration for the new test environments (in test environ-

ments from the cloud, this is done by the supplier).
■ Test the test environment (intake).

The new test environment can play an important role in migration—for
instance, for executing trial migrations.
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5.7.8 Parallel runs and trial runs

Migration is an exciting and risky route. Preferably, one wants to see everything
running in the new service before the definitive switch is made. A test measure
for this is a trial run, in which a production-like scenario is enacted with users
who go through the business processes on the new service. The service will not
be live, but it will be loaded with converted data. An even more thorough option
is running the original systems and the service in parallel (parallel runs).

Trial runs and parallel runs are very expensive. With a trial run, two envi-
ronments are needed, and end users need to use the two systems in parallel. The
input can be duplicated automatically by means of a continuous migration, con-
version, or data synchronization from the original (live) systems to the (paral-
lel) service. The advantage of the cloud is that the environment does not need to
be paid for separately: it is delivered with the service. That makes it cheaper to
add a trial run phase or parallel run phase in the migration to the cloud. 

An important factor in trial/parallel runs is determining which criteria are
the basis for making the switch and turning the service on. The test manager
has an important role in this determination: putting together a go-live report.
Consider the following suggestions for go-live criteria based on the trial/parallel
run:

■ There are no blocking issues from the parallel process.
■ The service delivers the same results as the original systems (when there are

differences, they need to be explained).
■ The parallel processes are free from failure for a predefined amount of

time.
■ A representative set of business processes is running in a parallel process.

There is a lot of effort needed to keep the parallel process running. Therefore,
the service must be tested beforehand to make sure it works properly.
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5.8 Testing due to legislation and regulations 

An organization needs to take legislation and regulations into account when
configuring the IT landscape. The use of services is complicated by the legisla-
tion aimed at different industries, such as legislation with regard to financial
accountability (the Sarbanes–Oxley Act is an example), pharmaceuticals, medi-
cal care, and telecoms. The application of most legislation and regulations does
not change substantially when services are in the cloud, but demonstrating con-
formity is not getting easier. This section mainly targets the legislation and reg-
ulations that are codependent with the location and protection of data that is
brought to the cloud. It is about which requirements apply and not how they are
being complied with by putting security measures in place. 

Other legal matters are warrantee conditions, liabilities, and the contract
between customer and supplier. These legal issues are outside the scope of this
section.

When data that is subject to privacy legislation is migrated to a service for
storage or processing, other parties potentially get access to it. With cross-bor-
der data traffic in the cloud, another factor is added: multiple laws and regula-
tions for each of the countries involved. Legislation can hardly keep up with
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developments in the IT world. And cloud computing is, for the most part, in the
pioneer phase.

For the tester, legislation and regulations are a form of test basis. It is critical
to list all applicable legislation and regulations. This inventory potentially
brings a number of problems to light, such as contradictory legislation from dif-
ferent countries. Then the intended service is tested to determine whether the
rules can be met. In this specialized field, the tester and the legal representative
need to complement each other. 

What is to be done when issues arise? These are not often matters that can
be solved with a software fix. In practice, a compromise has to be made, possibly
by not complying with all the rules. This is in anticipation of the movement of
international legislation and regulations to better fit the new technology
advances that cloud computing offers. Of course, the tester or test manager does
not make this decision, but they advise, together with a lawyer, the managers
that are empowered to make decisions.

5.8.1 Inventory of legislation and regulations

Most countries have laws or rules for the way in which data needs to be han-
dled, such as where it is held (in the world), how long it is held, how it is pro-
cessed, and how it is accessed. The interests of the people to whom the data is
connected are key in all cases. For a company, this can be the end users of the
service, but, for instance, it may also be employees of the company for which
personnel data is stored or processed in the cloud.

Privacy legislation

For recent details on the current legislation, one has to seek legal sources. In the
Netherlands, legislation exists that puts limitations on the handling of personal
data, and there is related European legislation. There are national (Dutch Data
Protection Authority) and European (European Data Protection Supervisor)
organizations that check for the correct application of the rules.

Here are some examples of privacy laws:

■ Dutch Data Protection Act
■ EU Directive 95/46/EC on the protection of personal data
■ US-EU Safe Harbor
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Data location

In a legal context, the world is divided into locations where data can and cannot
be stored without problems. It is important to determine where these borders
lie. For the Netherlands, many European and several other countries lie within
these borders. The service needs to be investigated to determine where the data
will be held. This seems contradictory to the cloud’s raison d’être (the customer
really wouldn’t want to have that responsibility), but the law requires that the
data owner is responsible for ensuring that the protection of personal data is at
the required level wherever it is held.

In the search for the routes and locations of the data, several complicating
issues can be encountered. For instance, services often are stacked, such as a
SaaS supplier that uses a PaaS supplier, who in turn bases the service on the
infrastructure from another supplier. It is the IaaS that determines the physi-
cal location of the data. In addition to the physical location of the data stor-
age, the office locations of the different suppliers might be relevant: when they
fall under different jurisdictions, the diversity of laws and rules increases even
further.

Service suppliers continuously search for new opportunities for expansion
and for lowering costs. That is why suppliers move the physical locations of the
service software and, as a result, the location of the data. Based on supply and
demand, a market in data storage can even arise: moving data to the most cost-
effective location. The customer is not inconvenienced and may not even know
about it.

Another aspect of the cloud is that data is not always in one location but
spread over different places. To comply with the high-availability requirements,
the data is kept up to date in the different locations through synchronization.
Users contribute to this multi-location scenario: the mailbox in the cloud
synchronizes with the laptop at work, the PC at home, and the tablet, not to
mention the smartphone on the road. In short, finding an answer to the ques-
tion, “Where is my data?” is far from trivial.

There are a number of possible outcomes to an investigation into the loca-
tion of data in the cloud:

■ There is nothing, or hardly anything, to be found on this subject; this might
be a reason not to start using the service and to choose a service where the
location is documented (or for now, completely renounce cloud computing).
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■ The service stores data outside the borders of permitted countries and the
service cannot be used immediately, but with additional measures it may
become possible.

■ The service stores data within the borders of permitted counties. When
business-critical data is involved, additional guarantees might be needed
about the location and access to data, captured in a contract between the
customer and supplier (for instance, the possibility of performing audits at
the service supplier).

Additional agreements

Without going into detail on all the legal ins and outs, it can be stated that the
customer of the service will always and everywhere have the final responsibility
for controlling the privacy interests of the people to whom the data is related.
Standard procedures for offering data for processing or storing outside the bor-
ders of permitted countries may be available from official bodies that monitor
the protection of personal data. The most important requirement is that the
protection level “travels” with the data, wherever it is. The customer of the ser-
vice needs control over it, with additional agreements along the entire route the
data follows. The person responsible for the data is not only accountable to the
legislator, but also to the people whose personal data is moved; they need to be
informed.

International operating companies have the opportunity to create so-called
“binding corporate rules”: company locations outside the European Union (EU)
comply with the same privacy rules as within the EU. Service suppliers could
use these same rules.

Other legislation

Privacy legislation covers individuals. There are also other stakeholders around
data storage. Financial regulations, for instance, contain provisions for retention
periods and banking secrecy. Some sectors have to do with professional secrecy
(such as health care). Other sources of legislation with regard to administrative
organizations are civil codes, and fiscal laws. The (international) government is
increasingly imposing requirements on tracing and temporarily storing Internet
traffic for investigating criminal and terrorist activity.
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Other obligations

A customer has, by using services, outsourced certain matters. A part of the
customer’s process runs externally and the customer’s control over it is limited.
It is recommended that customers analyze in advance the extent to which they
can meet their obligations when the service is not available (through bank-
ruptcy, business conflict, or failure).

Investigation is needed to determine whether customers who use licensed
software are permitted to use it in the cloud.

Conflicting laws and rules

It can be that in the different countries where the data ends up, conflicting
requirements are in place, for instance with regard to the retention period: in
one country data may need to be retained a minimum of five years and in
another a maximum of three years. These cannot be easily reconciled. The
accompanying risks need to be assessed; where it seems logical, choose the leg-
islation in the home country as a starting point.

Impending laws and rules

In addition to complying with the regulations in countries in which data is
processed or stored, there is another reason for analyzing local legislation.
There can be legislation by which the local government can gain control over
the data (the best known example is the Patriot Act: the American government
can enforce access to data in the case of a suspected terrorist threat). This is a
risk for the customer’s intellectual capital (and, in fact, also for the service
supplier’s).

There can also be cases of unreliable governments: countries with low IT
cost structures are sometimes less transparently organized. This represents a
hard-to-grasp risk that needs to be weighed when choosing to use services from
a supplier or when a supplier rolls out services in such countries.
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5.8.2 Checking for legislation and regulations

Which instruments can the test manager implement to check the service for leg-
islation and regulations?

■ Provide help in listing the data that is stored in the cloud and the
requirements that are applicable to this data is an important step in itself:
senior people in the organization are made aware of the requirements and
risks and make a conscious choice of a service (or decide not to). In this
phase, legal support is necessary when risks are medium or high.

■ Provide help in listing the supplier terms and checking whether they are
contradictory to the customer’s requirements. 

Example. A supplier of a storage service claims to be the owner of the intellec-
tual capital of all data stored at their facilities. It is highly unlikely that this is
compatible with the interests of the organization that is the actual owner of
the data.

■ When risks are high, an audit can be performed. Performing an audit is
something that requires specialists, which in most cases have to be found
outside the organization.

■ When all risks and possible bottlenecks are known, senior management
needs to make the decision, partly based on the test manager’s advice,
whether this service can be used in the organization or not.

■ Testing and checking data security is, as always, fundamental.
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5.9 Testing in production

In traditional development projects, a support department is present that takes
over responsibility for the software after it is implemented in production.
Patches, changes, and so on are tested and rolled out by the support department.
The supplier maintains the services, so the customer doesn’t need a support
department for the maintenance of the service itself. Despite the savings that
can be achieved, this poses a problem because test activities still need to be done
with and around the service. It seems obvious that the test manager, as in the
implementation phase, has this responsibility.

In addition, it is important to determine whether the supplier keeps their
promises with regard to nonfunctional attributes, such as availability and per-
formance. Testing, the use of monitoring tools, and logging are the appointed
measures.

5.9.1 Continuity in production in the case of changes

The service and the service’s environment are continuously subject to change
(see Figure 5–22). After a successful implementation, continuity is constantly
threatened. A number of these changes are described next.
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Changes in the service

Suppliers, for different reasons, make changes to the service. Some of these rea-
sons include to solve problems, for improvements, in anticipation of growth, to
replace infrastructure, to apply security updates, and to process change requests
from customers. In certain cases this will be announced, and perhaps the option
is offered to test the changed version. More often, customers are confronted
with updates after they are implemented. Not all changes are communicated to
customers. There are, therefore, three scenarios, each with a specific test
approach:

■ Announced changes. Organize a test that targets the changes and perform
an E2E regression test on the high-risk parts of the service.

■ Retrospective information about changes. Organize a test that targets the
changes and perform an E2E regression test on the high-risk parts of the
service.

■ No information. Limit the risk by regularly performing the E2E regression
tests on the parts with the highest risk.

Although a service can be tested alone, an E2E test is preferable for testing con-
tinuity. See section 3.1.3 for more information on putting together and execut-
ing E2E tests.

Figure 5–22 Everything changes
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Changes in other systems

When the service is connected to other systems, the E2E functionality may be
threatened when changes occur in these systems. Normally, these changes do
not come as a surprise because the systems concerned are in maintenance and
under the customer’s control. A regression test, targeting the changes, in combi-
nation with an E2E regression test should be in place. When there are changes
in the interfaces, a specific test for the interfaces between the service and the
changed systems is also needed. 

An interesting and obvious change in other systems is that they are increas-
ingly brought into the cloud.

Changes at the supplier

In this instance, we are not referring to the service itself that is changed but
other changes that can affect the service, such as changes in the invoicing
model, takeover of the service ownership by another party, opening new loca-
tions to support to the service, and changes to the website to which more or less
capacity can be configured. The changes introduce risks for continuity in the
(near) future.

A measure to be used here is reevaluating the supplier against the selection
criteria. By checking whether things have changed, you can determine the
appropriateness of continuing with the same supplier. Running through the
selection process with a certain amount of regularity (for instance, yearly) is a
good strategy to track changes. Because the cloud computing market is continu-
ously changing and developing, there is a chance that when evaluating selection
criteria, a more suitable supplier is on the market. Switching to such a supplier
should be seriously considered. This will require a structured approach to
secure continuity during the transfer. It can be expected that switching from
supplier A to supplier B will become increasingly easier in the future, helped by
increasing standardization.

With the chaotic development in the world of cloud computing, it can hap-
pen that successful suppliers grow strongly, and as a result, the match between
the customer and supplier is lost (see Figure 5–23). A previous personal under-
standing becomes professional and distant. A relatively small customer can be
at the mercy of a larger supplier. On the other hand, the professionalization of a
service supplier might result in a better match for the customer’s needs.
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Figure 5–23 Balance between supplier and customer

Changes in the business processes

Change can also occur on the customer side. It is possible that the set of require-
ments that was used as a basis for choosing a service changes in such a way that
evaluating the selection criteria leads to choosing another service. In that case,
the implementation process needs to be run through again from the start.
Changes can also be less radical and just lead to a change in the way the service
is used. The E2E test cases will need to be adjusted to take into account the new
procedures and preferably executed prior to implementing the changes. In sec-
tion 5.6, the testing of the business processes in combination with the service is
discussed in more detail.

Growth

An important strength of cloud computing is the option to scale service capac-
ity to match the need. Nonetheless, in practice, there are certain bandwidths
within which growth can be accommodated. Growth also needs to be consid-
ered in relation to the supplier. It is very likely that a supplier is suitable for
small volumes but that other suppliers can provide the service with better terms
as the volume grows. Measuring the amount of use on a regular basis, compar-
ing this to expectations, and reconsidering the selection criteria are important
measures to manage risks. Note that the entire use is not generated from within
the walls of the organization. With the New World of Work and increasing use
of mobile resources, use also is generated at other locations and times.
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Changes in connected resources

A thin client contains software such as an operating system and a browser.
These are regularly updated, if only to keep up with security updates. Problems
that may arise in the interaction with the service can be tested in a test environ-
ment with an E2E test. This, of course, also goes for changes in other compo-
nents, such as firewalls, load balancers, and routers. It is more difficult to
anticipate changes in mobile devices and what devices the users may have in the
future (BYOD). In most cases, versions and updates to these devices cannot be
overseen. The users have to find out for themselves to a certain extent. One can
choose to include a selection of frequently used resources with up-to-date soft-
ware versions in the E2E regression test. Assuming that users keep their devices
up to date, continuity will be reasonably secured.

Changes to the Internet

Although the Internet is generally seen as a transparent medium, in reality it is a
large, complicated machine that is continuously being developed. The Internet
contains a lot of functionality, such as addressing, routing, caching, and data
traffic security. The behavior of the data in the Internet is translated into the
cloud. The broad network access characteristic of cloud computing is directly
dependent on the proper functioning of the Internet. Many changes in the
Internet are not immediately visible or known to the customer or service sup-
plier. A regularly run E2E regression test is a measure that, unfortunately in
hindsight, can detect if something has changed in the Internet connection and
whether the change has an impact on the use of the service. There are also
changes in the Internet that can be expected, such as the implementation of
IPv6. When problems with the Internet disrupt the functioning of the service, it
will lead to an issue in the E2E test setup.

Conclusion

In conclusion, it can be stated that the test manager needs to be attentive to all
possible changes in the operational stage. Thought needs to be given to matters
that can disrupt the continuity of the service and, with that, the business pro-
cess. In addition, the test manager needs to actively initiate measures and check
with sufficient regularity to determine whether continuity is threatened by
changes that are off the radar.
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5.9.2 Measuring guarantees

An advantage of cloud computing is the pay-per-use principle. Only what is
used is paid for. That leads to the following questions for the customer: Do I get
what I pay for? Do I pay too much? With large customers, a lot of money and a
large vested interest are involved, so it is worth finding good answers to these
two questions. It is about evaluating the contract agreements on the basis of
guaranteed or agreed KPIs. In Chapter 3, reaching agreement with the supplier
is discussed. A number of obvious KPIs for services and measuring the levels
achieved in production are discussed next.

Availability

Suppliers advertise with high service availability percentages. In most cases they
consist of three or more nines (>99.9 percent), but 100 percent is also adver-
tised. A number of comments may be made about the availability percentage.
99.9 percent availability in a year, for instance, means that a service with a dis-
ruption of over eight hours per year complies with the terms of the guarantee.
This can mean the loss of a day’s worth of revenues. In addition, the supplier
may exclude certain periods from availability measuring (for instance, for
maintenance periods). This can shed another light on the theoretically high
availability percentages. For a customer, it is important to establish which avail-
ability periods really matter. When the stakes (risk) are high enough, a customer
can decide to measure actual availability.

Availability can be measured with the help of monitoring tools that observe
whether the service is interrupted. Registering failure notices is an alternative
approach. At the end of each period, it can be established whether the service’s
availability has reached the required level.

It is possible that the supplier monitors availability for each customer or ser-
vice. When it is shown in practice that this is sufficiently reliable, the customer
has no need to do this monitoring, which, in turn, results in savings.

Performance

For performance the same comments about availability are, to some extent,
applicable. Performance guarantees for user applications are usually given
within certain margins, such as “response time in 95 percent of cases within
x seconds.” Just as with availability, it is important to find out how this relates to
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the desired performance during peaks and troughs, different weekdays, periods
during the year, and so on. In other words, does the customer experience the
performance guaranteed by the supplier when it is needed, and is the guaran-
teed performance sufficient for continuity in production? In addition to KPIs
for response times, there are other performance-related KPIs, such as upload,
download, and synchronization speeds. Often these are configurable and some-
times they are dynamic in nature, such as an upload speed that is a maximum of
75 percent of the actual bandwidth. As a result, other customers can seriously
affect performance.

To evaluate the performance in production, the following needs to be clear:

■ Which performance KPIs are important enough to measure
■ Which guarantees the supplier provides
■ How the KPIs can be measured

Section 5.2 explained how the testing of performance works. In measuring per-
formance, it is important to be able to determine the bottlenecks and what and
where to measure to be able to find them. There are many options: the cus-
tomer’s resources, the network, the in-house software (with PaaS and IaaS), or
the supplier’s software. Just as with availability, evaluation can be based on mea-
surement or based on complaints.

Scalability

By measuring availability and performance, value for money can be deter-
mined. At the same time, scalability is tested.

How can it be determined whether there is too much capacity? If this is the
case, it needs to be scaled down to reduce expenditure on the service. To the
extent where the capacity used can be calculated, this is quite easy to assess. For
instance, if 50 of a possible 100 mailboxes are in use, probably a smaller package
can be used. By keeping track of actual use of the service in production, money
can be saved. Services will increasingly offer the option of showing the capacity
used.

Security

What is a suitable KPI for security? How can you measure security? One way to
do this is by collecting security issues, but that does not provide a comfortable
feeling. The risk of failure for security issues is too high to use this as a metric.
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The level of security needs to be measured actively. Section 5.3 describes how
security can be tested.

Reading log files and audit trails, where it can be seen which user at what
time had access to which information, is a method that can be easily accom-
plished in production. Other security checks, such as audits and penetration
tests, are cumbersome to apply often. However, these tests should be periodi-
cally run, perhaps yearly. 

One approach is to take the following steps:

1. List which security measures in production need to be monitored (risk
based).

2. Determine measuring method and frequency.
3. Evaluate the results.

The objective is to assess the quality of the defense line and locate weak spots. It
is also important that the customer’s expectations match the security guaran-
teed by the supplier.

5.9.3 Original selection criteria evaluation

Once a service has been chosen, implemented, and used in production, it
appears that the threshold to reevaluate the selection criteria against the service
on a regular basis is quite unlikely. It is recommended that, on a yearly basis, it is
determined whether there are any new, more favorable options available.
Changes in the current service, the IT environment it is part of, and the busi-
ness processes can lead to a reevaluation of the chosen approach. In addition, it
can just be that with the chaotic development of cloud computing, new services
are developed and offered that give rise to the requirement to switch.

Comparing the current service solution with new alternatives is done in the
same way as with the original selection; see section 5.1.

Here are the most important triggers for a service selection evaluation:

■ Significant issues with the current solution
■ Significant changes coming up with the service or service supplier that can

have a negative impact
■ Significant changes in the business processes
■ Availability of new or better services or services with more favorable terms
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A migration to another service is, of course, not free. With a possible switch to a
new service, the business case needs to be properly evaluated.

5.9.4 Practical points to note

(E2E) Regression test

An important instrument for testing in production is the E2E regression test.
The business processes are tested to establish whether they still run properly.
Depending on the frequency of changes (in certain environments patches are
rolled out daily, so this could also happen with a service), a daily regression test
can be needed. In section 3.1.3 more detailed attention is paid to setting up an
E2E test. An E2E regression test is complex and relatively expensive. When
issues in a particular area—for example, integration between the service and
one particular system—are found on a regular basis during the E2E test, a more
local regression test can be considered as an addition. This would not require
the E2E test to be deployed every time, which can lead to savings.

Measurement methods for KPIs

When the customer is complaining to the supplier about not meeting a guaran-
teed KPI, the measurement method can be subject to fierce debate. This is pre-
vented by recording the measurement method in the SLA in advance.
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How can a book that is about something that still needs to reach full develop-
ment be concluded? For starters, by establishing that practice will show to what
extent the test measures fit and which further innovations are needed. More
risks will undoubtedly be identified, existing risks will reveal to be less relevant
than imagined, and the test measures will be adjusted accordingly. Further
developments will be followed and various media additions to this book will
appear. Testing Cloud Services offers the entire approach, from identifying risks
to taking test measures.

With all the risks and test measures that are described in this book, the
impression might be that going to the cloud is fairly risky. In other words, if this
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needs to be tested so extensively, is cloud computing such a good idea? But here
the universal rule is valid:

No Risk, No Test

Example. Based on the extent of the security risks, one can choose from the
following options:

■ Not test at all. This is valid for widely used and proven services such as
email.

■ Hiring a test company. This is advisable when the business stands or falls
on proper functioning and/or it is plausible that malicious parties will try
to gain access to company data.

■ Test in-house. All other cases.

With the use of the approach in this book, the test manager can put together a
generic test strategy that applies to the organization’s context. Certain risks are,
for instance, general and apply to every service that is introduced into the orga-
nization’s IT landscape. Choices are made by each organization. Certain test
measures will become a permanent part of the test strategies for services in the
cloud, such as setting up a continuous E2E regression test.

The good news for the test manager is that cloud computing offers plenty of
opportunities. Broadening the role of the test manager fits in with the IT profes-
sion becoming more mature: the shift from “Do I get what is promised and are
there no errors in it?” to “Is this a correctly functioning solution for the organi-
zation?” This requires involvement in all phases of the entire life cycle of pro-
viding IT services from the cloud. In addition, it also requires more knowledge
in the field of testing nonfunctional requirements. The key is to select the tools
that fit the context.

This book is just the beginning of testing of and with services in the cloud:
the warm-up is finished, but the match still needs to be played!
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Term Definition

ADSL Method for data transfer over a cable.
audit trail Capturing information to enable the history of a transaction to be viewed.
CDMI Cloud Data Management Interface: functional interface that allows applica-

tions to interact with the cloud for data storage.
checksum Method to verify that no errors have arisen in the data transmission.

Performed mathematically.
DDoS Distributed Denial of Service is an attack where multiple systems target a

single system with the aim of taking it out of service.
driver Software with limited functionality that enables the tester to send data to the

test object. This software replaces a system that normally would supply this
information, but which is not (yet) present.

DTAP Develop–test–acceptance–production environment: term to indicate that
developers, (system) testers and acceptance testers each have their own
adequate environments in which to do their tasks without disruption from
the others. 

EDGE A service for delivering data to mobiles.
GPRS A service for delivering data to mobiles.
HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol is a protocol used for exchanging documents

on the Internet.
IPv6 (and IPv4) Internet addresses. IPv4 (old) uses addresses of 32 bits and IPv6 (new) uses

addresses of 128 bits.
JSON JavaScript Object Notation is a text-based open standard designed for

human-readable data interchange. Javascript is a programming language
used in websites.

KPI Key performance indicators are used to evaluate success, or to evaluate the
success of particular activities. KPIs are included in contracts between orga-
nizations.

load balancer A load balancer distributes workload across multiple computers or other
resources. The objective is to prevent overload and to achieve better perfor-
mance.

mock Software with limited functionality that enables the tester to send data to the
test object, after receiving data from the test object. This software replaces a
system that normally would receive and send the data, but is not (yet)
present.
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MUSA See Software Reliability Engineering, 2nd edition, John D. Musa, Author-
house, ISBN 1-4184-9387-2.

OCCI Open Cloud Computing Interface is an interface that initially was meant to
remotely manage IaaS. Today it is also applicable to PaaS and SaaS (http://
occi-wg.org/). 

ODF Open Document Format: a standard for document exchange.
OVF Open Virtualization Format: a standard for interoperability of virtual

environments.
POC A proof of concept is a basic implementation to demonstrate that the

proposed solution is going to work.
process cycle test See TMap Next, for Result-driven Testing, Tim Koomen et al., UTN Publish-

ers, ISBN 90-72194-79-4.
real life test See TMap Next, for Result-driven Testing, Tim Koomen et al., UTN Publish-

ers, ISBN 90-72194-79-4.
REST Representational State Transfer: an architectural style for systems such as

the World Wide Web.
sandbox A sandbox is a safe environment in which to experiment.
SBTM Session-based test management:  http://www.satisfice.com/articles/sbtm.pdf.
SLA Service level agreement: a documented agreement between a supplier and

customer.
SOAP Simple Object Access Protocol: a widely used protocol, including on the

Internet.
SSL Secure Sockets Layer: a system to protect certain types of messages on the

Internet.
SSO Single Sign On: a method to allow a user to perform tasks in multiple

systems after logging into an information system, where this system serves
as an authentication source for the other systems.

staging A method in which website content is placed in a test environment before
publication in order to test and, if necessary, modify the content and
appearance.

stub Software with limited functionality that enables the tester to receive data
from the test object. This software replaces a system that normally would
send the data, but is not (yet) present.

thin client A small (thin) computer that servers as a customer (client) of a large, central
computer, where the majority of the processing takes place.

TLS Transport Layer Security: mechanism used for certain types of messaging
over the Internet.

TMap See TMap Next, for Result-driven Testing, Tim Koomen et al., UTN Publish-
ers, ISBN 90-72194-79-4.

TMMi A method for determining the maturity of testing processes.
TOGA Test Outsourcing Government Approach: an approach for the successful

outsourcing of testing activities. See http://www.polteq.com/en/.
TPI Test Process Improvement: see TPI Next, Business Driven Test Process

Improvement, Sogeti, UTN Publishers, ISBN 90-72194-97-7.
VPN Virtual private network: a method by which a local network is made acces-

sible on the Internet.
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W3C World Wide Web Consortium: see http://www.w3.org. 
WEP Wired Equivalent Privacy: an outdated wireless security method.
WPA Wi-Fi Protected Access: Wi-Fi security method.
WSDL The Web Services Description Language is an XML-based interface descrip-

tion language that is used for describing the functionality offered by a web
service.

XML eXtensible Markup Language: a language used to store data in a structured
way.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/XML
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interface_description_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interface_description_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_service
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_service
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Index
A

acceptance criteria 55, 65, 138
administrator 95
architecture documentation 95
audit trails 86, 90, 159
authentication 83, 85
authorization 83, 86
authorization table 89, 135
availability 104, 112
availability and continuity risk 41
availability guarantee 41, 111

B

bandwidth 73
bankruptcy 42, 49, 63, 137, 150
baseline 66
binding corporate rules 149
boundary value 68, 75, 76, 77, 141
Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) 31
business process 16, 21, 70, 121, 134, 139, 

145, 155, 159
business process documentation 95
business requirements 95
BYOD 39, 87, 129, 131

C

change procedure 46, 102
checksum 140, 141
classification tree 121, 126, 134
cloud computing 1, 5
Cloutest® ii, xi
communication protocol 126, 128
community cloud 12, 91
configuration management 109
continuity 41

continuity testing 104
contract 19, 146, 149, 157
contract negotiations 53
crowdsourcing 31
CRUD 116, 135
customization 127
customized parts 45

D

data cleanup 144
data combination test 126, 134
data cycle test 88
data encryption 84
data exchange 124
decision table test 126
download 67, 158
driver 23, 60
Dutch Data Protection Act 147
Dutch Data Protection Authority 147

E

E2E test 20, 59, 127, 153, 155, 156, 160
elasticity 68, 69, 76, 112
elementary comparison test 126
encryption 40, 83, 84, 86, 87, 128
encryption key 42
end-to-end test 20
endurance test 68, 75
error guessing 123
European Data Protection Supervisor 147
exploit 83
exploratory testing 123
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F

failover 107, 113, 115, 116
FMEA 106
functionality risk 43
functionality testing 119

G

guarantee 19, 20, 112, 157, 158

H

hardware reliability 108
help desk 63, 100, 101
Hybrid cloud 13

I

IaaS 31, 51, 66, 68, 94, 110, 115, 140
IDaaS 85
identity service 83, 85
implementation 12, 25
implementation model 7, 12, 17
import of data 139
incident management procedure 99
incident response time 92
information security 39, 82
Infrastructure as a Service 8
infrastructure specification 94
inspection 58, 141, 143
interface 93, 144
interface specification 93, 125, 135
interfaces 20, 36, 38, 45, 124
internet security 84
ISO 27001 82, 90

K

KPI 110, 157, 158, 160

L

latency 37, 73
law 147, 148, 149, 150
legislation 47

legislation and regulations risks 47
load balancer 79, 115, 156
load balancing 112
load profile 69, 70, 72, 75, 76, 77, 78
load test 67, 69
log file 23, 79, 90, 159

M

maintainability risk 45
manual 44, 95, 121, 123
metrics 29
migration 42, 137
mirroring 111
mobile device 32, 129, 132, 156
mock 20, 60, 98, 129
model for generating turnover 36
monitor 77, 79, 106, 108, 110, 152, 157
MTBF 110
MTTR 110
multi-platform 129
multi-platform testing 129

N

network security 84
New World of Work 31, 39, 43, 61, 129, 155
NIST 57

O

off-the-shelf 43
operation 70, 128
operational profile 69, 70, 110

P

PaaS 10, 51, 96, 109, 116, 140
parallel runs 145
Patriot Act 39, 150
pay per use 6, 31, 58
PCT 121
performance risks 36
performing audit 90
personal data 47, 143, 147
physical security 85
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Platform as a Service 8
platform specifications 94
POC 58
PRA 106
privacy legislation 47, 147, 149
private cloud 12, 74, 96, 140
process cycle 76
process cycle test 69, 87, 88, 121
process flow 70, 133
process simulation 59, 105, 117
process test 20
processing capacity 73
processing capacity (throughput) 37
product risk analysis 18, 33, 51, 106
Production 26
production 16, 26, 96, 115, 152
proof of concept 58
public cloud 13, 70, 74, 80, 96

R

regression test 23, 99, 153, 156, 160, 162
regulation 39, 90
regulations 147
release advice 24
resolution time 100
response time 33, 37, 65, 68, 77, 157
retest 99, 101
Risk analysis 17

S

SaaS 11, 51, 60, 66, 68, 93, 109
SAML 86
scalability 36, 57, 69, 158
scaling down 37, 69, 76
scaling up 8, 37, 69, 76
secrecy 29, 149
security 82
security incident 39
security issues 158
security measure 83, 159
security of building 84
security of data 39
security of the service location 62
security risks 39

selection 25
selection advice 54, 60
selection criteria 54, 55, 61, 154, 159
service model 7, 8, 51, 104
session manipulation 90
setup of the service 45
SLA 41, 100, 110, 160
SOA 6, 93, 128
SOAP 128
social engineering 83, 87
Software as a Service 8
software reliability 109
specifications 15, 19, 93, 135
stress test 67, 75, 76
stub 23, 60
suppliers and outsourcing risks 48
synchronization 111, 117, 132, 145
syntax test 87, 109, 141
system integration 16, 20, 21, 131
system picture 21, 95

T

TaaS 26, 27
terms and conditions 19, 48
test basis 15, 19, 55, 59, 69, 88, 133, 134
test documentation 30, 46, 99
test environment 31, 62, 80, 96, 144
test outsourcing 26
test strategy 17, 25, 131, 138, 162
Testing as a Service 17
testing authentication 87
testing authorization 88
testing due to legislation and regulations 

146
testing during selection 53
testing elasticity 69
testing failover 113
testing for manageability 92
testing in production 152
testing interfaces 124
testing log files 90
testing migration 137
testing performance 65
testing security 82
testing service configuration 126
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testing user documentation 124
testing web services 127
testing with apps 131
testing working offline 132
throughput 73
TMMi 29
TOGA® 26, 27
TPI 29
trial conversion 141
trial migration 139, 144
trial runs 145

U

upload 67, 158
upload/download 37
use case 70, 121, 134
user documentation 95, 124
user experiences 38
user friendly 120
user-friendliness 123
US-EU Safe Harbor 147

V

vendor lock-in 49, 53
virtualization 6, 79, 108
volume test 68, 75

W

web service 80, 127
working offline 117, 132
WSDL 102, 125, 128

X

XSD 124, 125, 128
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